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Recently Published

Obama
The Historic Presidency of Barack Obama - 2,920 Days
by Mark Greenberg, foreword by Ken Burns
As President Obama’s two terms come to an end, the time is right to explore
his legacy. Through stunning images by White House photographers, and
notable quotes from a broad spectrum of people, this book relives Barack
Obama’s journey, from his remarkable victory to his final days in office.
Obama features dozens of iconic shots, including dramatic pictures from
the situation room, as well as more lighthearted photos from such events
as the White House Correspondents’ Dinner, and moments with the entire
family. It’s truly a keepsake of a beloved president.
Former Associated Press editor MARK GREENBERG has been a photojournalist for more than 40 years, having worked for United Press
International, the Star Ledger, and Visions, his own New York–based
photo agency. He has won World Press Photo awards and was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize for feature photography on the Voyager aircraft. Greenberg was co-creator of the 2009 bestselling book Obama:
The Historic Front Pages.
Filmmaker KEN BURNS has directed and produced some of the most
acclaimed historical documentaries ever made. His films have been
honored with 15 Emmy Awards, two Grammy Awards, and two Oscar
nominations. In 2008, Burns was honored by the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences with a Lifetime Achievement Award.
Writer DAVID TAIT is a successful ghostwriter and columnist who spent
most of his career in commercial aviation. In 2001 he was awarded an
OBE by Queen Elizabeth II for his role in building Virgin Atlantic Airways
from scratch with Richard Branson.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

 beautiful tribute to a beloved president’s legacy that every one
A
of his admirers will want to own

■■

 otable contributors, including well-known historians, celebrities,
N
business leaders, community leaders, and politicians such as
Richard Branson, Tweed Roosevelt, and Anastasia Somoza

■■

 are and unseen photographs along with iconic images and
R
newspaper front pages

■■

Features President Obama’s landmark speeches

ISBN 9781454926399 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 208 pages (all in color)
9 1/8 x 10 7/8 • Carton Qty: 12
Territory: W
Sterling
APRIL 2017
RECENTLY PUBLISHED
2

Recently Published

Michelle Obama
A Photographic Journey
Introduction and text by Antonia Felix
With 140 photographs, inspiring quotes, and excerpts from historic
speeches, this stunning volume celebrates beloved First Lady
Michelle Obama. Although the book focuses on 2007 to 2016, it also
covers the pre-White House years, from childhood to law school to
Obama’s first campaign. It also explores her family life; “First Lady
Firsts”; TV appearances and official trips; main health, social, and
education projects; and role as glamorous First Hostess at State
Dinners and other events.
ANTONIA FELIX has written biographies of Laura Bush, Condoleeza
Rice, and Sonia Sotomayor, among other books.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Michelle Obama’s popularity has never been higher

■■

A perfect keepsake for her legions of admirers

■■

 comprehensive look at her time in the White House, stunningly
A
illustrated with inspiring photography and quotes throughout

ISBN 9781454926368 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 208 pages (all in color)
9 1/8 x 10 7/8 • Carton Qty: 12
Territory: W
Sterling
APRIL 2017
R ECENTLY PUBLISHED
3
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Coding for Parents
Everything you need to know
to confidently help with homework
by Frazer Wilson
Facing the daunting prospect of helping your children with their
coding homework? Coding for Parents teaches you what you need
to know . . . so you can teach your kids! This well-illustrated guide
takes you by the hand and leads you through the basics, building your
knowledge of key concepts, terminology, and techniques, and giving
you the language you’ll need to explain it all to your child.
FRAZER WILSON is a web designer and front-end developer who
teaches coding in a local school as part of an organization called Code
Club. Coding for Parents is his first book. He lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

 ully illustrated, with instructional diagrams and
F
illustrated examples

■■

 ivided into sections roughly based on age, so parents
D
can follow along with their child’s schooling, or teach their
children in keeping with common curriculum

■■

Introduction to popular software such as Scratch,
Python, and Java

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on general interest, parenting, coding, technology,
and teacher blogs and websites

ISBN 9781454925675 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 208 pages (all in color)
5 5/16 × 7 1/4 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can
Sterling
AUGUST 2017
August
5

Astrophotography
The Most Spectacular Astronomical Images of the Universe
by Rhodri Evans, foreword by Steven Young
Get swept up in the beauty of our universe with this collection of spectacular images.
Moving from our own solar system, to the Milky Way, to the far ends of the universe, it
features photographs taken by Earth’s largest telescopes along with those sent back by
spacecraft such as Cassini and New Horizons. Each photo includes commentary by an
expert astronomer plus technical information on how it was achieved
DR. RHODRI EVANS is an astronomer and research fellow at Cardiff University. He has
written academic papers as well as articles on popular science, and authored several
books. He frequently contributes to the BBC on physics and astronomy and writes a
popular blog as The Curious Astronomer.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9780233005010 • $35.00 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 192 pages
(250 color & b/w photos)
9 × 11
Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch
AUGUST 2017

■■

A collection of the most spectacular astronomical images taken by the new generation
of orbiting telescopes, earthbound observatories, and probes, including photos from
agencies such as NASA and the European Southern Observatory in Chile, and by New
Horizons, which sent back the spectacular images of Pluto in July 2015

■■

Explains the equipment and technicalities of producing such images, including how
we harness the whole electromagnetic spectrum from gamma rays to radio waves

■■

Commentary by an expert astronomer, who explains what can be seen in each
photograph and how the image was achieved

■■

Foreword by David Eicher, editor-in-chief of Astronomy magazine

Mars
Making Contact
by Rod Pyle, foreword by Jim Green,
NASA’s Planetary Science Division Director
With unparalleled access to NASA's archives, this stunning volume pays tribute to 50
years of Mars exploration. It ranges from the earliest telescopic viewings, through
NASA's first flybys, to the landers in the 1970s, and today's sophisticated rovers and
orbiters. It also showcases in exquisite detail the elaborate plans for human expeditions
to Mars, along with breathtaking photographs and insider documents from NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.

ISBN 9780233004921 • $35.00 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 192 pages
(200 color & b/w photos)
9 × 11
Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch

ROD PYLE has written widely on space and the inner workings of NASA. His most recent
book was Curiosity: An Inside Account of the Mars Rover Mission for Random House.
He works on outreach programs for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Caltech. He
is a frequent contributor to the Huffington Post and space.com, as well as other media
outlets. Rod has also produced numerous documentaries for The History Channel and
Discovery Communications. Other books include the Smithsonian's Destination Moon
and Carlton Books' Missions to the Moon.

AUGUST 2017
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The Plant Hunters
The Adventures of the World’s Greatest
Botanical Explorers
by Carolyn Fry, in association with
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
Plant Hunters delves into our obsession with all things that grow—
both for their beauty and their economic potential—and the creation
of botanical gardens to cultivate them. This intriguing, sumptuously
illustrated volume travels the world, introducing the botanists,
explorers, and empire builders who gathered formerly unknown
plants to bring home. It examines the species we now take for granted
and the plants that enriched and impoverished nations.
CAROLYN FRY is a journalist and author. A Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society, she was formerly editor of its magazine,
Geographical. She is the author of The World of Kew (BBC Books), a
BBC TV series tie-in, and a contributor to various magazines, including
BBC Online and Kew magazine.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

New edition with previously removable facsimile memorabilia now
shown in photographs

Ficus carica

Jasminum nudiflorum

from Antonio Targini Tozzetti's

from Edwards' Botanical

Raccolta di fiori, frutti ed agrumi,

Register, 1815–47.

1825. Figs were introduced to Britain
by the Romans.

■■

Published in collaboration with the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew in
London, which receives around 1.5 million visitors from across the world
every year

■■

As many as 200 new species of plants are discovered every year

■■

There are more than 1,100 botanic gardens throughout the world,
including over 730 in the USA, 140 in Australia, 123 in Italy, 92 in France,
49 in Canada, and 49 in the UK

■■

■■

O R IG INS O F
AG R ICULT UR E
The spread of modern humans, from
their original home in Africa around
100,000 years ago, took around 50,000
years to encompass most of Eurasia.
During this time, they were huntergatherers, relying on the plants and
animals they encountered in the wild.
The centres in which agriculture then
developed, and the primary staple
foods of each area, are: south-west Asia
around the Fertile Crescent (barley
and wheat); China (rice and millet);
New Guinea (root and tree crops);
sub-Saharan Africa (sorghum and pearl
millet); Mesoamerica (maize and beans);
eastern North America (seeded plants)
and South America (potato and beans).
Early farmers supplemented their diets
with fruits and root crops, plus hunting
and fishing. After ad 1500, European
colonization accelerated the uptake of
agricultural practices. Today, almost the
entire human population depends on
farmed food.

The book is lavishly illustrated with images from the archives of the
Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew and also contains reproductions of
fascinating documents, notebooks, and sketches—including extracts
from the ancient herbals of Nicholas Culpeper, the oldest known map
of Kew Gardens, made in 1754 by the Frenchman Jean Rocque, and an
extract from the Orchid sketchbook of John Day

plants introduced by the Romans to Britain
includes the sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa),
walnut (Juglans regia), fig (Ficus carica),
leek (Allium ampeloprasum var. porrum) and
opium poppy (Papaver somniferum).
Between the eighth and fifteenth
centuries, Islamic conquest of much of the
lands flanking the Mediterranean led to
the widespread introduction of new crops
from India and the Far East. These included
orchard fruits such as sour oranges, lemons,
limes, pomelos, apricots and bananas, plus
rice, taro and sugar cane. Some of these
plants originally hailed from the Tropics,
so raising them in relatively dry areas, such
as Spain and Portugal, required expertise
in creating irrigation systems. The Moors
demonstrated their skills with water in
showy flower gardens, growing oriental
ornamentals such as tulips, yellow and white
jasmine, narcissi, lilacs and the Chinese rose.
The most elaborate, with its fountains and
water-lily pools, was the terraced garden of
the Alhambra Palace complex in Spain. This
was the last stronghold of the Muslim kings
of Grenada before Spanish Christians forced
the Moors to retreat south in 1492.

Right Triticum hybernum
depicted by Pierre-Joseph
Redouté in La Botanique
de Jean Jacques Rousseau,
1805. Emmer wheat and barley
formed the basis for agriculture
in the “Fertile Crescent”.

Right Cotton fibre grows
around the seed of the
plant, which can be
prone to disease and
susceptible to pests.

T H E G L O B E -TROTTI N G
POTATO
The ubiquitous potato is a widely travelled plant species that
today grows in over 150 countries. The genus Solanum,
which includes the potato we now commonly eat (Solanum
tuberosum), is native to South America. First cultivated
in Peru and Bolivia from around 2,000 bc, the potato was
introduced to the Canary Islands around 1567 and to
mainland Europe around 1570. The first known cultivation
there took place in Seville between 1573 and 1576. Captain
Cook took it to Australasia on his first circumnavigation
of 1770. After cultivars of Chilean origin that suited cooler
conditions were imported in the early nineteenth centuries,
the potato spread rapidly across Europe and North America.
The Irish became so reliant on the crop that when blight
wiped out the harvests of 1845 and 1846, one million people
died and another 1.5 million emigrated.

14

The Plant Hunters has won Best Publication from the Association of
Cultural Enterprises (ACE) in 2009 and two German awards in 2011: the
inaugural European Garden Book of the Year from Schloss Dennenlohe
and Best Publication from Deutsche Gesellschaft für Gartenbau (DGG)

MOVING PLANTS FRO M E AST TO W E ST

THE MYTH OF THE
V E G E TA B L E L A M B

THE TULIP TREE
The North American tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) was
one of the first tree species to cross the Atlantic to Britain.
One of the specimens that John Tradescant the Younger
brought or sent back was recorded growing in the Fulham
garden of the Bishop of Compton in 1688. By the 18th and
19th centuries, the tree was springing up in large gardens
and parks across Britain, favoured for its lustrous dark
green leaves and cup-shaped white, green and orange
blooms. The tree’s natural habitat spans eastern Canada and
the USA, where specimens can reach 60 metres (200 feet)
tall. Cultivated trees do not usually attain such stature,
but some of the UK’s specimens exceed 30 metres (100 feet)
in height. The tulip tree is a member of the magnolia family;
there is also a Chinese species (Liriodendron chinense).

the Virginia Indians. After Tradescant
the Younger died, Elias Ashmole
acquired the collection and presented
it to the University of Oxford in 1683.
Some pieces, including Powhatan’s mantle,
still reside in the university’s Ashmolean
Museum.
Both John Tradescants were buried in
a family tomb at St Mary-at-Lambeth
Church, which still stands in London
beside the Thames opposite the Houses of
Parliament. The church was deconsecrated
in 1972 and would have been demolished
had not John and Rosemary Nicholson
rediscovered the Tradescant grave and
founded the Museum of Garden History in
memory of the father and son botanists. The
corner of the graveyard in which the tomb
now stands is planted with species that
grew in the Tradescant garden in 1656. The
grave itself is decorated with a tree at each
corner, a crocodile, shells, plus columns and
pyramids swept up in a maelstrom.
The epitaph reads:

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9780233005164 • $25.00 (NCR)
Hardcover • 160 pages
(200 color & b/w photos & illus.)
7 1/4 × 9 5/16
Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch

Know stranger, ere thou pass, beneath this stone
Lye John Tradescant, grandsire, father, son,
The last dy’d in his spring, the other two

36
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One object in the Museum of Garden History is shaped like a
miniature sheep. It is the fabled “vegetable lamb” or “Barometz”
of Tartary. The myth of a living plant that produced lambs as its
fruit was first recorded in the fifth century and persisted until the
seventeenth century. People believed it was an animal rooted by a
flexible stem to the Earth. In 1605, Claude Duret of Moulins devoted
a chapter to the “Barometz of Scythia or Tartary” in his Histoire
Admirable des Plantes; in 1629, the English king’s herbalist, John
Parkinson, illustrated it in his book Paradisi in Sole Paradisus
Terrestris; and the Tradescants claimed in 1656 to have “a very small
part” of Barometz skin. The “lamb” was in fact the hairy root of the
Asian fern Cibotium barometz, sculpted to look like a sheep.

Rosa acicularis
from John Lindley's

Rosarium monographia, 1820. It was

collected by the elder Tradescant in Russia.

Liv’d till they had travell’d Orb and
nature through
As by their choice Collections may appear,
Of what is rare, in land, in sea, in air,
Whilst they (as Homer’s Illiad in a nut)
A world of wonders in one closet shut,
These famous antiquarians that had been
Both Gardiners to the Rose and Lily Queen,
Transplanted now themselves, sleep here & when
Angels shall with their trumpets waken men,
And fire shall purge the world, these three
shall rise
And change this garden then for Paradise.

THE TRADESCANTS MAKE PLANT HUNTING A CAREER

Above Left John
Tradescant the Elder
who gathered plants and
curiosities from Europe
and Russia.
Above Right John
Tradescant the Younger
introduced a number of
species from America,
such as magnolia, phlox
and aster.

Overleaf, page 38
An extract from Museum
Tradescantianum; or A
Collection of Rarities
Preserved at SouthLambeth neer London.
The catalogue lists the
plants and objects that
both John Tradescants had
collected and kept at their
home. Some of the objects
may still be seen in the
Ashmolean Museum in
Oxford.

T H E T R A D E SC A NT S MA KE P LA NT H U NT ING A C A R E E R
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An Engineer Imagines
by Peter Rice
Widely acclaimed as the greatest structural engineer of his generation, Peter Rice
helped create many of the most iconic buildings in contemporary architecture. This
autobiography gives a rare glimpse into Rice's mind as he discusses the role of the
engineer in society, his own creative approach, and every one of his projects. This longawaited reissue is perfect for those who want to better understand postwar buildings
and our concrete environment.
PETER RICE (1935–1992) was perhaps the most influential structural engineer of the
twentieth century. Among the hundreds of buildings he worked on, his most notable
masterpieces include the Sydney Opera House, the Pompidou Centre, the Menil
Collection, and Lloyd’s of London. A director of Ove Arup & Partners and a partner in
Paris-based RFR, in 1992 Peter Rice was awarded the RIBA Gold Medal for Architecture.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781849944236 • $34.95 ($38.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 224 pages
(color & b/w photos throughout)
7 × 10 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford

■■

The long-awaited reissue of the autobiography of Peter Rice, one of the engineers
behind the Sydney Opera House and other iconic postwar buildings

■■

A unique look into the creative process of an engineer

■■

Perfect book for real and armchair architects alike

AUGUST 2017

Masterclass in Colour
A Colouring Workbook of Techniques and Inspiration
by Meriel Thurstan and Rosie Martin
Take your use of color to a new level with professional techniques taught by two awardwinning artists. In easy-to-understand language, Meriel Thurstan and Rosie Martin
explain color theory and how to combine hues, work with different media, and master
shadows, texture, and pattern. The left-hand side of every spread presents a new skill,
while the right-hand side features a workbook page to encourage practice.

ISBN 9781849944250 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Paperback • 112 pages
(300 color & b/w illus.)
9 7/8 × 9 7/8
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
AUGUST 2017

MERIEL THURSTAN joined the Eden Project at its creation; she helped to create the
Eden's Friends organization and produced its very first magazine. Meriel organizes the
extremely successful annual Eden diploma course in botanical illustration. Her own
botanical paintings have been exhibited in England, France, and Australia, and have
become a popular highlight of each issue of Eden's Friends magazine. She lives in
Cornwall, UK.
ROSIE MARTIN holds a Gold Medal from the RHS for her botanical watercolor paintings.
She is an elected member of the Society of Botanical Artists and teaches a variety of
subjects, including botanical illustration. She has worked in fashion, ballet, and theater;
her clients have included David Bowie, Anthony Caro, Karl Lagerfeld, and Jean Muir, for
whom she produced textiles and interior design prints.
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8

Star to Star
Astronomical Dot-to-Dot Puzzles
by Gareth Moore
Let your pencil fly you to the stars! These 29 beautiful dot-to-dot puzzles range from the
12 zodiac signs to an enchanting selection of ancient Greek constellations, and they all
include fascinating background on astronomical history, science, and myths. This wonderful
collection will engage puzzle, astronomy, and night-sky enthusiasts for hours on end.
DR. GARETH MOORE is the author of a wide range of brain-training and puzzle books
for both children and adults. He also writes the monthly magazine Sudoku Xtra and runs
the puzzle website puzzlemix.com. He received his PhD at the University of Cambridge,
where he worked on machine intelligence.
ISBN 9781454710547 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 64 pages (all in 2-color)
11 1/2 × 11 1/2 • Carton Qty: 30
Territory: US/Can
Lark Crafts

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Each puzzle includes fun facts about the history and science of stars

■■

The popularity of dot-to-dots is on the rise after the adult coloring book craze

AUGUST 2017

canis major

canis major
AT A GLANCE

Canis Major, “The Great Dog,” can be seen faithfully following behind
Orion. The constellation depicts the bigger of Orion’s two hunting
dogs (the other being Canis Minor, the “Little Dog”). Canis Major
is home to the brightest star in the night sky, Sirius.

In mythology

around the world

One Greek myth tells of Laelaps,
a hunting dog that was so fast it
could outrun all its prey. Laelaps
was sent to hunt down the
Teumessian fox, a giant fox so sly
that no hunters could ever catch it.
The chase between the two animals
went on and on, until Zeus turned
them both to stone and placed
Laelaps in the sky as Canis Major.

Other names for Sirius, Canis Major’s
brightest star, are:

What does its name mean?

“the Great Dog” in Latin

Which is the brightest star?

Sirius (Alpha Canis Majoris)
Where does this constellation lie?

• wolf (China)

237 234

244

240

239
238
236

• Isis, Egyptian goddess and sister of
Osiris (Egypt)

241
235
233
231

232
230
228

229

227

226 225 223

247

216
217

221
224
219
222 220

218

135

53

133
137

184

130

171
213

58

138

172 169
212
170 210
211

59

139
140
168
209

187

208

127

145
146

204
201
198 197
200
196
199
195

63

90
95
89

64

96
116

144

162

193
194

125
122
121
119
117

143

205

203 202

62

94
91

118

165
164
163

61

92

123
126
120

166
142

207
206

93

128

167

185

60

124

129

141

188
189
190

57

131

173

183
186

192

253

134 136

132

181

191

259
257
258
250
255 251 254 252

249 256

174
214

182

SIRIUS (ALPHA
CANIS MAJORIS)

215
175

177

178

is also known as the Dog Star.
It is 25 times brighter than
our Sun, and is only 8.6 light
years distant.

is a supergiant star. Its Arabic
name means “weight,” which may
be because it barely clears
the horizon as seen from our
latitudes†, as if something is
weighing it down.

248

176

243
242

180
179

WEZEN (DELTA
CANIS MAJORIS)

269
285
270
284
271

246
245

• deer-slayer (India)

292
293

8
276
9
7 5
294
278
6 4 3 1 10
280
2
11
275
12
281
20 13
21
274
19
283
18 14
282
17 22
272
273
27 37
16
38 36 35
26 25 34 24 23 15
39
28
47
29
33
46
40
48
52
41 42 32
45
54
43 30
31
49
44
51 50
55
56

268
286
261
260

Orion

• fox (Inuit regions of the Arctic)

290
264 288 289
263
291
265
287
266
277
267
279

262

In the Southern Hemisphere

To which constellation family
does it belong?

161

147
155

148

151
158
149
160 157
159 150 152
154 156 153

115
114
113
112
111
109
99
110
100
108
105
107
104 101
106
102
103

88
97

65

98
87
86 85

84

66
82
67
68
80 81
72 71
69
83 76
73
79
70
78 75 77
74

ADHARA (EPSILON
CANIS MAJORIS)
was once the brightest
star in the sky, about
4.7 million years ago.

16
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Alice Down The Rabbit Hole
Coloring Book
by Isobel Lundie
This magical coloring book takes you down the rabbit hole with Alice!
Curiouser and curiouser . . . and very enchanting! Journey with Alice down the rabbit
hole in this charming, unique coloring book inspired by Lewis Carroll’s beloved children’s
classic, Alice in Wonderland. Each exquisitely detailed and imaginative illustration
captures Alice’s experience as she tumbles down, down, down into Wonderland.
ISOBEL LUNDIE graduated from Kingston University in England where she studied
Illustration and Animation. Having worked as an illustrator, she is particularly interested
in how exciting, colorful, and distinctive artwork can transform stories for children.
ISBN 9781912006755 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 40 pages
(b/w illus. throughout)
Ages: 7 and UP
10 1/4 × 10 1/4
Territory: US/Can
Scribo

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Fun and detailed illustrations that will inspire the user’s creativity

■■

High-quality paper for excellent results

AUGUST 2017
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Draw 100 Things
to Make You Happy

Draw 100 Things
uMake You Happy

Step-by-Step Drawings to Nourish Your Creative Self
by Christopher Hart
Whether it’s an adorable pet, the trip of a lifetime, or an everyday
moment to savor (like your morning cup of coffee), this book celebrates
the things that make you happy—and helps you turn them into funfilled drawings. An enlightening introduction explains how to create
the illustrations and make them come alive: how to use color, change
poses, personalize the drawings, add shading, and more.

e

With more than 7 million copies of his books in print, CHRISTOPHER
HART is the world’s leading author of art instruction books. His titles
frequently appear on the Bookscan Top 50 Art list and also have a
huge international audience, having been translated into more than
20 languages. In his more than 50 titles, Hart offers artists accessible,
generously illustrated, and clearly written step-by-step instructions
on a wide variety of how-to-draw subjects, including manga, figure
drawing, cartooning, comics, fashion, and animals. Visit Chris at
christopherhartbooks.com.

an 7 M
th
il

n
lio

Mo
r

Step-by-Step Drawings
to Nourish Your Creative Self

Cover Not Final

best
selling
author
bo

oks sold

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Christopher Hart is a bestselling author who has taught millions
of people to draw with his clear and friendly step-by-step
approach to art instruction

■■

Focusing entirely on things that make people happy makes this
book unique and appealing

■■

Packed with step-by-step tutorials and invaluable art instruction

■■

Projects range from easy to more challenging drawings and
cover a wide range of subjects and situations

ISBN 9781942021865 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 144 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 11 • Territory: WENG
Drawing with Christopher Hart
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Also Available from Christopher Hart

Cartoon Faces

Cartooning

ISBN 9781936096749
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 1⁄2 x 11
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781933027425
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 7/16 x 11
Territory: WENG

Fashion Design Studio

Figure It Out!

ISBN 9781936096626
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 1⁄2 x 11
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781933027807
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 7/16 x 11
Territory: WENG

Figure It Out! Human
Proportions

The Manga Artist’s
Coloring Book: Girls!

ISBN 9781936096732
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 1/2 x 11
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781942021681
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: WENG

The Manga
Fashion Bible

Manga Mania™:
Girl Power!

ISBN 9781942021629
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 1/2 x 11
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781933027791
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Flexibound
9 x 10
Territory: WENG

The Master Guide
to Drawing Anime
ISBN 9781936096862
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
9 x 10
Territory: WENG

August
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Drawing Superheroes
Step by Step
ISBN 9781942021605
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 1⁄2 x 10
Territory: WENG

Figure It Out! Drawing
Essential Poses
ISBN 9781936096992
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
8 1/2 x 11
Territory: WENG

Manga Drawing Class
ISBN 9781936096879
$15.95 ($18.95 CAN)
Flexibound
7 1/2 x 9 3/4
Territory: WENG

Manga Mania™:
Romance
ISBN 9781933027432
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Flexibound
9 x 10
Territory: WENG

Unity & Fellowship
Coloring for the Christian Community
by Pamela Thayer
This fifth entry in the Devotional Coloring series focuses on the
central Christian value of fostering fellowship and unity within one’s
community. Each of the 47 illustrations, appearing on single-sided
pages, is paired with an insightful quote from scripture that speaks
to the heart and provokes contemplation. These images—including
angels, crosses, and shepherds—will appeal to Christians of all ages.
PAMELA THAYER, a successful graphic designer, is the illustrator of all
five of the Devotional Coloring titles.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The fifth title in the successful Devotional Coloring series, which
has sold more than 48,000 copies across all titles
since October 2015

■■

Building a strong community is something nearly every Christian
strives to do, meaning this title about kindness, unity, and
fellowship will always remain relevant

■■

Scriptures are pulled from the King James’ Bible, which is widely
used and seen as a nondenominational translation, making this
title as universal as possible for use by virtually all Christian
denominations

■■

This coloring book is appropriate for all ages individually, as a
family, in bible study groups, or during Sunday school lessons
for children

ALSO AVAILABLE

Family Blessings
ISBN 9781942021407
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781942021803 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w illus. throughout)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: WENG
Get Creative 6
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Meditations
for Women
ISBN 9781942021513
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: WENG

Visual Scriptures

O Holy Night

ISBN 9781942021988
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781942021995
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: WENG

Eat Smart
What to Eat in a Day—Every Day
by Niomi Smart
It’s never been so easy, creative, or fun to EAT SMART! With its
tempting plant-based meals, this much-anticipated first cookbook
by popular blogger Niomi Smart makes it simple to boost your health
and energy. Rather than advocating a rigid diet that restricts food
options, Smart creates flavorful dishes filled with superfoods, herbs,
and spices. And, thanks to her menus, you can tailor what you eat to
coordinate perfectly with your level of physical activity.
NIOMI SMART is a lifestyle blogger and cofounder of the healthy snack
delivery service SourcedBox. After transitioning to a plant-based diet
in 2014, she began to create her own recipes and share them with her
audience on her Instagram, YouTube channel, and blog. Some of the
most popular videos in her “What I Eat in a Day” series inspired this,
her first book. Niomi Smart lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Niomi Smart is one of the most exciting new names on the
foodie scene in the UK, and Eat Smart is a London Sunday Times
bestseller (in cookbooks)

■■

Within minutes of announcing that she was releasing this book,
it climbed the ranks, becoming #1 on Amazon UK

■■

Niomi’s social media engagement is very strong: Instagram (1.8
million followers), YouTube (1.6 million), Twitter (1.13 million). Fans
commenting on her Instagram page keep asking when the book
will be available in the US

■■

Niomi and her brand agency, Gleam, are enthusiastic about the
US market and want to work with us to help promote our edition

■■

Marketing plans in the UK, where the book was published by
HarperCollins in September 2016, include exposure in Glamour,
Marie Claire, Red, InStyle, Women’s Health, OK!, BBC Easy Cook,
Vegetarian Living, Vegan Food, Whole Foods, and more

■■

Recipes include: Smooth Banana + Blueberry Oatmeal; Açaí
Smoothie Bowl; Roasted Fennel, Lentil + Fig Salad; Farmhouse
Vegetable Soup; Mexican Wild Rice Lettuce Wraps; Cauliflower
“Steak” With Chimichurri; Shepherd’s Pie; Spring Garden Risotto;
Pecan Ice Cream with Salted Caramel Sauce; and much more!

EatSmart Int Blad 2017.indd 3
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EatSmart Int Blad 2017.indd 4
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MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

ISBN 9781454926863 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 256 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4 • Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling Epicure
AUGUST 2017
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■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Featured title at Natural Products Expo West

■■

National TV show outreach

■■

Digital focus on culinary and healthy eating blogs and websites

■■

Trade and consumer advertising

■■

Promotion on author’s social media platforms: Instagram, Twitter
and Facebook: @niomismart, YouTube: Niomi Smart, website:
www.niomismart.com

He’s Not Lazy
Empowering Your Son to Believe In Himself

, PHD

by Adam Price, PhD
On the surface, capable teenage boys may look lazy. But dig a little
deeper, writes child psychologist Adam Price in He’s Not Lazy, and
you’ll often find conflicted boys who want to do well in middle and high
school but are afraid to fail, and so do not try. This book can help you
become an ally with your son, as he discovers greater self-confidence
and accepts responsibility for his future.
ADAM PRICE, PHD, a clinical psychologist and author, has worked
with children, adolescents, and their families for more than 25
years. He is an expert in learning disabilities and Attention Deficit
Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD). Dr. Price lectures nationally to parents
and educators, and has trained numerous clinicians in family and child
therapy. He has written for both academic and popular publications,
including the Wall Street Journal and Family Circle Magazine. Dr. Price
maintains a private practice in New York City and Chatham, NJ. To
learn more about Dr. Price, visit dradamprice.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Author is active on social media: he maintains a blog (dradamprice.
com) and also tweets regularly on adolescence and motivation

■■

Dr. Price’s op-ed in the Wall Street Journal last summer hit a
nerve and received a huge number of comments

■■

Author lectures widely at schools, synagogues, and churches

■■

Author will pitch at various conferences, including CHADD’s
(Children and Adults with Attention Deficit Disorder) semiannual conferences for parents and professionals, as well as the
Learning and the Brain Institute (which targets medical, mental
health, and education professionals)

■■

Parents of children with ADHD will also be interested in this book
because these kids have similar problems with motivation

■■

Author will start a YouTube channel, put up some of his talks, and
then link it to his website

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

ISBN 9781454916871 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 288 pages
6 × 9 • Carton Qty: 22
Territory: W
Sterling
AUGUST 2017
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■■

ARC giveaway at BookExpo and ALA

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

National & local TV and radio show outreach

■■

Digital focus on family, parenting, and psychology sites
and blogs

■■

20-city national radio tour

■■

Events to coincide with authors’ existing lecture schedule

■■

Featured title at national library conferences

■■

Featured title in monthly library newsletter

■■

Goodreads giveaway

Elvis: The Legend
The Authorized Book from the Graceland® Archives
by Gillian G. Gaar
Journey through the Graceland archives to get an inside look at the King of
Rock and Roll. Featuring insightful text from a respected music journalist
and Elvis expert, this authorized book explores Presley’s personal life
as well as his hit albums, movie career, and lasting legacy. Over 150
photographs capture him with friends and family, and display his jewelry,
guitars, clothing, letters, and more.
GILLIAN G. GAAR is a popular music journalist and author who has
written and contributed to many books, including the highly acclaimed
Return of the King: Elvis Presley’s Great Comeback (Jawbone Press), The
Rough Guide to Nirvana (Rough Guides), Green Day: Rebels With a Cause
(Omnibus Press), and She’s A Rebel: The History of Women in Rock & Roll
(Seal Press). She has also written countless articles for newspapers and
magazines such as Rolling Stone, Goldmine, Q, Classic Rock, and Record
Collector; websites (allmusic.com, Examiner.com, SonicNet); and official
liner notes for Heart, Laurie Anderson, Nirvana, Judy Collins, and Pat
Benatar. She lives in Seattle, WA.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

August 2017 marks the 40th anniversary of Elvis’s death and
fans around the world will be honoring Presley in what is
anticipated to be the largest Elvis week ever

■■

Fully authorized by the Elvis Presley Estate and featuring the
Elvis and Graceland official branding

■■

Contains rare photographs, and rare memorabilia and
documents from the King’s personal archives reproduced on
the page

■■

MOVIE MAKING,
MUSIC MAKING
Once freed of his military obligations, Elvis’ first task was to record a new single. Alhough there
was a little tension in the air when Elvis returned to RCA’s Nashville studio on March 20, 1960, he
was also surrounded by friends and familiar faces — Scotty Moore and DJ Fontana were present,
as were the Jordanaires — all of whom helped put him at ease. Over the course of the evening he
recorded two songs for his next single, the poppy ‘Stuck On You’ and the ballad (with its hint of doo
wop) ‘Fame And Fortune,’ as well as four other tracks intended for his next album. Within 48 hours,
‘Stuck On You’ was in the shops, on its way to the Number One spot.

B

y then, Elvis was in Miami, preparing for his
guest appearance on the television special
The Frank Sinatra Timex Show: Welcome
Home Elvis. Elvis sang both sides of his new single,
and also engaged in a “song swap” with his host,
Frank singing Elvis’ ‘Love Me Tender,’ and Elvis
taking on Frank’s ‘Witchcraft.’
Frank’s daughter, Nancy, would also make her
professional debut on the show; on looking at Elvis
during the opening number, she sings “I may pass
out!” Nancy would later co-star with Elvis on the
film Speedway.
The following month Elvis completed his next
album, the appropriately titled Elvis Is Back!, then
began work on his first post-army film, G.I. Blues.
From this point, film work began to dominate his
career; in 1960 Elvis would shoot Flaming Star and
Wild In The Country, along with G.I. Blues. There was
a practical side to this career direction. More people
could see a film that could ever hope to see Elvis
perform live. And the film would naturally promote
the soundtrack, while the soundtrack would promote
the film — a neat piece of cross-promotion.
It wasn’t until 1961 that Elvis returned to live
performance. Two charity concerts were held in
Memphis on February 25 at the Ellis Auditorium
— the same venue where Elvis had seen so many allnight gospel shows — and another benefit concert
on March 25 in Honolulu, a fundraiser for the U.S.S.

Elvis is still the top-selling individual artist of all time

Arizona memorial. Ray Walker of the Jordanaires
recalled the shows as crackling with excitement. “He
just had kind of an effervescence about him,” he said.
“He would do some unexpected things and do them
so well we’d forget to come in.” But they were also the
last live performances Elvis would make for another
seven years.
Elvis was now making movies almost full time,
usually three films a year: Blue Hawaii, Follow That
Dream, and Kid Galahad in 1961; Girls! Girls! Girls!
and It Happened At The World’s Fair in 1962; Fun
In Acapulco, Viva Las Vegas, and Kissin’ Cousins in
1963; Roustabout, Girl Happy, and Tickle Me in 1964;
Harum Scarum, Frankie And Johnny, and Paradise,
Hawaiian Style in 1965; Spinout, Double Trouble, and
Easy Come, Easy Go in 1966. Most of the soundtracks
reached the Top 20, generally accompanied by a hit
single: ‘Can’t Help Falling In Love’ from Blue Hawaii,
‘Return to Sender’ from Girls! Girls! Girls!, ‘Bossa
Nova Baby’ from Fun In Acapulco. The release of the
films was often tied to the school holidays — spring
break, summer break, Christmas break — when Elvis’
fan base would have more free time to see the movies.
But Elvis was no longer just a teen idol. He had
grown up, as his new musical direction revealed.
Songs like ‘It’s Now Or Never’ and ‘Are You
Lonesome Tonight?’ displayed a greater vocal
depth than a straight out rocker like ‘Hound Dog’
or ‘Jailhouse Rock.’ ‘There’s Always Me’ (on 1961’s

RIGHT: It was art imitating
life when Elvis, though
a civilian, found himself
back in fatigues for his first
post-army film, G. I. Blues.

56

STANDING ROOM ONLY:
THE CONCERT FILMS
Change of Habit was the last feature film Elvis made, but it wasn’t his last
movie. Two concert films were released during the 1970s, Elvis: That’s The
Way It Is and Elvis On Tour.

T

he success of Elvis’ return to live
performance in Las Vegas made a
documentary about one of his Vegas
engagements a logical choice. So when Elvis began
rehearsing for his dates at the International Hotel
during August and September 1970, film cameras

ISBN 9781780979571 • $35.00 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 192 pages
(150 color & b/w photos)
9 5/8 × 11 1/8
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books

were there from the very beginning. Elvis and the
musicians are seen rehearsing and fooling around
with an easy camaraderie. He’s shown as someone
always ready to crack a joke, but nonetheless clearly
in charge, patiently going over a song’s ending
until he gets it right. Even if a number has been

LEFT and RIGHT: Elvis in
1972; several shows on
his tour were filmed that
year and featured in the
documentary Elvis On Tour.
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S TA N D I N G R O O M O N LY: T H E C O N C E R T F I L M S

101

Revolution
Uprisings that Shaped the Twentieth Century
by Philip Parker
On the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution, this indispensable guide—with 15 items
of removable memorabilia—looks at the phenomenon that shaped much of the twentieth century. Illustrated with contemporary photographs and documents, Revolution examines 17 key
political movements, including the anti-imperialist insurrections that swept through Latin
America, Africa, and Asia after World War Two and the democratic uprisings that overthrew a
string of dictatorships.

ISBN 9780233005003 • $45.00 (NCR)
Hardcover with Slipcase
64 pages (100 color & b/w photos)
9 5/8 × 11 1/8 • Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch
AUGUST 2017

PHILIP PARKER studied History at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, and International Relations at the
John Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies in Bologna, before working in the
British Diplomatic Service. He has a particular interest in ancient and medieval political and
medieval systems and is the author of several books including The Northmen’s Fury: A History
of the Viking World (Vintage) and The Empire Stops Here: A Journey Around the Frontiers of the
Roman World (Pimlico).

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

October 2017 marks the centenary of the Russian Revolution, when the Bolsheviks seized power

■■

Contains15 items of removable memorabilia, including propaganda posters, proclamations, and
correspondence, as well as reports from the front line

■■

Highly illustrated with some fine examples of photojournalism

■■

Feature boxes throughout explore the role of leaders such as Lenin, Mao, and Castro, who
steered their movements to power

Barack Obama: Quotable Wisdom
Edited by Carol Kelly-Gangi
Experience the powerful oratory of our 44th president! Obama’s skill at expressing
empathy restored the faith and bolstered the hopes of millions of Americans. These
selections have been drawn from his speeches, interviews, essays, books, social media
posts, and other writings over the past 20 years. Arranged thematically, they reveal his
thoughts and feelings about the many issues he faced during his two terms as president.

Cover not final

Q U O T A B L E

W I S D O M

B A R AC K
OBAMA
EDITED

BY

CAROL

K E L LY- G A N G I

CAROL KELLY-GANGI is the editor of such titles as The Essential Wisdom of the World’s
Greatest Thinkers, Pope Francis: His Essential Wisdom, and Essential Wisdom of the
Founding Fathers (all Sterling). She lives in NJ with her husband and two children.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The quotes address such issues as universal healthcare, same-sex equality, racial
equality, gun control, climate change, education, prison reform, the threat of
terrorism, women’s rights, and transcending politics

ISBN 9781454928355 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 152 pages
4 7/8 x 7 1/8 • Carton Qty: 56
Territory: W
Sterling
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Beautiful journals for travelers with an adventurous spirit.
Jot down your thoughts, feelings, and ideas in these elegant journals. Whether you’re preparing for a trip, have sweet memories
of a recent journey, or are simply an armchair traveler with dreams of hopping on a plane, these charming books make great
companions. Each lined page features pencil sketches of notable monuments, landscapes, and other signature items.

MARISA VESTITA studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts of Lecce. In 2002 she moved to Milan, where she received her
first commissions as an illustrator. Her art has been shown in major exhibitions throughout Italy. To date, she has worked
with major Italian publishing houses and magazines, including White Star Kids.

Travel Journal: Italy

Travel Journal: London

Illustrations by Marisa Vestita

Illustrations by Marisa Vestita

Take a trip through bella Italia with this stunning journal filled with
evocative illustrations of the art and architecture for which the country
is so renowned. The drawings showcase Michelangelo’s magnificent
statue of David, the Trevi Fountain in Rome, Juliet’s balcony in Verona,
gondoliers in Venice, the Leaning Tower of Pisa, and more.

London calling! From a royal crown, to the instantly recognizable
phone kiosks, to a very British teapot and cups, this attractive
travel journal showcases England’s irresistible capital city.

ISBN 9788854411180 • $5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w illus. throughout)
4 1/2 × 7 1/2 • Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers • AUGUST 2017

ISBN 9788854411210 • $5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w illus. throughout)
4 1/2 × 7 1/2 • Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers • AUGUST 2017

Travel Journal: New York

Travel Journal: Paris

Illustrations by Marisa Vestita

Illustrations by Marisa Vestita

New York, New York . . . what a town! From the Statue of Liberty
to the Empire State Building, from iconic brownstones to the city’s
skyscape, this journal captures the beauty of the Big Apple.

Bon voyage! If you love Paris, you’ll love this journal with its graceful
illustrations of the Notre Dame, Bateaux Mouches cruising down
the Seine, and the city’s many statues and adorned lampposts.

ISBN 9788854411197 • $5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w illus. throughout)
4 1/2 × 7 1/2 • Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers • AUGUST 2017

ISBN 9788854411203 • $5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w illus. throughout)
4 1/2 × 7 1/2 • Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers • AUGUST 2017
August
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Pocket Bike Maintenance
The Step-by-Step Guide to Bicycle Repairs
by Mel Allwood
Ride on! Keep your prized bicycle—road, hybrid, or mountain—in tip-top condition
with this comprehensive pocket-sized guide. It provides detailed information on each
mechanical area of the bike, with troubleshooting ideas for every potential problem,
so you can save money by fixing it yourself. From flat tires to worn brakes, from simple
repairs to complex maintenance, the solution is here, illustrated with step-by-step
photographic instructions.
MEL ALLWOOD is a director of a bike shop in London. She has worked in bicycle shops
since the age of 15, giving her decades of experience in buying, selling, and servicing all
different types of bikes. Mel also lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781780979533 • $16.95 (NCR)
Paperback • 192 pages (all in color)
5 × 6 7/8 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books

■■

New easier-to-carry pocket-sized edition of Total Bike Maintenance

■■

More than 230 color photographs and illustrations

■■

Makes you safer and surer on the road

■■

Simple, easy-to-understand step-by-step instructions

■■

Packed with shortcuts and handy hints

AUGUST 2017

Britain by Bike
A Two-Wheeled Odyssey Around Britain
by Jane Eastoe, foreword by Clare Balding
Freewheeling and nostalgic, Britain by Bike offers a unique perspective on Britain and its
hidden treasures that few people get to see. It provides all the authoritative information
a biker needs, from interesting routes across every region to unusual attractions and
great lodgings. Twenty bike tours of varying lengths range from a journey through Brontë
country to others in the Costwolds, Wales, and the magical Isle of Wight.
JANE EASTOE has been a journalist and author for over 25 years. She was chief contributor
to the National Trust Book of the Countryside and is author of Wild Food, Mushrooms,
Home Grown Fruit, and Allotments, all published by National Trust Books.

KEY SELLING POINTS

REISSUE

■■

Nostalgic series and book inspired by the classic Cycling Touring Guides of the 1940s

■■

Includes extensive photography of Clare Balding’s cycle rides across Britain

■■

Features 20 cycle routes of varying difficulty in Britain

■■

The official book to accompany the BBC4 series, Britain by Bike

ISBN 9781849944243 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 216 pages (all in color)
5 3/8 × 7 1/2 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
AUGUST 2017
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The World Cup in 100 Objects
by Iain Spragg
See the history of the World Cup as never before: through 100 iconic items associated
with the game. From the ball used in the final of the very first tournament to the collar
of Pickles the dog (who found the stolen FIFA World Cup trophy in 1966), from the shirt
Bobby Moore gave to Pelé in the 1970 finals to the infamous vuvuzela, every object tells
a fascinating story.
IAIN SPRAGG, a sports journalist who has worked for the Daily Telegraph and the Times,
has also written numerous books on sport and humor, including, for Carlton Books, The
Big Book of Football’s Funniest Quotes, The Reduced History of Rugby, Lewis Hamilton: The
Rise of F1’s New Superstar, and The Official Arsenal Book of Records. He lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9780233005195 • $34.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 256 pages
(220 color & b/w photos)
7 1/4 × 9 5/16
Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch

■■

This book offers a unique perspective on the FIFA World Cup, charting its history
through a collection of rare and important objects

■■

Produced in association with the British National Football Museum and the official
FIFA collection

■■

Includes entertaining text by a recognized soccer authority and supplementary
photos that put each item in context and highlight its significance

■■

Published in advance of the 2018 FIFA World Cup to be hosted by Russia

AUGUST 2017

The ABC of Fishing
The Classic Guide to Coarse, Sea and Game Fishing
Edited by Colin Willock
Regarded as the classic guide to the sport of hook and line, The ABC of Fishing gives
a thoroughly delightful perspective on the art of angling in British waters. Written by
celebrated journalist Colin Willock, this edition contains sections on coarse fishing,
game fishing, and sea fishing, plus instruction on how to use all of the equipment that
goes along with the process.
The founding editor of Angling Times, COLIN WILLOCK was one of the leading writers
on outdoor pursuits. A prolific author, he wrote 36 books including The Angler’s
Encyclopedia (Odhams Books) and The ABC of Shooting (Andre Deutsch). Mr Willock
died in 2005.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9780233005065 • $29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 376 pages
(150 color & b/w illus.)
6 × 9 1/4
Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch

■■

This is the only book on angling, inland and offshore, in and around Great Britain
that fishermen of all levels will need

■■

A new edition of the classic volume written by Britain’s preeminent fishing expert

■■

The entertaining and well-researched text is complemented by beautiful
photography and 85 species illustrated in full color by Eric Tenney

AUGUST 2017
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BOURBON
BARTENDER

The Bourbon Bartender

50 COCKTAILS to
CELEBRATE the AMERICAN
SPIRIT

50 Cocktails to Celebrate the American Spirit
by Jane Danger and Alla Lapushchik,
foreword by Clay Risen
Raise your glass to the bourbon renaissance with this must-have
cocktail collection! Whiskey experts Jane Danger and Alla Lapushchik
showcase this quintessentially American spirit at its very best,
featuring timeless classics and forgotten gems to cutting-edge
craft concoctions. They also serve up history, home bartending tips,
profiles of the best bourbon-focused bars, and a calendar of bourbon
festivals and events—everything a bourbon lover could want.

Cover not final

The

Foreword by

C L AY R I S E N

ALLA LAPUSHCHIK is coauthor of Cuban Cocktails: 100 Classic and
Modern Drinks (Sterling Epicure). She assisted with the opening of the
Bourgeois Pig while studying at New York University before moving to
Mayahuel, Death & Co., Desnuda Cevicheria, and 124 Rabbit Club. After
opening Post Office Whiskey Bar in South Williamsburg, she opened
OTB, which focuses on craft spirits and comfort food. Time Out New
York included her among “Brooklyn’s New Order,” and she has been
featured in Brooklyn Spirits by Peter Thomas Fontanale and Chris
Wertz, Imbibe magazine, The New York Times, and Village Voice. She
lives in Brooklyn.

JANE DANGER &
ALLA LAPUSHCHIK

JANE DANGER is coauthor of Cuban Cocktails: 100 Classic and
Modern Drinks (Sterling Epicure) and began her bartending career at
CBGB before moving to Death & Co. and then PDT. She also worked
at Little Branch and Dutch Kills before opening Cienfuegos and
moving to Nomad Bar. She consults on and contributes to cocktail
menus all along the East Coast, and her work has appeared in Food
and Wine, Imbibe, New York Magazine, Time Out New York, New York
Post, The New York Times, The PDT Cocktail Book, and Mr. Boston 75th
Anniversary Guide, and on the Food Network, Cooking Channel, and
elsewhere. She lives in New York City.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Popular interest in bourbon has never been stronger and shows
no sign of slowing

■■

Richly illustrated with archival imagery and deluxe photography

■■

Offers recipes for all seasons and occasions

■■

Published to coincide with National Bourbon Heritage Month

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on spirits blogs and websites

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Big mouth mailing to authors’ industry contacts

ALSO AVAILABLE

American Whiskey,
Bourbon & Rye

ISBN 9781454926290 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 144 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 8 1/2 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure

ISBN 9781454916888
$24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 5 x 9
Territory: W
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Exploring & Tasting Wine
A Wine Course with Digressions
by Berry Bros & Rudd Wine School
Explore the pleasures of wine with the experts from an award-winning wine school!
Whatever your knowledge, Exploring & Tasting Wine helps you answer such questions as:
Why do I like this wine, not that one? Why does this wine work with that food? Featuring
a foreword by actor, author, and former Wine School pupil Emma Thompson, the book
focuses on classic grape varieties; features groundbreaking graphics; and answers the
most pressing question of all: Is it good to drink?
ISBN 9781910904701 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 224 pages
(160 color photos & illus.)
9 1/2 × 8 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Pavilion

BERRY BROS & RUDD is Britain’s oldest wine merchant and still family-run. The firm
has been trading from the same shop at No. 3 St James’s Street, London near St James’s
Palace since 1698, and has been serving the royal family since the time of George III.
Over three centuries later, with two Royal Warrants and eight Masters of Wine, the family
business continues to flourish. It was the first wine merchant to begin online sales, in
1994, and its award-winning Wine School courses, held in the historic Pickering Cellars
below the shop, have been running since 2000.

SEPTEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Information from an award-winning wine school

■■

Whether you are starting to explore or building on your own experience, this book
gives you the tools to recognize, remember, and enjoy wine

■■

Written by experts who teach wine every day, and who know the questions wine
lovers, both novices and experienced, want to ask

The Treasures of Champagne
A Journey of Discovery into the Wine of Celebration Par Excellence
by Tom Bruce-Gardyne
Celebrate champagne with this gorgeous boxed set. Hundreds of photographs bring
to life the Champagne Houses and their founders, as well as the creation of each
bottle, the vines, and the subterranean cellars where champagne matures. The
expertly written text explores everything from the famous makers and vintages to
the regulatory body, various estates, social traditions associated with the drink, and
tasting notes with recommendations.
TOM BRUCE-GARDYNE has been writing on wine for almost 20 years and has twice
won the Louis Roederer “Drinks Writer of the Year” Award. A regular contributor to
magazines such as The Drinks Business and for years a weekly columnist on the Herald
newspaper, his books include Scotch Whisky Treasures (Carlton Books).
ISBN 9781780978802 • $60.00 (NCR)
Boxed Set • 108 pages
(250 color & b/w photos)
10 1/4 × 11 3/4 • Carton Qty: 6
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
SEPTEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Written by an author whose love and knowledge of the subject shines through,
complemented by evocative photographs

■■

Champagne is now sold in growing numbers both leading up to Valentine’s Day and
during the summer months, led by the expanding market for rosé champagne

■■

Features 20 items of memorabilia, including vintage maps, advertising art, and
correspondence, all removable from the book so you can study them in detail
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Smoothie Bowls
50 Beautiful, Nutrient-Packed & Satisfying Recipes
by Mary Warrington
Go beyond the smoothie and have healthy, yummy FUN food!
Blogger Mary Warrington has created a colorful introduction to the
super-trendy smoothie bowl, a treat so gorgeous that you’ll want an
Instagram account just to show it off. Her 50 beautiful bowls range
from Chocolate Peanut Butter and Citrus Berry to Winter Chai, and
each one is lovingly photographed with line-drawn infographics
explaining how to arrange the ingredients for stunning results.
MARY WARRINGTON runs the popular blog thekitchenpaper.com. She
also does web design, and teaches yoga in her spare time. She lives
in Portland, OR.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Smoothie bowls are trending, extremely popular with young
people, and perfect for sharing on social media

■■

Features vibrant photos and cute illustrations

■■

Smoothie bowls are fun and easy to construct—anyone can
make them!

■■

Author is a popular blogger with 7,000 followers on Twitter,
8,500 followers on Instagram, 7,500 likes on Facebook, and an
active YouTube channel

■■

Our books on smoothies have been popular—Superfood
Smoothies by Julie Morris has sold over 220,000—and this
popular new trend follows on that

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

2-city author tour (Seattle, Portland)

■■

Local TV show outreach

■■

Digital focus on culinary and healthy eating blogs and websites

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Promotion on author’s social media platforms: Instagram, Twitter
and Facebook: @thekitchenpaper, YouTube: The Kitchen Paper,
website: www.thekitchenpaper.com

Pineapple Avocado Cinnamon

v/gf/df

This creamy bowl introduces a lesser-used smoothie ingredient: avocado! It’s smooth,
slightly green, and full of tropical flavor—plus some crunchy macadamia on top for
texture!
Yield: 1 Smoothie Bowl

BASE:

8 oz frozen pineapple
¹⁄2 tsp cinnamon
4 oz frozen banana
4 oz frozen kiwi
4 oz avocado
1 oz lime juice
4 oz coconut water
TOPPINGS:

ISBN 9781454926481 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 144 pages (all in color)
7 × 8 • Carton Qty: 50
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Add frozen pineapple, frozen banana, frozen kiwi,
cinnamon, avocado, lime juice, and coconut water to
the blender.

2. Blend until smooth.
3. Add base to bowl, and arrange strawberries, kiwi, and
macadamia nuts. Dust with cinnamon.

2 fresh strawberries
¹⁄2 fresh kiwi
1 Tbsp crushed macadamia nuts
A sprinkle of cinnamon

Smoothie Bowls

SEPTEMBER 2017
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Good Housekeeping Sheet Pan Cooking
70 Easy Fuss-Free Recipes
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping

SHEET PAN
COOKING
70 EASY RECIPES

G O O D F O O D G UA R A N T E E D

ISBN 9781618372451 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (all in color)
7 3/8 × 9 1/4 • Carton Qty 20
Territory: WEX UK
Hearst
SEPTEMBER 2017

Weeknight dinner has just become wonderfully easy! With these scrumptious tripletested recipes, all you need is one sheet pan to prepare foolproof, tasty, and healthy
meals. And these delectable dishes—which range from Light Chicken Parm and Fish ‘n’
Chips to Smokey Tater Hash and Pumpkin Slab Pie—will satisfy everyone. Along with the
recipes, there’s advice on caring for your pan and a variety of surefire cooking methods
for delicious perfection every time.
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (goodhousekeeping.com) is a leading lifestyle media brand
inspiring a monthly audience of 30+ million readers to discover genius innovations,
delicious ideas, style-savvy trends, compelling news, and best-in-class products for their
homes, families, and themselves. The Good Housekeeping Institute’s state-of-the-art labs
combined with Good Housekeeping’s seasoned editorial talent and renowned test kitchen
is unparalleled. In addition to its US flagship, Good Housekeeping publishes five editions
around the world.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

There are chapters devoted to meats, poultry, fish, vegetarian meals, and even dessert

■■

All meals can be made on a busy weeknight or are perfect for large crowds and
easy entertaining

■■

Along with the recipes, there’s advice on caring for your sheet pan and a variety of
triple-tested cooking methods for success every time

Good Housekeeping Soups
70 Nourishing Recipes
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping
Nothing beats the aroma of a simmering soup, and Good Housekeeping has 70+ fabulous
triple-tested recipes that please the whole family. From refreshing summer Gazpacho,
Classic Chicken Soup, and Vichyssoise to Vegetable Chowder, Lobster Bisque, and
Split Pea with Ham, these soups will warm everyone’s heart . . . all year round. Plus,
there’s expert advice on planning ahead along with tips on making the perfect bowlful
of goodness every time.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Continuation of our successful series

ISBN 9781618372314 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (all in color)
7 3/8 × 9 1/4 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: WEX UK
Hearst
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Also Available from Good Housekeeping

Good Housekeeping
Burgers

Good Housekeeping
Casseroles

Good Housekeeping
Christmas Cookies

ISBN 9781618372017
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618372024
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618371454
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

Good Housekeeping
Comfort Food

Good Housekeeping
Easy Paleo

Good Housekeeping
Gluten Free

ISBN 9781618371546
$16.95 ($18.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618372246
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618371997
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

Good Housekeeping
Grilling

Good Housekeeping
Healthy Smoothies

Good Housekeeping
Juices & Smoothies

ISBN 9781618371553
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618372154
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618371539
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

Good Housekeeping
Skillet Suppers

Good Housekeeping
Slow Cooker

ISBN 9781618372369
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618371782
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7  3/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: WEX UK
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James Duigan's
Blueprint for Health
by James Duigan
From renowned celebrity trainer and author James Duigan comes his
most comprehensive well-being title yet! Expanding on his bestselling
“Clean & Lean" approach, James Duigan's Blueprint for Health
outlines his four fundamental pillars of health: nutrition, movement,
mindset, and sleep. James explains and helps readers engage with
the underlying philosophy, and shares 80 delicious recipes and
empowering simple movement and mindset exercises. You’ll eat, look,
feel, and think better, and function at your highest level.

Cover not final

JAMES DUIGAN is a globally respected authority on health and wellbeing, and the author of the bestselling Clean & Lean diet series, which
has sold nearly a million copies worldwide. Originally from Australia,
James founded his Bodyism brand in Notting Hill in 2006 and has since
built it into a global health empire with Bodyism Wellness Clubs now in
some of the world’s most exclusive locations and expansion planned,
as well as Bodyism Cafés franchised internationally. The brand
includes supplements and fitness wear, sold in Selfridges, Harrods,
Space NK, and Pret-a-Porter. James divides his time between London,
Sydney, and LA with his Brazilian wife and two young children. His
impressive celebrity client list includes Elle Macpherson, Hugh Grant,
Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, and model Lara Stone.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The most comprehensive title yet from globally respected health and
well-being authority James Duigan, author of the bestselling Clean &
Lean diet series

■■

Combines over 80 healthy recipes with easy-to-follow exercise
programs and accessible holistic advice on mindset and lifestyle

■■

worker even if she smiled. She very quickly became
aware of the negative story running in her head
and from then on her general level of happiness
increased, as did her productivity at work.
Similarly, I was at a party, chatting with a friend who
works in the music industry. He wanted to talk to
someone that he really admired, but couldn’t pluck
up the courage. I asked him why he wouldn’t just
go and introduce himself, especially since meeting
this guy had the potential to improve his career.
His response was, ‘I’m just shy.’

James’s rapidly expanding Bodyism brand includes gyms, health resorts,
supplements, and active wear, and receives glowing media and celebrity
support. James has trained celebrities including Emilia Clarke (Game of
Thrones), supermodel Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, and actor Hugh Grant

I asked him, ‘What makes you shy? Is there a shy
gene? A shy cell? A shy hormone?’
For the first time, he actually stopped and thought
about it, and eventually he said, ‘No, there isn’t a
reason, maybe I’m not shy, it’s just something I’ve
been telling myself.’
That’s a very powerful example of someone
running a story in their head that has created a false
construct of how things ‘are’. You have the power to
change your story, so make it a positive one. You can
invent whatever you like about yourself. Tell yourself
you are confident, you are loving and that you are
capable of doing incredible things in this world.
Change your story to that. Why not?

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

We all construct stories about ourselves in lots
of different ways. It’s not easy to step out of your
internal comfort zone and really address these
negative habits, but it is possible and can totally
transform the way you experience the world. If
you were overweight, you would probably look at
your lifestyle and ask yourself, ‘What am I eating?’
or, ‘How much am I exercising?’ and then make
changes. So, if you are emotionally unhappy, then
why wouldn’t you ask yourself: ‘What do I generally
think about?’ or, ‘What am I often preoccupied with?’
or, ‘What do I devote my mental energy to?’ In other
words, ‘Which wolf do I feed?’ (Whichever wolf you
choose to feed, try to make it gluten free!)

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

National TV show outreach

■■

Digital focus on fitness sites and blogs

■■

Events to coincide with authors’ existing travel schedule

■■

Featured title at national library conferences

■■

Author to promote on his social media channels

■■

Website: bodyism.com/usFacebook, Twitter & Instagram: @bodyismTwitter
& Instagram: @JamesDuiganTrade and consumer advertising

■■

Goodreads giveaway
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Will weightlifting make women bulky?
The science would suggest not. It can’t make
women bulky because of their relatively low levels of
testosterone and the way we are built, biochemically
and mechanically. But you have to be intelligent
about it. If you don’t want to look like a bodybuilder,
don’t train like a bodybuilder. If you’re doing heavyweighted squats, deadlifts and lunges every day,
eventually your legs will adapt. The problem is most
women are quad-dominant (they activate their quads
more than their glutes and their hamstrings) because
we all spend so much time sitting down. Big quads
give the appearance of bulky legs much more than
anything else. So, if you incorporate lengthening
exercises like yoga, Pilates and stretching into weight
sessions, and add some quick cardio bursts, that’s
how you get results which will reduce the likelihood
of bulking up. That’s not to say that lifting weights
will definitely bulk you up, but you need to learn to
manage your programme well. If you lift two to three
times a week, it will keep your bones strong and
healthy, help you maintain lean muscle mass and
keep your connective tissue strong. If you’re lifting to
the point of injury and exhaustion, pull it back. You
are your own expert.

Final word on movement
Please do not underestimate the importance of
stretching. Give your body time to come back to
its normal rhythm after exercising, so you can feel
refreshed, mindful and re-energized when you finish
your workout (our Regenerate Circuit on pages 70–71
will do just that).

ISBN 9781454928133 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 224 pages (all in color)
75/8 × 9 1/4 • Territory: US/Can
Sterling
NOVEMBER 2017
September
26
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Spirit Healing
How to Make Your Life Work
by Mary Dean Atwood
Follow the Rainbow Path, with this new edition of the classic reference to Native
American healing. Mystic Mary Dean Atwood reveals the centuries-old practices of tribal
shamans and, in keeping with Native tradition, uses symbolic stories to illustrate the
power of their techniques. She offers detailed guidance to help you alter your thought
patterns, eliminate mind-cluttering worries, and embark upon a life-altering vision quest
to find your higher self.
MARY DEAN ATWOOD, PHD, is a clinical psychologist and unabashed mystic. She began
her research into Native American herbs and rituals 25 years ago and developed the
ability to see into “second physical” and interpret signs of nature. She was privileged
to study with anthropologist Michael Harner, PhD, and Lakota Medicine Man Gary Bear
Heals. She still uses Native American practices and is a natural health and “green
planet” advocate.

KEY SELLING POINTS

REISSUE
ISBN 9781454926054 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback • 224 pages (all in 2-color)
6 × 9 • Carton Qty: 49
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos
SEPTEMBER 2017

■■

Reissue of a solid resource, with an attractive new cover and design

■■

A variety of well-researched information on Native American healing and spirituality

■■

Author has spiritual as well as anthropological background

Praise for the previous edition of Spirit Healing: “A self-help guide to the Native American
spiritual growth process ... Readers are given directions on how to discover their own
places of power, auras, power animals, healing powers, and other elements of personal
spirituality, attainable even if one lives in a modern urban setting.”—Library Journal

The Retirement Survival Guide

REVI S ED EDITION
“In these tougher
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
times, a guide like this
becomes an even
more invaluable tool.”

THE
RETIREMENT
SURVIVAL
GUIDE

How to Make Smart Financial Decisions in Good Times and Bad

—JONATHAN DAHL,

by Julie Jason

FORMER EDITOR IN CHIEF,
SMARTMONEY

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

How to Make
Smart Financial Decisions
in Good Times and Bad
JULIE JASON

REVISED EDITION
ISBN 9781454927334 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 352 pages
7 × 9 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W
Sterling

This revised edition of Julie Jason’s award-winning guide—updated to reflect current
laws and statistics—will help Americans of all income levels achieve a secure retirement.
She provides time-tested advice to those on the verge of retirement on how to create a
“personal pension,” and deftly shows prospective retirees how to evaluate their needs,
anticipate future expenses, and convert present assets into future income. A tool kit
includes self-assessments, tables, checklists, and essential questions.
JULIE JASON is a personal money manager who began her career as a securities
lawyer 30 years ago. A proponent of investor protection, Ms. Jason writes and lectures
on investment topics. Her award-winning weekly column, published in the Sunday
business sections of the Stamford Advocate and the Greenwich Time, is in its 18th
year of publication. The column has been recognized by the IRS for “accurate, timely,
informative, and helpful tax information,” and by the Connecticut Society of Journalists
and Authors for excellence in journalism. Ms. Jason is also the author of Managing
Retirement Wealth (Sterling).

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The previous edition sold nearly 50,000 copies

SEPTEMBER 2017
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A Little Bit of Meditation
A LITTLE BIT OF

An Introduction to Mindfulness

MEDITATION

by Amy Leigh Mercree
Meditation is a proven method of finding calm and coping with our crazy world. Amy
Leigh Mercree explores the history of this ancient practice as well as its practical
applications—including decreased anxiety and a more contented life. In addition to
outlining the physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual ramifications of meditating, she
includes a selection of easy-to-follow guided meditations.

AN INTRODUCTION
TO MINDFULNESS

AMY LEIGH MERCREE

AMY LEIGH MERCREE has over 15 years of experience working with thousands of clients
worldwide as a healer and teacher. She is the author of The Spiritual Girl’s Guide to
Dating: Your Enlightened Path to Love, Sex, and Soul Mates (Adams). Mercree speaks
internationally at conferences and teaches workshops focusing on kindness, joy, and
wellness. She has written articles for many magazines and websites, including Glamour
UK, Huffington Post, Care2.com, YourTango.com, AOL Latina, and Women’s Health.

ISBN 9781454926894 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (all in 2-color)
5 × 7 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos
SEPTEMBER 2017

A Little Bit of Wicca
An Introduction to Witchcraft

A LITTLE BIT OF

WICCA

AN INTRODUCTION
TO WITCHCRAFT

CASSANDRA EASON

by Cassandra Eason
Wicca is growing in popularity, and Cassandra Eason—acclaimed for her writing on
witchcraft and spirituality—takes a look at its origins, uses in everyday life, and gods
and goddesses. In this easy-to-use introduction, she explains how magick functions;
how to create an altar and what tools you’ll need; how to make your own spells, rituals,
and chants; how to find a coven, and so much more!
CASSANDRA EASON is an international author and broadcaster on all aspects of
crystals, folklore, Celtic wisdom, Wicca, sacred sites, earth energies, divinations,
and natural magic. She is a practicing solitary Druidess and white witch. Cassandra
teaches and runs workshops in psychic development, magic, and witchcraft, all forms
of divination, crystals, healing, aura and chakra work, and nature spirituality. She has
written numerous books, including The Complete Crystal Handbook and A Spell a Day
(both Sterling).

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454927129 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (all in 2-color)
5 × 7 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos

■■

New entry in the “A Little Bit of . . . ” series, the first four titles of which have sold
approximately 95,000 copies since January of 2015

■■

Accessible, contemporary voices provide a breezy introduction to esoteric subjects

■■

Beautifully designed and packaged

SEPTEMBER 2017
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Also Available from A Little Bit of... series

A Little Bit
of Buddha

A Little Bit
of Chakras

ISBN 9781454913023
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5x7
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454919681
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5x7
Territory: W

A Little Bit
of Crystals

A Little Bit
of Dreams

ISBN 9781454913030
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5x7
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454913016
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5x7
Territory: W

A Little Bit of
Symbols

A Little Bit of Tarot
ISBN 9781454913047
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5x7
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454919698
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5x7
Territory: W
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Seed Stitch
Beyond Knit 1, Purl 1
by Rosemary Drysdale
The seed stitch is still one of the simplest and most popular in knitting,
yet few designers have adapted its rich texture or combined it with
other techniques—until now! In her groundbreaking guide, Rosemary
Drysdale uses the seed stitch as never before, incorporating it into
colorwork, cabling, geometric patterns, and more. Twenty-five
gorgeous projects have a modern flair, and include pillows, bags,
cowls, and sweaters.
ROSEMARY DRYSDALE, author of bestselling Entrelac and Entrelac 2,
has enjoyed a decades-long career as a designer and teacher of knitting
and embroidery at both Pratt Institute and the Fashion Institute of
Technology (FIT) in New York. She is an editor at Vogue Knitting and Knit
Simple magazines as well as a yarn-industry consultant. She teaches
knitting courses around the world.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Rosemary Drysdale is a trailblazer in the knitting community, and
her two bestselling books, Entrelac and Entrelac 2, have made
her an authority on that knitting technique

■■

Seed stitch is simply a combination of knits and purls, the two
stitches all knitters first learn. The innovative patterns in this book
are perfect for knitters of all skill levels, but especially beginners

■■

Seed stitch is one of the most popular and well-known stitches
among knitters, yet there has never been a book dedicated to
further developing the possibilities of the stitch

■■

The seed stitch treatments outlined here are adaptable for any
other pattern, making this book a mainstay reference for knitters
and knitwear designers

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781942021643 • $21.95 ($24.95 CAN)
Flexibound • 144 pages (all in color)
9 × 10 1/4 • Territory: WENG
Sixth&Spring Books

Entrelac
ISBN 9781942021315
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 8 1/2 x 9
Territory: WENG

SEPTEMBER 2017
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Entrelac 2
ISBN 9781936096633
$24.95 ($26.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 8 1/2 x 9
Territory: WENG

The Art of Bible Journaling
More than 30 Step-by-Step Techniques for
Expressing Your Faith Creatively
by Erin Bassett

Cover not final

Christians wishing to strengthen their connection to God have embraced Bible
journaling, which allows them to reflect on scripture while adding creative touches to
each meaningful verse. For those wishing to embark on this journey, The Art of Bible
Journaling first covers the basics, from choosing a Bible to embellishments and art
techniques, and then provides more than 30 inspirational projects. Plus, you get bonus
items like traceable art, stickers, templates, and more!

ISBN 9781942021827 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 144 pages
(all in color)
8 3/4 × 11
Territory: WENG
Get Creative 6

ERIN BASSETT has been working as a craft designer and artist for many years, She
shares her love of all things artsy on her creativitE blog (erinbassett.com) and in the
classes she teaches. Erin has had many projects published in magazines and books,
collaborates with several manufacturers, and considers it a blessing to be able to call
her passion “work.” She is the class administrator of her local Bible Study Fellowship
(bsfinternational.org) class and leads a women’s Sunday school class. Erin lives in
Southern CA with her husband, two dogs, and a new kitten.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Thousands of photos, projects, and videos on social media attest to the widespread
interest in Bible journaling. Bible publishers are even marketing Bibles with singlecolumn text and extra-wide margins specifically made for journaling

■■

More than 20 inspiring step-by-step projects clearly demonstrate how to create
beautiful Bible pages using a variety of art materials and techniques

■■

Bonus items include black-and-white art to copy and trace; a rear flap that is perforated
to use as a ruler and template; two 4-color sheets of stickers; a cardboard die-cut
template; and a pocket at back of book to store templates

■■

Erin’s user-friendly and encouraging style makes it easy for journalers of all ages
and abilities to jump right in to the emerging trend, with no fear of failure or worries
about “ruining” their Bible

SEPTEMBER 2017

Modern Lettering
A Guide to Modern Calligraphy and Hand-Lettering
by Rebecca Cahill Roots
Explore stunning letterforms, create your own hand-lettering style, and make fun projects
with this immersive guide to contemporary calligraphy. Offering guided worksheets on
professional-quality paper, Modern Lettering teaches a range of techniques including
mixing fonts, working with colored inks, and basic brush calligraphy. Esteemed
calligrapher Rebecca Cahill Roots’s unique style encourages even beginners to bring a
colorful, personal touch to their designs.
REBECCA CAHILL ROOTS is an esteemed calligrapher who runs stationery and design
studio Betty Etiquette. She teaches workshops both for Liberty of London and her own
brand, as well as creating bespoke stationery and creative commissions for events,
marketing, and editorial.

ISBN 9781849944472 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 176 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
SEPTEMBER 2017
September
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Contemporary Landscapes in Mixed Media
by Soraya French
Artist and teacher Soraya French shows painters how to make their landscapes more
adventurous with mixed-media techniques, including exciting combinations of acrylics,
pastels, and collage. The book is divided into the four seasons, and their particular
colors, shapes, patterns, and textures. It reveals interesting ways to capture flowers
and natural details, create lively compositions, depict architectural features within the
landscape, and even create a narrative.
SORAYA FRENCH is an experienced artist and teacher, and the author of several books:
Dynamic Acrylics (HarperCollins), 30-minute Acrylics (HarperCollins), and Expressive
Painting in Mixed Media (Crowood). Soraya runs successful painting courses and
workshops and writes a regular column for the Artist magazine.
ISBN 9781849943567 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 128 pages
(all in color)
9 × 10 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Practical art book that includes projects and step-by-step demonstrations

■■

A great guide for intermediate-level painters who want to experiment with mixed
media and make their landscape paintings more adventurous

■■

Written by popular artist and columnist Soraya French

SEPTEMBER 2017

The Essence of Watercolour
by Hazel Soan
Hazel Soan’s watercolors have won her international recognition; now she helps
less experienced painters master the challenges of this beguiling, versatile medium.
Soan encourages boldness in the use of color and brushstroke, and shows budding
watercolorists how to incorporate their mistakes into the composition. This luminous
book also features glowing examples of Hazel’s own work and easy-to-follow
demonstrations of every technique.
HAZEL SOAN is a popular and successful artist who divides her time between London
and Cape Town, exhibiting her work widely. She has her own gallery in Fulham, London,
is the author of eight bestselling books for HarperCollins, and has made several
successful DVDs. She was one of the art experts in the popular Channel 4 TV series
Watercolour Challenge. Her very successful books include: Learn Watercolour Quickly,
Essence of Watercolour, and Watercolour Rainbow (all published by Batsford).
NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN 9781849944601 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 128 pages (all in color)
9 × 10 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
SEPTEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

New in paperback

■■

Understand the characteristics of watercolor with the help of a world-renowned artist

■■

Practical demonstrations and projects show how to get the most out of the medium

■■

Inspiration and encouragement to take your art to the next level

September
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Dimensional Tuck Knitting
An Innovative Technique for Creating Surface Design
by Tracy Purtscher
Knitters love creating sumptuous texture, and the tuck stitch does just
that, oh so simply. Tracy Purtscher has perfected this technique, and
she explains the basics and just how easy, versatile, and fun it is. More
than 85 patterns and 10 projects push the boundaries with visionary
treatments for creating faux cables, ropes, leaves, shells, and other
vibrant textures. Includes a stitch dictionary, tips, and directions on
felting and colorwork.
TRACY PURTSCHER’S designs have appeared in Vogue Knitting,
knit.purl, and Simply Knitting. She also runs the knitting blog
Stringativity. In 2013, she was a finalist on the Fiber Factor, a Project
Runway-esque knitwear design reality web series. In 2015, she won
a design contest in Vogue Knitting magazine.

RHOMBULKY COWL
Combine the geometrics of a rhombus with a luxurious alpaca/wool
bulky yarn for a showstopper cowl hefty enough to keep away
the cold yet soft and cozy enough to wear all winter long.
SKILL LEVEL

KNITTED MEASUREMENTS
Circumference 35"/89cm
Width 13"/33cm

MATERIALS

KEY SELLING POINTS

• 4 3½oz/100g skeins (each approx 45yd/41m) of Blue Sky Fibers
Bulky (alpaca/wool) in #1211 Frost
• One pair size 19 (15mm) needles, or size to obtain gauge
• One size P/Q crochet hook
• Contrasting scrap yarn

■■

This is a one-of-a-kind book, the first that fully explores the
tuck stitch. It presents never-seen-before alterations that
create a wide variety of luxurious textures and will become the
definitive resource for knitters to learn and apply the stitch to
their own projects

■■

Knitters will be drawn to this new method of tuck stitch because
it is simpler and faster than cabling, with no need to fumble with
cable needles or risk dropped stitches

■■

The tuck stitch can easily be integrated with virtually any
pattern. It’s versatile, and looks great in both fine and chunky
yarns, as well as any weight in between

• Locking stitch markers

GAUGE
6.5 sts and 10 rnds to 4"/10cm over St st using size 19 (15mm) needles.
TAKE TIME TO CHECK GAUGE.

NOTES
1) Stitch pattern is based on #TK Rhombus (page TK).
2) Locking stitch markers are placed in rows 2 and 20. Leave markers in
these sts until finishing, when 2 hand-sewn tucks are worked to maintain
dimensional tuck pattern across the joined cast-on and bind-off rows.
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ISBN 9781942021674 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 184 pages (all in color)
9 × 10 1/5 • Territory: WENG
Sixth&Spring Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
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realistic
PA I N T I N G
A Complete
Guide

Realistic Painting
A Complete Guide
With more than 330 artworks—including hundreds of step-by-step illustrations—this
comprehensive guide teaches intermediate and advanced artists how to achieve their
goal of producing stunningly photorealistic paintings. Covering watercolors and oils,
it lays out the key techniques for creating true-to-life landscapes and figures, and
discusses color choice, brushes, brushstrokes, and execution. Each chapter includes
full-color examples plus augmented-reality links to instructional videos and galleries.

KEY SELLING POINTS

INCLUDES
AUGMENTED
REALITY APP

■■

Extremely comprehensive and up-to-date, one of the few highly illustrated
photorealism books on the market

■■

Includes helpful augmented-reality videos and galleries that add an extra dimension
of learning for readers

■■

Beautifully produced by Editorial Paidotribo (Parramon) who created our successful
Art of Drawing (more than 80,000 sold) and Drawing for Beginners (12,500 sold)

ISBN 9781454926511 • $17.95 ($20.95 CAN)
Paperback • 144 pages (all in color)
8 1/4 × 10 7/8 • Carton Qty: 15
Territory: WENG
Sterling
SEPTEMBER 2017

Interpreting Themes in Textile Art
by Els van Baarle and Cherilyn Martin
For 25 years renowned textile artists Els van Baarle and Cherilyn Martin have inspired
each other, united by a shared interest in the same topics. In this unique guide, the
two reveal their individual approaches to design while exploring six themes that range
from memory and cemetery images to everyday items. Els and Cherilyn describe their
techniques, provide step-by-step instructions, and give advice on getting the most
from your collaborations.
ELS VAN BAARLE trained as a textile teacher in Delft, and worked for many years in
education. Els now gives courses and lectures in South Korea, Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, the US, France, Switzerland, Germany, England, and Belgium. She exhibits
regularly at home in the Netherlands and abroad.

ISBN 9781849944366 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford

CHERILYN MARTIN studied Embroidery & Textiles and Art Education in the UK. Having
worked with fabric and stitch for many years, she now enjoys the challenges paper and
mixed media offer. She currently resides in the Netherlands, working as a practicing
artist and teacher.

SEPTEMBER 2017
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Beautiful Birds
and Treetop Treasures
by Millie Marotta
To entice colorists, the wildly popular author of Animal Kingdom
and Tropical World has created an enchanting collection of images
of our fine feathered friends and other extraordinary animals who
dwell in the treetops. Millie Marotta’s engaging, intricately designed
illustrations feature beautiful hummingbirds, Major Mitchell’s
cockatoos, lyrebirds, cardinals, marvelous spatuletails, pygmy owls,
and laughing kookaburras. Fans will rush to grab their crayons,
colored pencils, pens, and brushes.

Cover not final

MILLIE MAROTTA is a freelance illustrator working in her studio by
the sea in a little corner of West Wales. She has developed a mild
obsession with all things flora and fauna, which along with intricate
pattern and detail, remains an ongoing theme in her art. She works
in both traditional and digital media for editorial, advertising,
merchandising, web, and textiles. Her clients range from Virgin
Atlantic to Penguin Books.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Millie Marotta’s coloring book series has sold more than 10
million copies worldwide, with her Curious Creatures selling
almost 200,000 in the US alone

■■

Coloring remains a popular category

■■

Lots of opportunity for ancillary products

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454710189 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w illus throughout)
9 4/5 × 9 4/5 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: US/Can
Lark Crafts
SEPTEMBER 2017

Animal Kingdom

Tropical World

ISBN 9781454709107
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
9 4/5 x 9 4/5
Territory: US/Can

ISBN 9781454709138
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
9 4/5 x 9 4/5
Territory: US/Can

Wild Savannah

Curious Creatures

ISBN 9781454708964
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
9 4/5 x 9 4/5
Territory: US/Can

ISBN 9781454709923
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
9 4/5 x 9 4/5
Territory: US/Can

September
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Snitte: The Danish Art of Whittling
Make Beautiful Wooden Birds
by Frank Egholm
Create beautiful wooden birds with snitte, the Danish art of wood
whittling—even if you’re a beginner! This stunning book makes it easy
to master snitte’s fine craftsmanship: step-by-step demonstrations
teach the basic techniques, including whittling a bird shape, delicately
painting the sculpture to bring out its beauty, and elegantly mounting
the finished product. Twelve templates feature robins, blue tits,
chaffinches, woodpeckers, and more.

Cover not final

FRANK EGHOLM has been teaching woodworking in his native
Denmark for a lifetime. He and his wife (also a teacher) spend as much
time as possible sharing their love of woodworking and teaching
children and adults to enjoy crafting wood.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Create simple but stunning bird wood sculptures, even if
you’re a beginner

■■

Includes step-by-step techniques and templates for making
a dozen European bird sculptures

■■

Written by Frank Egholm—an expert in the form and
a seasoned teacher

ISBN 9781849944403 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (90 color illus.)
5 1/3 × 7 1/2 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
SEPTEMBER 2017
September
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Quotes for Nasty Women

Quotes
for
Nasty
Women

Edited by Linda Picone
When Donald Trump referred to Hillary Clinton as “such a nasty
woman,” women felt a jolt of recognition—and promptly turned
his insult into an empowering slogan. This book celebrates
the now-ironic phrase with quotations by and about strong
women. The words, both positive and negative, come from
figures in ancient history, founding mothers and feminist
leaders, politicians, artists and cultural icons, celebrities, and
the women at home.

EMPOWERING
WISDOM for Women
Who Break the Rules

LINDA PICONE is a writer and editor. Her books include Carpe
Diem: Quotes to Seize the Day (Fall River Press) and The Daily
Book of Positive Quotations (Fairview Press).

Edited by Linda Picone

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Inspirational quote books are a strong and growing trend
in the marketplace

■■

Well-suited for gifts

■■

Capitalizes on recent political and social media trends

■■

Includes quotations from such figures as Cleopatra, Mary
Wollstonecraft, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Gloria Steinem, Betty
Friedan, Gabby Giffords, Sarah Palin, Meryl Streep, and Lady Gaga

■■

Linda’s earlier book, Daily Book of Positive Quotations, has sold
240,000 copies

ISBN 9781454927822 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Flexibound 368 pages (all in 2-color)
5 1/2 × 6 3/4 • Carton Qty: 42
Territory: W
Sterling
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Guns N’ Roses
The Life and Times of a Rock ’n’ Roll Band
by Paul Elliott
This is the most comprehensive, fully illustrated, up-to-date unofficial
exploration of one of the world's most beloved hard-rocking bands.
Fans of Guns N’ Roses had long dreamt of a reunion—and after 23
years, the Not in This Lifetime tour finally happened. Paul Elliott, a
Guns N’ Roses insider, brings a real edge to this insightful examination
of the group, its music, its success, and its struggles. 200 stunning
color photographs from key photographers appear throughout.
PAUL ELLIOTT started writing about rock in 1985 as a contributor to
Sounds, and has since worked for Kerrang!, Q, Vox, Heat, Total Sport,
Blender (US), Metal Hammer, and various other titles. His books
include one of the first biographies of Guns N’ Roses in 1990 (Hamlyn),
and Star Man, the autobiography of rock bodyguard Danny Francis
(Simon & Schuster). Paul currently writes for Classic Rock and MOJO.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

No writer could be closer to the band members or in a better
position to bring us the inside story on one of the world's
greatest rock groups: Paul Elliott wrote a much-acclaimed
biography of the band in 1990 and has worked with them behind
the scenes as a PR officer

■■

The design and content follows in the tradition of Palazzo’s
previous high-quality books on Springsteen and Clint Eastwood

■■

There is no comprehensive, illustrated, up-to-date biography on
the band on the market for newly energized fans

■■

The band is performing together as Guns N’ Roses for the first
time in 23 years, and the tour was the highest-earning per-show
concert tour of 2016. After rave reviews in the US, Mexico,
Canada, and South America in 2016, followed by New Zealand,
Australia, Asia, and Dubai in winter 2017, the band will be kicking
off the European leg of the tour in late May 2017, around the
time of the 30th anniversary of their first album, Appetite for
Destruction (which sold more than 30 million copies worldwide)

g u n s N’ R o s e s

for the band on the remainder of the Rock Or Bust tour. The audience for Guns N’ Roses at Coachella was close to capacity at
around one hundred thousand. The band rolled out all the big
songs: “Welcome To The Jungle,” “Sweet Child O’ Mine,” “November Rain,” “Paradise City.” SPIN described the show as “rock theater

ISBN 9781454926429 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 240 pages (all in color)
9 3/4 × 11 1/2 • Carton Qty: 8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling

on a scale we may never see again”. There was even a taste of what
was to come in May, when Axl said from his throne: “Since I can’t
run around, we’re gonna bring out a friend – Mr. Angus Young.” In
schoolboy uniform, his trademark stage attire since the early days
of AC/DC, Angus joined the band to blast through two AC/DC anthems “Whole Lotta Rosie” and “Riff Raff.” Twenty-nine years after
Axl had sung “Whole Lotta Rosie” with Guns N’ Roses at the Marquee, he proved again that he could still nail it.
Two weeks later, on 7 May in the Portuguese capital Lisbon,
came Axl’s first gig with AC/DC. Still in his throne, he delivered
what Classic Rock writer Fraser Lewry called “an astonishing, tourde-force performance”. At one point during the show, the audience
began chanting “Axl! Axl!” He responded, smiling, “You mean Angus.” Lewry described the show as a victory for Axl, and suggested
something profound in what it represented. “Is this a new, humble
Axl, about to unexpectedly breathe life into an aging band while
working angles on his own redemption? On this showing, it really
feels like it could work. And he did it from a chair…” By the time
the tour reached Vienna on 19 May, Axl was able to stand again.
And, just eight days after AC/DC finished in Europe, Guns N’ Roses

Above INDIO, CA - APRIL 23: (L-R) Musicians Duff McKagan, Axl Rose,
Frank Ferrer, slash and Melissa Reese of Guns n’ Roses perform
onstage during day 2 of the 2016 coachella Valley Music & arts
Festival Weekend 2 at the empire Polo club on april 23, 2016 in Indio,
california. (Photo by Kevin Winter/Getty Images for coachella)
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Nirvana
The Teen Spirit of Rock
by Gillian G. Gaar
Spawned in Seattle’s fertile late-1980s grunge scene, Nirvana
distinguished itself through the singular passion of its leader, Kurt
Cobain. Renowned music journalist Gillian G. Gaar explores Nirvana’s
unique status through song lyrics and interviews with the band
and their friends and colleagues. Look back at the early years, read
reviews of their albums, and view remarkable images of everything
from family photos to handwritten set lists.

Cover not final

NEVERMIND
HOW DOES ONE CREATE AN ALBUM THAT BECOMES A TIMELESS CLASSIC? BY
NOT TRYING TO. THE MEMBERS OF NIRVANA WERE CONFIDENT ABOUT THEIR
MATERIAL WHEN THEY HEADED INTO SOUND CITY STUDIOS IN MAY ’91; “WE
KNEW THAT THE STUFF WE WERE COMING UP WITH WAS CATCHY AND COOL
AND JUST GOOD STRONG SONGS,” GROHL LATER TOLD MICHAEL AZERRAD.
THERE WAS NO GRAND PLAN TO MAKE AN ALBUM THAT WOULD BE ONE OF
THE BIGGEST SELLING RECORDS OF THE DECADE, AS WELL AS A DEFINING
MOMENT IN ROCK MUSIC HISTORY.

GILLIAN G. GAAR has is a popular music journalist and author who has
written and contributed to many books, including the highly acclaimed
Return of the King: Elvis Presley’s Great Comeback (Jawbone Press),
The Rough Guide to Nirvana (Rough Guides), Green Day: Rebels With
A Cause (Omnibus Press), and She’s A Rebel: The History of Women
in Rock & Roll (Seal Press). She has also written countless articles
for newspapers and magazines such as Rolling Stone, Goldmine, Q,
Classic Rock, and Record Collector, as well as websites (allmusic.com,
Examiner.com, SonicNet). She also served as a project consultant on
Nirvana’s With The Lights Out boxed set. She lives in Seattle, WA.

ABOVE LEFT The Nevermind album cover.
The band members got the idea for the
main image from watching a documentary
about underwater birth; Kurt tweaked the
picture further by adding the dollar bill
dangling enticingly from a fishhook.
RIGHT Promotional duties: Kurt and
Dave busy signing a Nevermind poster
and a skateboard. Note that Kurt, who
was left-handed, is signing with his
right hand.
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IF IT’S ILLEGAL TO ROCK AND ROLL,
THROW MY ASS IN JAIL! Kurt Cobain

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The story of the band that defined a generation and a genre;
Nirvana still inspires many bands today

■■

The tragic death of Kurt Cobain gave Nirvana cult status all over
the world

■■

Since its debut, the band has sold over 25 million records in
the United States alone, and over 75 million records worldwide,
making them one of the bestselling bands of all time

■■

Nirvana was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2014, in
its first year of eligibility

■■

A beautifully illustrated book containing images of rare memorabilia
from the band’s tours and career

ALSO AVAILABLE

Led Zeppelin:
The Ultimate
ISBN 9781847960290 Collection

ISBN 9781780975023 • $35.00 (NCR)
Hardcover • 192 pages (145 color & b/w photos)
9 3/4 × 11 1/2
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books

The Art of
Classic Rock

Red Hot
Chili Peppers

$29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
9 1/2 x 11
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781780972848
$39.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
with Slipcase
9 1/2 x 11
Territory: US Only

SEPTEMBER 2017
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ISBN 9781780976396
$75.00 (NCR)
Hardcover & DVD
10 1/4 x 11 3/4
Territory: US Only

U2 Experience
ISBN 9781780976235
$39.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
with Slipcase
9 5/8 x 11 1/8
Territory: US Only

Londonopolis
A Curious History of London
by Martin Latham
Which tube station once housed the Elgin Marbles? What lies behind a Piccadilly
doorway that helped Darwin launch his theory of evolution? Londonopolis celebrates all
the weird and the wonderful things that make London so magical, and whisks you down
the rabbit hole into the warren of backstreets, landmarks, cemeteries, palaces, markets,
museums, and secret gardens of the great metropolis.
DR MARTIN LATHAM has a PhD in history from London University and was a lecturer at
Hertfordshire University before becoming a bookseller. He has managed Waterstones
bookshop in Canterbury for over 20 years. He is proud of ordering the excavation of the
Roman bath-house floor at his bookshop, paying for it with the biggest petty cash slip
in Waterstones’ history.

KEY SELLING POINTS

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN 9781849944564 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 224 pages (50 2-color illus.)
5 × 7 3/4 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
SEPTEMBER 2017

■■

Great for travelers and Anglophiles

■■

A curious and erudite collection of stories of London that give an alternative history
of the great city

■■

Includes stories of singing Neanderthal Londoners, how the Nag’s Head started the
British Empire and getting lost in London’s ghost tube stations

■■

From ancient (even prehistoric) times to the 21st century

■■

Written by a passionate historian and bookseller who saved a Roman bath house in
his bookshop

Favourite Poems of England
Edited by Jane McMorland Hunter
From London’s bustling streets to country green, from lords and ladies to brave
soldiers lost in battle, this gorgeously illustrated anthology celebrates England and
all that it means to be English. A breadth of poetry from Britain’s renowned writers—
including Chaucer, Shakespeare, Robert Browning, Hardy, Kipling, Emily Brontë, Sylvia
Plath, and Roald Dahl—captures a range of visions of the “sceptered isle.”
JANE MCMORLAND HUNTER has written several books, including Ode to London
(Batsford). Her other books include three books in the bestselling Teach Yourself
series (Teach Yourself Books) as well as The Tiny Garden (Frances Lincoln) and For the
Love of an Orchard (Pavilion) both of which have been widely and favorably reviewed.
She lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The perfect gift for anyone English or Anglophile, this wonderful collection captures
all the beauty and eccentricities of England and Englishness

ISBN 9781849944595 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 176 pages (30 color illus.)
5 1/2 × 7 1/2 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Sherlock Holmes’ Cunning Puzzles
Riddles, Enigmas and Challenges
Inspired by the World’s Greatest Crime-Solver
by Dr. John Watson
Use your powers of deduction to solve more than more than 75 ingenious enigmas and
riddles. In order to solve these challenging conundrums, which are all written in the style
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s great stories, solvers will have to access their inner Sherlock
and his powers of deduction. Tips and tricks for working the Holmes way are included, as
well as answers and explanations.
No one has a greater insight into the brilliant mind of Sherlock Holmes than his longtime companion DOCTOR JOHN WATSON. After recounting Holmes’ many exploits,
Watson now explores the great detective’s methods and applies them to a number of
intriguing brainteasers for you to solve.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781780979625 • $14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 144 pages (100 b/w illus.)
5 × 7 3/4
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books

■■

Over 75 specially commissioned puzzles, themed around the casebook of
Sherlock Holmes

■■

There’s no greater (fictional) puzzle-solver than Holmes, and solvers can learn
Holmes’s methods and become master sleuths

■■

Superb period artwork combined with a contemporary design

SEPTEMBER 2017

Sherlock Holmes’ Rudimentary Puzzles
Riddles, Enigmas and Challenges
Inspired by the World’s Greatest Crime-Solver
by Dr. John Watson
Novice solvers can become master sleuths with these 70 puzzles, riddles, and enigmas
from the world’s most brilliant detective: Mr. Sherlock Holmes. Dr. John Watson, Holmes’s
friend and companion, has assembled this collection of rudimentary challenges. The
conundrums are all grouped by difficulty so you can test your analytic abilities, sharpen
your wits, and hone your deductive reasoning as you go along.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Contains 70 riddles and conundrums set in the world of Sherlock Holmes

■■

There’s no greater (fictional) puzzle solver than Holmes, and solvers can learn
Holmes’s methods and become master sleuths

■■

Includes 70 black-and-white period illustrations paired with a contemporary design

■■

The third Sherlock Holmes film with Robert Downey, Jr. & Jude Law is in the works

ISBN 9781780979632 • $14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 144 pages (70 b/w illus.)
5 x 7 3/4 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Jack the Ripper
by Paul Begg & John Bennett
Over 100 years after Jack the Ripper’s last-known killing, hundreds of books, television
programs, and films continue to be produced on the subject. Through unique
reconstructions of the murders, detailed crime-scene re-creations, and expertly
researched text, this fascinating volume transports readers back to 1888 London
where they’ll get the most complete view to date of the gruesome homicides that shook
Victorian society.
PAUL BEGG is a leading Ripper researcher who wrote Jack the Ripper: The Facts (2004)
and Jack the Ripper: The Definitive History (Routledge), and cowrote The Jack the Ripper A
to Z (Robson Books). He has appeared on television as an expert on the Ripper, including
in Jack the Ripper: An Ongoing Mystery (2000) and The Real Jack the Ripper (2010). He also
wrote the documentary Jack the Ripper: The Definitive Story, which aired in 2011 in the UK.
JOHN BENNETT is the author of E1: A Journey Through Whitechapel and Spitalfields
(Five Leaves Publications). He is also a teacher and a tour guide, with a special focus
on the East End.
NEW EDITION
ISBN 9780233005201 • $24.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 128 pages
(180 color & b/w photos)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4
Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Takes readers to the very heart of this renowned case by reconstructing in stunning
and accurate detail some of the most famous sites associated with the murders,
enabling the reader for the first time to see these scenes as they would have
appeared at the time

■■

Interest in the unsolved mystery of Jack the Ripper remains high all over the world,
even though it has been over 100 years since the last murder. It’s the most writtenabout subject in true crime. This book offers a unique angle on the Ripper case

■■

ABC period drama Time After Time, due to air in March 2017, sees H. G. Wells travel in
time to try to stop Jack the Ripper

■■

Written by two expert authors with years of experience concerning the Ripper case

SEPTEMBER 2017

MotoGP
The Illustrated History
by Michael Scott
The thrill of the fastest sport on two wheels explodes out of this high-revving pictorial
history, now fully updated and revised! Decade by decade, it traces the evolution of
MotoGP—the tracks, the daring exploits of racing legends, the technological innovations,
and the superbikes. Packed with photographs and insights from motorcycling’s greatest
personalities, MotoGP is the ultimate celebration of this exhilarating sport.
MICHAEL SCOTT has been a motoring journalist for almost 40 years, and has specialized
in motorcycle grand prix racing, attending almost every GP, since 1984. As well as
contributing to magazines worldwide, including in Japan, the USA, Australia, India,
and much of Europe, Scott has edited SuperBike Magazine and Road Racer. He is the
author of several books including the critically acclaimed Wayne Rainey – His Own Story
(Haynes Publishing). He lives in Wimbledon, London.
NEW EDITION
ISBN 9781780979984 • $34.95 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 256 pages
(150 color & b/w photos)
9 × 11 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Red Wine
The Comprehensive Guide to the
50 Essential Varietals & Styles
by Kevin Zraly, Mike DeSimone & Jeff Jenssen

RED
WINE

This definitive compendium tells the story of red wine through
the world’s 50 essential varieties and styles, from Agiorgitiko to
Zinfandel. The introduction explains how red wine is made and how
the winemaking process affects taste, and each chapter profiles a
variety or style with comprehensive at-a-glance information covering
tasting notes, food pairings, and recommended wines from bargains
to splurges. Companion essays detail origins, typical characteristics,
popularity, and other notable countries that produce each grape or
style. Winemakers appear in their own words alongside gorgeous
photography that brings red wine to life.

THE COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE
5O ESSENTIAL VARIETIES & STYLES

Kevin Zraly, Mike DeSimone
& Jeff Jenssen

KEVIN ZRALY is the founder and teacher of the Windows on the
World Wine School, which graduated more than 20,000 students
in 40 years, as well as the Sherry-Lehmann / Kevin Zraly Wine Club
and master classes. His Windows on the World Complete Wine Course
(Sterling) has sold more than three million copies worldwide, making
him the world’s bestselling wine author. He has received the James
Beard Lifetime Achievement Award and the European Wine Council’s
Lifetime Achievement Award, among numerous others, and has been
featured in GQ, The New York Times, Newsweek, People, USA Today,
Wall Street Journal, and other publications. He lives in New York. Visit
him at kevinzraly.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Written by three of the most respected, awarded, and bestselling
wine writers in the world

■■

The perfect gift for wine lovers

■■

Short, easily digestible chapters allow for easy reading

■■

Includes a complete checklist for wine enthusiasts

■■

Kevin Zraly’s first new book in seven years

MIKE DESIMONE and JEFF JENSSEN, the World Wine Guys, are wine,
spirits, food, and travel writers, educators, and hosts. They are the
entertaining and lifestyle editors at Wine Enthusiast magazine,
and their articles and photographs have appeared in numerous
publications. They are the authors of Wines of the Southern
Hemisphere: The Complete Guide (Sterling), which won the Gourmand
International Award for Best Wine Book, and Wines of California
(Sterling). The duo are members of the International Food, Wine &
Travel Writers Association, the Society of Wine Educators, and the
James Beard Foundation. They have received the prestigious Golden
Pen Award for food, wine, and travel journalism and have been
inducted into the Confrérie des Chevaliers du Tastevin at the Château
du Clos de Vougeot in Burgundy. Visit them at worldwineguys.com.

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

National and local TV outreach

■■

Digital focus on wine blogs and websites

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Events to coincide with authors' existing travel schedule

ALSO AVAILABLE

Kevin Zraly Windows on the World
Complete Wine Course
ISBN 9781454921066 • $27.95 ($31.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 8 1/2 x 9 1/4
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454918233 • $27.95 ($31.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 304 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 • Carton Qty: 10
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure

Wines of California, Special Deluxe Edition
ISBN 9781454917823 • $27.95 ($31.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 8 1/2 x 9 1/4
Territory:
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Oz Clarke’s World of Wine
Wines Grapes Vineyards
by Oz Clarke

Cover not final

An authoritative new guide from the great Oz Clarke! Illustrated with more than 50
panoramic maps, Oz Clarke’s World of Wine reveals all you need to know about his
favorite wines and grapes. In lively and opinionated prose, Clarke introduces the great
wine regions and the top vineyards, growers, and winemakers. He explains the flavors
behind different wines—so you can find exactly what you want.

ISBN 9781454928126 • $35.00 ($39.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 320 pages
(300 color & b/w illus.)
7 7/8 × 10 1/4 • Carton Qty: 8
Territory: US/Can
Sterling Epicure
OCTOBER 2017

OZ CLARKE is one of the world’s leading wine experts, known for his phenomenal
palate, irreverent style, accurate predictions, and enthusiasm for life in general and wine
in particular. He is the author of many award-winning books on wine, including most
recently, Wine A—Z (Pavilion), The History of Wine in 100 Bottles (Sterling Epicure), Pocket
Wine A to Z (now in its 23rd edition; Pavilion), Grapes & Wines (coauthored with Margaret
Rand; Sterling Epicure), Bordeaux: The Wines, The Vineyards, The Winemakers (Sterling
Epicure), the Wine Atlas (Pavilion), and Let Me Tell You About Wine: A Beginner’s Guide to
Understanding and Enjoying Wine (Sterling Epicure).

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

All you need to know about vineyards, grapes, and the wines they make in one
easy-to-use guide

■■

Expert advice presented in Oz’s trademark lively and opinionated voice

■■

An essential book for all wine lovers from one of the world’s most popular wine experts

The Best Beers
1,000 Must-Drink Brews from Portland to Prague
by Ben McFarland and Tom Sandham
Explore the world’s most delicious brews with this comprehensive look into the history,
production, and flavor of every beer worth drinking from America to New Zealand. Along
with concise tasting reviews, you’ll get an overview of key industry developments in
each country, profiles of the brewmasters who make magic, and perfect food pairings.
Bitters, IPAs, porters, saisons, sours and stouts—your favorites and rarities are all here.

ISBN 9781454928324
$27.95 ($31.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 288 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4 • Carton Qty: 10
Territory: US/Can
Sterling Epicure

BEN MCFARLAND AND TOM SANDHAM are the Thinking Drinkers—spirits experts, writers,
and performers—and the authors of The Thinking Drinker’s Guide to Alcohol (Sterling
Epicure). McFarland has been named Britain’s Beer Writer of the Year three times (2004,
2006, 2011) and is the author of Good Beer Guide West Coast USA (CAMRA). Sandham is
the author of World’s Best Cocktails (Jacqui Small). Both write regularly on the beer world
for a wide range of publications, including Beers of the World magazine, Daily Telegraph,
Draft magazine, the Guardian, Imbibe, Independent on Sunday, Jamie Oliver magazine,
Metro, the Spectator, Time Out, and the Times. The Thinking Drinkers have performed
sold-out shows at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival for the past five years. They live in the UK.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Authors are award-winning experts in the field

■■

Features beers from almost every state in America, giving the book both national
and local appea

■■

Equally entertaining and informative, this guide is perfect for beginners and
connoisseurs alike
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Taste of Italy

damiano
carrara

100 Traditional, Homestyle Recipes
by Damiano Carrara
An up-and-coming cooking show celebrity brings his passion for
Tuscan food to the American table.
This beautifully photographed cookbook is alive with vibrant, soulsatisfying food! Italian-born chef Damiano Carrara learned how to
cook at home, and he brings authentic dishes from his family to yours—
including Pasta e Fagioli (Pasta and Bean Soup); Insalata di Farro con
Gamberi (Farro Salad with Shrimp); Finocchi Gratinati (Fennel au Gratin);
Lasagne Vegetariane al Carciofini (Vegetarian Baby Artichoke Lasagna);
and Panna Cotta with fresh berries or dark chocolate. This is exquisite
home-style cooking at its best!

a taste of

ITALY

Growing up in the Tuscan town of Lucca, Italy, Chef DAMIANO CARRARA
developed an interest in hospitality and the culinary arts. He entered
the industry as a bartender and trained professionally for bartending
competitions around the world, winning multiple awards, prizes,
and accolades for his skills. Carrara moved to the US in 2008, where
he continued working in restaurants as a bartender, and then as a
manager. After five years of hard work, Carrara and his brother
decided to open a café of their own in the Los Angeles area: Carrara
Pastries (there are now several locations). After gaining popularity
and wide recognition in the kitchen, he shared his talents with a
national audience as a competitor and judge on several major TV
cooking shows. Chef Carrara lives in the Los Angeles area.

100 tr aditio nal, homestyle recipes

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Chef Damiano Carrara is well known for his TV appearances on
several popular television cooking shows

■■

He co-owns, with his brother Massimiliano, several successful
businesses in the LA area: a bakery in Agoura Hills, a full-service
restaurant and bakery in Moorpark, and a cooking school (also
in Moorpark) that offers classes for children, private lessons,
parties, and professional courses. Damiano will soon open
another bakery in Encino

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National and local TV outreach

■■

4-city author tour (Los Angeles, New York, Portland, Seattle)

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on culinary blogs and websites

■■

Trade and digital advertising

■■

Heavy promotion on author's social media platforms: Instagram
and Facebook: @damianocarrara, Twitter @chefcarrara, website:
www.carrarapastries.us

ISBN 9781454926474 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 256 pages (all in color)
8 x 10 • Carton Qty: 10
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure
OCTOBER 2017
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Italian Moms:
Spreading Their Art to Every Table
Classic Homestyle Italian Recipes
by Elisa Costantini

Classic Homestyle
Italian Recipes from
Abruzzo with
Some Contemporary
Creations

Prepare delicious Italian food for the people you love! In her debut
cookbook, Elisa Costantini gathers recipes for the authentic dishes
she made for her own family and friends. These are meals that Elisa
learned to cook as a child in Abruzzo, and they range from Caprese
Salad and Eggplant Mini Meatballs to Scrippelle Mbuse, Braciole, and
a classic Nutella Tart.

Italian Moms

ELISA COSTANTINI was born in Poggio Valle, Italy. The daughter of
farmers, she learned to cook at a very young age using simple, fresh
ingredients. She wrote this book as a legacy for her children and
grandchildren, and to help home cooks make wonderful meals for
loved ones. For more than 35 years, Elisa has used her expert cooking
skills to provide for children with special needs at Divine Providence
Village in Springfield, PA.

S P R E A D I N G T H E I R A R T T O E V E RY TA B L E

Elisa Costantini
compiled by FRANK COSTANTINI

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Italian Moms: Spreading Their Art to Every Table, originally a selfpublished cookbook, was an online bestseller

■■

The author has recently appeared on the Today Show, Rachael
Ray, and NY1

■■

Good Morning America wants the author to do a 20-second reel
of her favorite cookie

■■

■■

THREE CHEESE
“MEATLESS”
MEATBALLS
POLPETTE
DI FORMAGGIO

LAMB STEW
DI AGNELLO
SPEZZATO
SERVES 4–6 PEOPLE

INGREDIENTS
• 2½ pound lamb, cut into 1-inch cubes
• 1 pound rustic potatoes, peeled and sliced

INGREDIENTS

• 2 ounces Pecorino Romano
cheese, grated or shredded
• ½ cup red wine

• 1½ cups Italian breadcrumbs
• ¼ cup fresh Italian parsley, chopped,
include the stem
• ¼ teaspoon salt
• ¼ cup vegetable oil, for frying

Italian Moms has been featured both online—Huffington post.com
and delish.com—and in print—including the Philadelphia Inquirer

DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oil in a large frying pan.

Sterling Epicure will publish a new title by Elisa Costantini—
Italian Moms: Something Old, Something New in time for
Mother’s Day 2018

ISBN 9781454927990 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 256 pages (all in color)
8 × 10 • Carton Qty: 14
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure
OCTOBER 2017
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• ¼ cup fresh Parmesan cheese, diced

• 1 pound ricotta cheese, drained
• 1½ cups fresh Parmesan and
Pecorino Romano, grated

• 3 garlic cloves, chopped
• 2 tablespoons Crisco or butter
• 1 large onion, chopped
• ½ cup olive oil
• Salt and fresh black pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS

Combine the ricotta, Parmesan, Pecorino Romano, parsley, and breadcrumbs and mix together with your hands. Form into the size of
golf balls and place 3-5 at a time in the heated
oil. Fry the balls until brown on all sides. Remove and dry on a paper towel. Add to sauce
when ready.

Add the olive oil and onions to a medium saucepan and sauté over medium high heat. Once the
onions become translucent, add the Crisco or butter and allow to melt. Once melted, add the lamb
pieces, parsley, garlic and a pinch or two of salt.
Sauté the lamb until it is well browned, then add
the red wine. Continue to cook until all the wine
has evaporated. Add the potatoes and enough
warm water to cover all the ingredients. Place a
lid on the pot and simmer for about 40 minutes
or until the lamb is tender. Remove from heat and
add diced Parmesan and mix thoroughly. Transfer the stew to a serving dish and garnish with the
Pecorino Romano before serving.
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The Winter Table

% the %

Fireside Feasts for Family and Friends

WINTER
TABLE

by Lisa Lemke
There’s nothing better than coming home on a wintry evening to
the welcoming aroma of a bubbling stew or comforting soup. Lisa
Lemke, author of The Summer Table, changes seasons and brings
her prodigious gifts to more than 75 recipes showcasing wintertime
ingredients. Her soul-satisfying dishes range from a savory rye
risotto with oyster mushrooms browned in butter, to mouthwatering
roasts and casseroles, to blazingly hot chili, and even good old mac ’n’
cheese. To-die-for desserts include an apple toffee, almond crumble,
fragrant pear pie, and sublime tiramisu.

LI SA
LEMKE

LISA LEMKE, a freelance food consultant, recipe developer, food
stylist, and television chef, lives in a small town on the west coast of
Sweden. She writes about food in various media, including magazines,
books, radio, television, and advertising. She is the author of The
Summer Table (Sterling Epicure), and the host of My Kitchen on TV4.
Together with Tommy Myllymäkki, one of Sweden’s biggest chefs, she
gives viewers recipes and culinary inspiration twice a day, Monday
through Saturday, on the popular morning show Nyhetsmorgon.
Lemke lives in the countryside, in an old vicarage, on the west coast
of Sweden with her husband Marcus Nordgren, also a chef, and their
two small children.

•FI
S•
FOR RESIDE FEAST DS
FA M I LY A N D F R I E N
KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Lisa Lemke’s previous book with Sterling Epicure, The Summer
Table (March 2015) sold about 13,000 copies (net)

■■

Scandinavia, and particularly, the Danish lifestyle craze hygge,
is trending. The recipes in The Winter Kitchen help create the
feelings of coziness, well-being, and connection that are at the
very heart of hygge

■■

Scandinavian food is taking center stage at the Great Northern
Food Hall in Grand Central Terminal’s iconic Vanderbilt Hall,
including a new haute-Scandi restaurant, Agern (“acorn” in
Swedish), the brainchild of Claus Meyer, who helped trigger the
Scandinavian dining craze when he and Rene Redzepi opened a
little waterfront restaurant in Copenhagen, Noma, which became
the “No. 1 Restaurant in the World”

■■

Scandinavian food is famous for its winter offerings, and this
book, by a Swedish chef, capitalizes on hearty, comforting meals
that bring warmth and coziness during the long winter months

Praise for The Summer Table:
“Lemke’s recipes are colorful and creative.” —Publishers Weekly
“With fresh recipe ideas for readers who like dining al fresco, this
cookbook promises plenty of summer fun.” —Library Journal

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on culinary blogs and websites

■■

Inclusion in cookbook and holiday roundups

■■

Trade advertising

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Summer Table
ISBN 9781454904380 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 8 x 10
Territory: WENGX *

ISBN 9781454922544 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 272 pages (all in color)
8 × 10 • Carton Qty: 12
Territory: WENG
Sterling Epicure
OCTOBER 2017
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The Air Fryer Bible
More Than 200 Healthier Recipes for Familiar
Favorites and Special Treats

e

A I R F RY E R

by Susan LaBorde and Elizabeth Hickman

B I B L E

Harnessing the power of circulating hot air, air fryers cook all your
favorite comfort foods to crunchy, healthy perfection. The Air Fryer
Bible helps you make the most of this popular appliance with more
than 200 recipes: Sunrise Quesadillas, String Bean Fries, Chicken
Tenders, Apple Dumplings, and more! A helpful introduction offers
tips for success, terms and techniques, and staple ingredients, while
appendixes include conversion charts and a buying guide.

MOR E T H A N 200 H E A LT H I E R R ECI PE S f 
FA M I L I A R FAV O R I T E S a n d S P E C I A L T R E A T S

SUSAN LABORDE is a web designer and digital marketer with a
passion for helping people discover practical ways to cook healthier
food. She created The Healthy Kitchen Shop website to provide indepth product reviews that help consumers save time and shop
smart. She lives in Shreveport, LA.
Cover not final

ELIZABETH HICKMAN has worked as a cook for Harrah’s Casino
and managed meal plans for the cafeteria of a pharmaceutical
manufacturer. She lives in Shreveport, LA.
S U S A N L A B O R D E and E L I Z A B E T H H I C K M A N

KEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

■■

Air fryers are the hottest new kitchen appliance on the market

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Susan is a product research specialist, who has researched and
written in-depth reviews on the top six bestselling air fryers

■■

Digital focus on culinary blogs and websites

■■

Inclusion in cookbook and holiday roundups

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Susan has more than ten years’ experience as a marketing
consultant and will use her expertise to promote The Air Fryer Bible

■■

Recipes include classic favorites and new creations, all carefully
recipe-tested for air frying, featuring common ingredients that
taste great

■■

These recipes can save time, promote heart health, and even
help with weight loss

ISBN 9781454927075 • $22.95 ($25.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 224 pages
(all in 2-color with 8-page inserts)
8 × 9 • Carton Qty: 30
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Vegan Holiday Kitchen
More than 200 Delicious, Festive Recipes
by Nava Atlas, Photographs by Susan Voisin
Have yourself a happy vegan holiday! Nava Atlas brilliantly fills the
biggest gap in the repertoire with more than 200 recipes for everything
from Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, and Christmas to celebratory brunches,
dinners, potlucks, and buffets. Such mouthwatering dishes as Coconut
Butternut Squash Soup, Green Chili Corn Bread, Hearty Vegetable Pot
Pie, and Cashew Chocolate Mousse Pie will convince even skeptical
eaters that vegan cooking is well worth celebrating.
One of the most respected names in vegetarian and vegan cooking,
NAVA ATLAS has written nine previous cookbooks. She is considered
an expert in meat-free holiday fare, which is the most popular area of
her website, www.VegKitchen.com.

Simple Vegetable Soup
with Vegan Matzo Balls
GLUTEN-FREE (by omitting matzo balls)
SOY-FREE
NUT-FREE

8 SERVINGS

The soup served at traditional Passover seders is very much akin to this one, except that it’s made with chicken broth.
In truth, the Passover soup course functions primarily as a venue for the matzo balls.
2 tablespoons olive oil or other
healthy vegetable oil
1 large onion, finely chopped
3 celery stalks, diced
1 32-ounce carton vegetable broth
6 medium potatoes, peeled and
finely diced
6 to 8 medium carrots, sliced
Handful of celery leaves
1 tablespoon all-purpose seasoning
blend (see sidebar on page 31,
or use a Kosher for Passover
brand)

KEY SELLING POINTS

1. Heat the oil in a large soup pot. Add the onion and celery and
sauté over medium heat until golden.
2. Add the broth, potato, carrots, celery leaves, seasoning blend,
and 2 cups of water. Bring to a rapid simmer, then cover and
simmer gently for 15 to 20 minutes, or until the vegetables are
tender.
3. Stir in the dill, then season with salt and pepper. If time allows,
let the soup stand for several hours off the heat to develop flavor.
It can also be made a day in advance.
4. Just before serving, bring to a simmer. Adjust the consistency
with more water if need be, and taste to adjust seasonings. Add
warmed matzo balls to individual servings of soup.

1/4 cup chopped fresh dill, or to taste
Salt and freshly ground pepper
to taste
Vegan Matzo Balls (see page 115)

■■

The hardcover edition sold 25,000 copies

■■

Vegans are a growing demographic, championed by the
bestselling Thug Kitchen cookbooks (Rodale), The Oh She Glows
Cookbook (Penguin), Forks Over Knives–The Cookbook (Workman),
and Isa Chandra Moskowitz’s classic Veganomicon (Machete)

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

V E G A N H O L I DAY K I T C H E N

Author is supported by VegNews, Vegetarian Times, and
mainstream venues including Martha Stewart Radio and
BlogTalk Radio
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Roasted Seitan, Peppers,
and Portabellas
NUT-FREE

8 SERVINGS

When you’re preparing a multi-course meal, it’s so nice when the entree can be made at the last minute with little
hands-on time (and still be a crowd-pleaser). All of this is true for this hearty dish. If anyone in your family or a guest
eats gluten-free, seitan is obviously not the choice for them. Go with the alternative main dish—the risotto that
follows—or, if you’re feeding a crowd, make both dishes. In that case, use the 375º oven temperature as for the
risotto, and bake this dish 10 minutes or so longer than directed below.

Author has been featured in VegNews, Vegetarian Times, the
Jewish Food experience, and mainstream venues including
Martha Stewart Radio and Feisty Side of Fifty on BlogTalk radio.

2 pounds seitan, cut into bite-size
chunks (see Note)
1 red bell pepper, cut into wide
strips
1 yellow bell pepper, cut into wide
strips
2 medium-small zucchinis, sliced
1/2 inch thick

Author is regularly featured on sites such as Fabulous Foods and
One Green Planet, and covered by syndicated columnists from
AP and Creators Syndicate

8 to 10 ounces portabella
mushrooms, stemmed and sliced
1/4 cup olive oil or other healthy oil
1/2 cup good-quality teriyaki
marinade
3 to 4 scallions, thinly sliced
Freshly ground pepper to taste

1. Preheat the oven to 400º F.
2. In a large mixing bowl, combine the seitan, bell peppers,
zucchinis, mushrooms, olive oil, and teriyaki marinade. Stir
together. Transfer to a roasting pan.
3. Roast in the oven for 15 minutes, stirring occasionally. Stir in
the scallions, then roast for 5 to 10 minutes longer, or until the
seitan and vegetables are lightly charred in spots.
4. Transfer the mixture to a serving dish. Season to taste with
pepper and optional dried hot red pepper flakes. Sprinkle with
parsley and keep covered until serving.
NOTE: S ee if you can find some really fresh seitan that’s made
in your local area. Check your natural foods store. The vacuumsealed national brands are good, but fresh seitan is even better.

Dried hot red pepper flakes
to taste, optional
1/4 cup minced fresh parsley

Author’s website, VegKitchen.com, has been online since
1997 and receives more than 750,000 page views a month;
VegKitchen’s Facebook page has more than 400,000 followers
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More than 500,000 copies of the author’s books are in print
Unbaked Peach and Berry Crumble
Can be made GLUTEN-FREE by using quinoa flakes instead of oats

6 TO 8 SERVINGS

When you want a lovely summer dessert but don’t feel like fussing (or baking) here’s just the thing. I particularly like
this with raspberries.
1/2 cup quick-cooking oats
or quinoa flakes

/ 3 cup finely chopped walnut
or pecan halves

1

2 tablespoons natural
granulated sugar
Pinch of cinnamon
2 tablespoons Earth Balance
or other non-hydrogenated
margarine, divided
6 to 8 medium juicy peaches
or nectarines, unpeeled

NEW IN PAPERBACK

2 tablespoons maple syrup
Pinch of cinnamon
1 cup raspberries or blueberries,
or half of each
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

ISBN 9781454928577 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 320 pages (all in color)
8 x 9 • Territory: W
Sterling Epicure

Frozen nondairy ice cream for
topping, optional (see Note)

1. Combine the first 4 ingredients for the crumble topping in a
small bowl. Heat 1 tablespoon of margarine in a medium skillet.
Add the crumble topping. Stir quickly to coat with the margarine
and toast the mixture over medium heat for 3 to 5 minutes.
Transfer back to the bowl and set aside.
2. Cut each peach in half lengthwise. Twist gently to separate
the halves, then remove the pit. Cut each peach into thin slices.
3. Heat the remaining margarine in the same skillet. Add the
peaches, syrup, and cinnamon. Sauté, stirring frequently, until the
peaches have softened but still hold their shape, about 5 to 7
minutes.
4. Transfer the peaches to a shallow serving bowl and scatter
the berries over them, followed by the crumble topping.
5. Cover and refrigerate until needed or serve at once. This is
good served cold or warm. Top each serving with a scoop of
the optional nondairy ice cream.
This is great with basic vanilla. Using butter pecan, mango,
or one of the coconut-based varieties is nice if you want to
go for a little extra flair.

NOTE:
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s U M M E r E N t E rta I N I NG

The Good Housekeeping
Christmas Cookbook
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping
No one does Christmas like Good Housekeeping! Brimming with more
than 300 celebration-worthy recipes, sparkling decorating ideas,
and homemade gift suggestions, this sumptuous collection will
make the season extra merry. Featuring new holiday recipes—plus a
section on gingerbread houses, The Good Housekeeping Christmas
Cookbook offers triple-tested favorites (like Glazed Ham with Apricots
and a Dulce de Leche Christmas Wreath) from top chefs plus holiday
reminiscences from famous contributors.

Cover not final

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (goodhousekeeping.com) is a leading lifestyle
media brand inspiring a monthly audience of 30+ million readers to
discover genius innovations, delicious ideas, style-savvy trends,
compelling news, and best-in-class products for their homes, families,
and themselves. The Good Housekeeping Institute’s state-of-the-art
labs combined with Good Housekeeping’s seasoned editorial talent
and renowned test kitchen is unparalleled. In addition to its US
flagship, Good Housekeeping publishes five editions around the world.

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Includes festive recipes, holiday memories, traditions, and tips
from such celebrity contributors as: Sunny Anderson, Mariah
Carey, Jamie Lee Curtis, Vince Gill, Amy Grant, Faith Hill, Melissa
McCarthy, Alyssa Milano, Kelly Ripa, Sting, Meredith Vieira, and
Reese Witherspoon

■■

Gorgeous package with a new cover and a special textured,
durable jacket

■■

Includes hundreds of beautiful photos of recipes, decorating and
craft ideas

■■

Good Housekeeping reaches one out of five American women
each month

NEW EDITION
ISBN 9781618372208 • $30.00 ($34.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 432 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 9 1/2 • Carton Qty: 8
Territory: WEX UK
Hearst
OCTOBER 2017
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■■

Co-promotional marketing with Hearst publications

■■

Holiday gift guide outreach

■■

National/local TV outreach

■■

Digital marketing campaign

■■

Review copy mailing to food magazines and food sections at
daily newspaper

■■

For publicity inquiries, please contact: boliviery@sterlingpublishing.com

Good Housekeeping Kids Cook!
100 Super-Easy, Delicious Recipes
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping
With aspiring young chefs showing off their skills on Chopped Junior
and Food Network Star Kids, it’s clear that kids CAN cook and LOVE
to cook! Now, Good Housekeeping has created the perfect cookbook
for kids of all ages eager to step in the kitchen. It features more than
100 delicious, fail-safe recipes—from burgers and pizzas to salads and
cookies—accompanied by tempting photographs and basic kitchen and
cooking how-tos.

Cover not final

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (goodhousekeeping.com) is a leading lifestyle
media brand inspiring a monthly audience of 30+ million readers to
discover genius innovations, delicious ideas, style-savvy trends,
compelling news, and best-in-class products for their homes, families,
and themselves. The Good Housekeeping Institute’s state-of-the-art
labs combined with Good Housekeeping’s seasoned editorial talent
and renowned test kitchen is unparalleled. In addition to its US
flagship, Good Housekeeping publishes five editions around the world.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

All Good Housekeeping recipes are triple-tested for ease and
reliability so they’re great for kids—and will help them achieve
success in the kitchen

■■

Offers both sophisticated variations on classic recipes—like
Chicken Parmesan, Steak and Fingerling Fries, and Lo Mein
with Stir-Fry Vegetables—as well as fun, playful dishes that will
appeal to the kid in everyone, like Green Eggs and Ham’wiches,
Watermelon Pizza, a cute bunny tortilla with hummus dip, and
Chocolate Volcano Cookies

■■

Recipes show the basic skills that are required, like how to fold
ingredients, cut fruits and vegetables, and more

■■

Every recipe includes variations that kids can follow to make the
dish super-special for family and friends

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on culinary blogs and websites

■■

Cross-promotions with Good Housekeeping and their
digital platforms

ISBN 9781618372406 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 160 pages (all in color)
8 × 9 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 16 • Territory: WEX UK
Hearst
OCTOBER 2017
October
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The Occult Book
A Chronological Journey, from Alchemy to Wicca
by John Michael Greer
Take an enlightening, stunningly illustrated journey through occult
history, exploring 100 dramatic incidents, arcane knowledge, and
key historical figures from around the world. Renowned scholar and
practitioner John Michael Greer delves into two millennia of tradition,
from the alchemists of ancient Egypt, Babylon, and Greece to pagan
rituals; from the Philosopher’s Stone to Kabbala, tarot, and the
Knights Templar; and from the first horoscopes to the birth of Wicca.
JOHN MICHAEL GREER began his career with 20 years of intensive
training in the Golden Dawn system of ceremonial magic, and then
took up the study of Druidry in the Order of Bards Ovates and Druids
(OBOD), the largest contemporary Druid order. He was elected to the
post of Grand Archdruid in another Druid order, the Ancient Order of
Druids in America (AODA), where he served until 2015. He is also a
Freemason as well as a Knight Templar in the York Rite, among other
high degrees. He has also studied astrological magic, traditional
Southern conjure, and Tai Chi. In addition, he has a degree in the
Comparative History of Ideas from the University of Washington. He
has a total of 45 titles in print or forthcoming that he has written,
cowritten, translated, or edited; 27 of these explore occultism or
pagan nature spirituality. He lives in northwestern MD.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Author will promote the book through his various connections
in the occult and Masonic scene, including his occult blog,
the Well of Galabes (galabes.blogspot.com), and it will also
be mentioned on The Archdruid Report (thearchdruidreport.
blogspot.com), which averages a quarter of a million unique
page views a month

THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on occult, wicca, and mind/body/spirit websites

■■

Excerpts available

■■

“Big Mouth” mailing to author’s contacts in the field

rom ancient times until the begin-

ning of the modern era, there were
those who claimed to have accomplished the Great Work of alchemy and
created the Philosopher’s Stone. Among them
were Nicholas (c. 1330–1418) and Perenelle
(c. 1320–1397) Flamel. Though they had a
minor role in the first of J. K. Rowling’s Harry
Potter novels, the Flamels actually existed,
and Nicholas Flamel’s account of his travels
and labors has been famous since its publication in the early fifteenth century.
Flamel was a professional scribe who
collected old books. One day he bought a curious manuscript twenty-one pages long that
displayed alchemical emblems with no explanation. He and his wife, Perenelle, who was as
interested in alchemy as he was, spent years
trying to decipher them. Finally, with her
blessing, Nicholas went to Spain in the hope
of finding an alchemist who could teach him
what he needed to know.
There he met an old Jewish alchemist named Canches, who recognized the

emblems and agreed to explain them. They
set out on the return trip to Paris, but on the
way Canches fell ill and died. He had taught
Flamel enough, though, that after three years
Nicholas and Perenelle made the mysterious
First Matter, and the other steps followed
promptly. As the legend goes, on January 17,
1382, they succeeded in creating the White
Stone and turned half a pound of base metal
into pure silver. On April 25 of that year,
about five o’clock in the evening, they created
the Red Stone and turned half a pound of base
metal into pure gold.
Historians agree that Nicholas and
Perenelle Flamel existed and became very
rich in their later years. The source of their
wealth has been the subject of much speculation—but the book of diagrams, which
was published along with Flamel’s account,
remains a core resource for contemporary
alchemists.
SEE A LSO:

The Fulcanelli Enigma (1926)

A sixteenth-century alchemical manuscript, using pictorial cryptograms to show the processes for
creating the Philosopher’s Stone. Nicholas and Perenelle Flamel were among the alchemists who claimed
to accomplish this prized feat.
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Death and the Afterlife
ISBN 9781454914341
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 6 3/4 x 8 3/4
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454925774 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 224 pages (all in color)
6 3/4 × 8 3/4 • Carton Qty: 16
Territory: W
Sterling
OCTOBER 2017
October
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✮
✩ ✮

✩

Daily Spellbook for the Good Witch

✩

✩

Daily
✮
Spellbook

Quick, Simple, and Practical Magic for Every Day of the Year

Good
Witch

When there’s something you’d like to change, magic can create the desired transformation.
But what kind of spell should you use? Does it require rare ingredients? How do you even
cast a spell? High Priestess, Wicca expert, and author Patti Wigington answers those
questions and more, with practical magic for every day and every season. She offers
simple instructions for 366 spells, from love to forgiveness to prosperity.

✮FOR T H E ✩
✩

✮
✮
✩
✩

✩

✩

✩
✩
✮

✮

✩

✩✮

by Patti Wigington

PATTI WIGINGTON has been practicing as a Pagan since 1987. She is a High Priestess in her
home state of OH, and is the founder of Clan of the Stone Circle, a Celtic Pagan tradition. In
2007, Patti joined About.com as the Paganism & Wicca Expert. In addition to her work for
About.com, Patti has written several novels and a children’s book, and has contributed to
numerous anthologies. You can find Patti online at pattiwigington.com.

Patti Wigington

ISBN 9781454927785 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 392 pages
(all in 2-color)
5 × 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Spells are all seasonal

■■

Practical wisdom, with spells that work on basic life issues like finance and romance

■■

An inspirational guide designed to encourage you to transform and improve your life

OCTOBER 2017

Candle Magic
Working with Wax, Wick & Flame

Working
with
Wax, Wick
& Flame

Candle
Magic

by Lady Passion, High Priestess
Master the power and reap the benefits of primal fire magic. An experienced High
Priestess introduces rare fire Elementals, spirits, and deities; describes how to make
pyrotechnic powders and magical lamps; shows how to add strength to spellwork, and
much more. Illustrated with enchanting photographs, Candle Magic teaches tricks that
will ensure your safe command of the force that fuels love, rage, and determination.
LADY PASSION (DIXIE DEERMAN), RN, NLC, HPS, is a seer, counselor, and registered
nurse with more than three decades’ experience as a clairvoyant psychic reader,
divination expert, and healer for clients from every continent and every walk of life.

KEY SELLING POINTS

Lady Passion, High Priestess &
*Diuvei, High Priest, Coven Oldenwilde

■■

Essential Wiccan knowledge from the leader of a coven with decades of experience

ISBN 9781454927082 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 144 pages (all in 2-color)
6 × 8 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos
OCTOBER 2017
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WILD MAGIC

Wild Magic
The Wildwood Tarot Workbook
by Mark Ryan and John Matthews,
with card illustrations by Will Worthington
MARK RYAN and
JOHN MATTHEWS

The Wildwood Tarot Workbook

Wild Magic invokes the power of the Wildwood—the Green Man and Green Woman, as
well as all the living archetypes of the forest. Journey into the pre-Celtic world, where
primal forces roamed free and opened doorways into the otherworld of the Ancestors.
With information on the Lore of the Wild, the Wheel of the Year, shamanic methods,
meditations, and newly crafted rituals, the book takes a fresh look at ancient traditions.
JOHN MATTHEWS is an award-winning author whose Pirates (Carlton) was a New York
Times bestseller. His Celtic Warrior Chiefs was a New York Public Library-recommended
title for young people and Arthur of Albion (Barefoot Books) won a Gold Medal from NAPPA.

Cover not final

MARK RYAN and
JOHN MATTHEWS

WILD M AGIC

With card illustrations by WILL WORTHINGTON

MARK RYAN is a theater, film, and TV actor, who is writing the graphic novel The Pilgrim.
WILL WORTHINGTON has illustrated the Green Man Tree Oracle and Druid Craft Tarot
(both Connections), as well as many other books.

ISBN 9781454926405 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Flexibound • 160 pages (all in color)
6 × 8 1/4 • Territory: US/Can
Sterling Ethos
OCTOBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Based on the bestselling Wildwood Tarot, with over 40,000 copies sold

■■

An opportunity for enthusiasts to journey deeper into the Wildwood

■■

Leading authors offer promotional opportunities

Karma Cards
Amazing Fun-to-Use Astrology Cards to Read Your Future
by Monte Farber
Want to know what your future holds? The answer lies in these 36 Karma Cards, created
by astrologer Monte Farber and embraced by hundreds of thousands of seekers. Just
shuffle the cards; lay a Planet, Sign, and House card side by side; and read across the
red or blue panels. Every response includes spiritual, mental, and physical advice to
guide you through everyday decision-making and help you communicate with your
“Higher Self.” Includes an instruction book.

REISSUE
ISBN 9781454926306 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Kit • 96 pages
(1-color book + 36 full-color cards)
5 1/8 × 6 7/8 • Carton Qty: 32
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos

MONTE FARBER studied comparative religion and became interested in astrology in 1974.
Farber’s desire to make astrology understandable and accessible to a broad audience led
him to devise Karma Cards, which has sold over 200,000 copies in 12 languages. Farber
and his wife Amy Zerner went on to create books, book/card sets, and unique kits that
also made other esoteric systems accessible, such as the tarot, alchemy, The Goddess,
talking boards, meditation, shamanism, psychic development, and relationships. Farber is
now the world’s foremost creator of interactive personal guidance systems, having sold
over 2 million copies of his 40 books. He lives in East Hampton, NY.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Earlier Sterling edition has sold over 70,000 copies

■■

Deck has sold over 200,000 copies in multiple editions

■■

Eerily accurate readings are nuanced and informative

OCTOBER 2017
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Two beautiful new introductions to favorite mind/body/spirit subjects

The Art of Astrology
A Practical Guide to Reading Your Horoscope
Edited by Anna Southgate
How does the zodiac affect our everyday lives? This stunningly designed introduction
to astrology answers that question, and also delves into its roots in ancient history.
You’ll find fascinating profiles of both Chinese and Western astrological signs, and the
character traits, likes and dislikes, career aptitude, financial prospects, and health for
each one—as well as your ideal match in love, marriage, and business.
ANNA SOUTHGATE is an editor with more than 20 years’ experience, and has edited
numerous books in the mind, body, spirit category, including titles on Western astrology,
Chinese astrology, divination, and spiritual health.

ISBN 9781454925811 • $14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 144 pages (all in color)
6 1/8 × 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: US Only
Sterling Ethos
OCTOBER 2017

THE ART OF

The Art of Dream Interpretation
A Practical Guide to Understanding Your Subconscious

Dream Interpretation

Edited by Lona Eversden
THE ART OF

Dream
Interpretation

LONA
EVERSDEN

A practical guide to understanding
your subconscious
LONA EV E R SDE N

Unlock the secrets of your subconscious mind! This detailed guide to understanding
your dreams provides insight into the psychology of dreaming—why and how we do
it—and explores various theories of dream analysis. An illustrated directory explains the
most common dream images, and you’ll see how to nurture your dream life, remember
your dreams, and even make them work for you.
LONA EVERSDEN writes on all aspects of the mind and psychological wellbeing. She
has written books on interpreting the tarot and using runes for divination, as well as on
meditation and visualization.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781454925828 • $14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 144 pages (all in color)
6 1/8 × 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: US Only
Sterling Ethos
OCTOBER 2017

■■

The first two “Art of” books—Palmistry and Numerology—had an excellent reception,
with 2,000 copies of each sold in the first month

■■

Two new entries in the “Art of” series

■■

The first two, Palmistry and Numerology have sold extremely well

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Art of Numerology

The Art of Palmistry

ISBN 9781454921448
$14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 8 1/4
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781454921493
$14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 8 1/4
Territory: US Only

October
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Chakra Workbook
Rebalance Your Body’s Vital Energies
by Pauline Wills
Awaken your own natural energy with this ultimate guide to harmonizing your chakras.
Drawing on ancient Indian healing systems, Pauline Wills guides us to well-being as
she explains where the seven major centers are located, how they are linked, and how
they influence our health and happiness. Practical exercises, including color work,
reflexology, yoga, and meditation, provide a workout that balances each chakra in turn.
PAULINE WILLS is a qualified reflexologist, color practitioner, and yoga instructor.
She has been practicing reflexology for 30 years, and pioneered the integration of
color therapy with reflexology. She cofounded the Oracle School of Colour in London,
where she teaches and practices color therapy and reflexology. Visit her website at:
oracleschoolofcolour.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454928331 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 128 pages (all in color)
6 x 8 1/4 • Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling Ethos

■■

Learn how to harmonize the seven major chakras

■■

Includes a wide range of practical chakra exercises

■■

Author is a leading reflexologist, color therapist, and yoga practitioner

OCTOBER 2017

365 Meditations
A Spiritual Journey on the Path of Wisdom
East Asia gave birth to exceptional thinkers and spiritual guides such us Confucius,
Lao-tzu, and Buddha. This volume pays tribute to those masters of wisdom, and
the gifts they’ve given the world, with a collection of 365 inspirational images and
quotations. The photos capture breathtaking golden sculptures, magnificent paintings,
stunning silks and banners, and young monks following the ancient traditions.

Cover not final

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A stimulus for readers to follow the spiritual path and gain wisdom every day of
the year

ISBN 9788854411821 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 392 pages (220 color photos)
7 1/4 × 8 1/8 • Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers
OCTOBER 2017

October
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The Little Book of Dreams
by Alain Cancilleri, Emma Altomare
“All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.” —Walt Disney.
Desires, fears, feelings, memories: in our dreams we can discover our innermost selves.
This thought-provoking compilation, embellished with stunning illustrations, helps us
better understand our dream life.

Cover not final

After graduating from the Venturi Art Institute in Modena, ALAIN CANCILLERI attended
the Faculty of Arts and Philosophy at the University of Parma, majoring in Art History,
and then continued his studies at the International School of Illustration in Sàrmede. He
has worked as a graphic designer in Tuscany for several years and now lives in Faenza.

ISBN 9788854411807 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages
(color & b/w illus. throughout)
6 1/8 x 6 1/2 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers
OCTOBER 2017

EMMA ALTOMARE graduated from the University La Sapienza in Rome with a degree in
Communication Studies and attended a post-graduate Master’s program in publishing.
She later worked with various publishers, including White Star.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A series of books dedicated to the feelings that make life unforgettable

■■

Inspirational illustrations

■■

An ideal gift for loved ones

The Little Book of Friendship
by Alain Cancilleri, Emma Altomare
“A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart and can sing it back to you when
you have forgotten the words.” —C.S. Lewis.

Cover not final

What would we do without friends who stick with us through thick and thin, the good
times and the bad? Celebrate friendship with this charming collection of illustrated
quotations. It’s the perfect gift for your friends . . . and yourself.

ISBN 9788854411791 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages
(color & b/w illus. throughout)
6 1/8 × 6 1/2 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers
OCTOBER 2017

October
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Making Winter
A Hygge-Inspired Guide
for Surviving the Winter Months
by Emma Mitchell
Want to banish the winter blues? The Danish do it with hygge—
coziness, simple pleasures, and loved ones. Embrace this
warmhearted philosophy with these 50 crafts and recipes, which
range from gorgeous trinkets to snuggly woolens. There’s no need to
be an expert with a crochet hook or a whiz in the kitchen to complete
the beautiful projects, which include vintage ornaments, baked
apple caramel buns, knitted legwarmers, and more.

Cover not final

EMMA MITCHELL is a popular designer, craft teacher, and naturalist.
Her work has been published in Mollie Makes, Country Living, and
Kirstie Allsopp’s Craft. She has been featured in the Guardian and
appeared on Alan Titchmarsh’s Love Your Garden. Her Instagram
account, silverpebble2, has over 80,000 followers, including Nigella
Lawson and Nigel Slater.

Silver Fossil
Pendant

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

■■

■■

Hygge continues to be enormously popular—interest in adopting
a hygge-inspired lifestyle especially increases during the winter,
which is considered by many to be the most hygge time of year

ilver clay is an astonishing substance, made from the finely
Sground
silver recovered from the printed circuit boards

within broken electrical devices. It can be used to capture the
tiniest details from nature by imprinting leaves into its surface
or pressing it into silicon moulds made from fossils, seedpods
or acorns. No expensive or high tech equipment is required to
make jewellery from silver clay; a gas hob or camping stove/
trangia, a piece of steel gauze, metal polishing pads and a
small brush are all that is needed to begin at home. The basic
tools and materials also aren’t very expensive, and you can
acquire these from craft shops on the high street or online.

These 50 projects are perfect for beginners and will appeal to a
wide range of crafters, from knitters to jewelry makers

There is a moment, when making pendants using silver clay,
after you have just fired your pendant, plunged it into water
to quench it and begun to polish off the silver oxide, when
many gasp. I’ve even witnessed people becoming tearful at
this point. A piece of rather drab, unpromising look-ing clay
is transformed into a piece of pure silver, and a beautiful piece
of jewellery. It’s a modern version of alchemy.

A perfect gift for the holiday season

Materials
For the pendant
2–4g (0.07-0.14oz) silver clay
(Artclay silver 650 Slow Dry)
Non-serrated kitchen/craft knife
Small plastic rolling pin*
Circular or leaf-shaped cutter 2– 3cm
(1”) in diameter (optional)*
Leaves with marked veining and
texture on their reverse
Greaseproof paper
Headpin
Small amount of water in a saucer or pot
Baby wipe or piece of dampened
kitchen towel folded several times
Plain, flat glazed tile (from
hardware stores-do not make your
pendant on a tiled worktop)
Drop of cooking oil
A solution of bleach (1 part
bleach, 3 parts water)
Gas hob or camping stove
Firing gauze
Long tweezers

For the finish
Small metal polishing brush
Artclay silver sanding pads
Old aluminium knitting needle
for burnishing (optional)
Silver plated or sterling jumpring
5–6mm (0.2”) in diameter
Silver plated or sterling fine
bracelet or necklace chain
Pliers
*see thrifty tips for alternatives

ISBN 9781454710561 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (all in color)
9 × 9 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: US/Can
Lark Crafts
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Ultimate Papercraft Bible
A Complete Reference with Step-by-Step Techniques
by Marie Clayton
Ultimate Papercraft Bible has everything you need to know to create beautiful paper
projects, from tools, materials, and techniques to printing, coloring, and texturing. Learn
how to design stunning cards; personalize gifts with handmade envelopes, giftwrap,
and boxes; and put together a beautiful scrapbook. Instructions on decorative techniques,
papier maché, decoupage, quilling, origami, and more make this an indispensable guide
to all things paper.
MARIE CLAYTON has worked on a variety of sewing and needlecraft books including
Ultimate Sewing Bible and Make Your Own Clothes (both published by Collins & Brown)
and How to Use a Sewing Machine (Pavilion). She currently lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS
NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN 9781911163428 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 304 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Collins & Brown

■■

Part of the bestselling Collins & Brown Crafts Bible series

■■

Everything you need to know about working with paper

■■

Illustrated, step-by-step techniques

■■

Includes a section on tools, materials, and basics

OCTOBER 2017

Ultimate Woodwork Bible
A Complete Reference with Step-by-Step Techniques
by Phil Davy & Ben Plewes
From selecting tools to joints and finishing, this information-packed volume explains
all the skills a woodworker needs. Furniture maker Ben Plewes and Good Woodworking
consultant editor Phil Davy provide top tips from leading carpenters, along with stepby-step diagrams and instructions. For novices learning the basics or experienced
woodworkers seeking a new detail, this book will become the indispensable reference
to creating almost anything with wood.
PHIL DAVY studied musical instrument—making at the London College of Furniture and
has taught carpentry and joinery at colleges in the west of England. As a qualified wood
machinist, Phil is a Consultant Editor for Good Woodworking magazine.
BEN PLEWES was trained as a furniture maker in the early 1990s before working for
a number of London-based design consultancies and furniture manufacturers. Ben
currently runs his own bespoke furniture-making business.
NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN 9781911163435 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 288 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Collins & Brown
OCTOBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Part of the bestselling Collins & Brown Craft Bible series

■■

Everything you need to know about working with wood

■■

Step-by-step techniques

■■

Top tips from leading carpenters

October
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Also Available from Ultimate Bible series

Ultimate
Crochet Bible

Ultimate
Knitting Bible

ISBN 9781910231791
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA

ISBN 9781910231784
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA

Ultimate
Quilting Bible

Ultimate
Sewing Bible

ISBN 9781910231777
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA

ISBN 9781910231760
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
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Veranda Inspired by Color
by Clinton Smith
From subtle tints to saturated hues, this stunning volume from
Veranda showcases sensational uses of color in some of the world’s
grandest homes.
Step into more than 30 exquisite houses—decorated by renowned
designers, including Alessandra Branca, Susan Ferrier, Miles Redd,
and John Saladino—for a beautiful lesson in how color sets the tone
for a room. They are among the most outstanding homes ever
presented in Veranda, from elegant white-on-white spaces to moody,
evocative rooms with gilded touches and bold, maximalist residences
where robust hues abound. Along with the hundreds of spectacular
photographs, expert designers share their secrets to creating warm,
inviting rooms of every shade.
CLINTON SMITH is the Editor in Chief of Veranda, the acclaimed
interiors and lifestyle magazine. He is an award-winning journalist
who has been covering the fields of interior design, style, architecture,
travel, and other luxury lifestyle topics for two decades. During his
time at Veranda, which celebrates its 30th anniversary in 2017, the
magazine has become the ultimate sourcebook for those on a quest
for the very best. He is the author of Veranda: The Romance of Flowers
and Veranda Entertaining.

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Sales success with all Veranda titles

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Massive magazine support: Advertising and editorial coverage in
Veranda; book signings nationwide

■■

Author events and book signings

■■

Cross promotions with Veranda magazine and social media

■■

Stunning package

ISBN 9781618372321 • $60.00 ($65.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 288 pages (all in color)
10 × 12 • Carton Qty: 6
Territory: WEX*
Hearst
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Also Available from Veranda

The Houses
of VERANDA

Veranda
A Passion for Living

ISBN 9781588169273
$60.00 ($65.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 x 12
Territory: W

ISBN 9781618371355
$60.00 ($65.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 x 12
Territory: W

Veranda Retreats

VERANDA
The Art of
Outdoor Living

ISBN 9781618372123
$60.00 ($65.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 x 12
Territory: W

ISBN 9781618370884
$60.00 ($65.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 x 12
Territory: W

Veranda
The Romance
of Flowers

Veranda Entertaining
ISBN 9781618372222
$40.00 ($45.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 x 11
Territory: W

ISBN 9781618371799
$60.00 ($65.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 x 12
Territory: W

Veranda Flowers
ISBN 9781618372376
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
9 3/4 x 13
Territory: WEX*

October
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60 More Quick Baby Blankets
Cozy Knits in the 128 Superwash® & 220 Superwash®
Collections from Cascade Yarns®
Knitters begged for more—and here they are! Following the success
of 60 Quick Baby Blankets, this collection has the unrivaled quality
and quantity that fans expect. It features a range of techniques for all
levels, from simple knit/purl patterns to cabling and intarsia. And the
designs are irresistibly adorable, including modern stripes, whimsical
animals, and a mermaid tail. Every one will be loved for years to come.

Double -Knit Gingham Blanket
This cheery checkered pattern is double-knit,
creating a reversible and super-toasty blanket to cuddle with.
DESIGNED BY DIANE ZANGL

11

3) If working from chart, note that each
square of chart represents 2 sts (one
stitch pair). Knit first st in color shown,
then purl next st in opposite color. Evennumbered rows (side 1) are read from
right to left; odd-numbered rows (side 2)
are read from left to right.
4) Chart is not an accurate representation
of finished blanket. See photos for
accurate representation.

Knitted Measurements
24 x 24"/61 x 61cm

Materials

2 3½oz/100g balls (each approx
220yd/200m) of Cascade Yarns 220
Superwash (superwash wool) #871
White (A)
n 2 3½oz/100g hanks (each approx
220yd/200m) of Cascade Yarns 220
Superwash Effects (superwash wool) #08
Pinks (B)
n One size 7 (4.5mm) circular needle,
24"/60cm long, or size to obtain gauge
n 18 stitch markers
n

Blanket

Notes

1) Circular needle is used to
accommodate large number of sts. Do
not join.
2) Slip first st of every row purlwise wyif
for selvage st.
3) Because blanket is reversible, there is
no “right” or “wrong” side.
4) Borders are worked in garter st (k
every row) with A, not in double knitting.
5) Short rows are worked over 6 garter
st border sts on rows 11 and 12 to

compensate for tighter row gauge of
garter st.

Gingham Pattern Notes

1) Gingham pat can be worked from
written instructions or chart. Place marker
every 10 sts (to show 5 st pairs) to make it
easier to keep placement of blocks correct.
2) When knitting, both colors should be
held at back; when purling, both colors
should be held at front.

Gauge

With A, cast on 97 sts.
Border row With A, sl 1 purlwise wyif
(selvedge st), k to end.
Rep border row 9 times more.
Inc row With A, sl 1 purlwise wyif, k5,
pm, *k1 and p1 in next st; rep from * to
last 6 sts, pm, k6 – 182 sts.
Mark next row as Side 1.
BEGIN GINGHAM PATTERN
Row (side 1) With A, sl 1 purlwise wyif,
k5, sm, *[k1 A, p1 B] 5 times, pm, [k1 B,
p1 A, k1 A, p1 B] twice, k1 B, p1 A, pm;
rep from * 7 times more, [k1 A, p1 B] 5
times, sm; with A, k6.
Row 2 (side 2) With A, sl 1 purlwise

{

15.5 sts and 24 rows to 4"/10cm over gingham pat (measured on one side) using size 7 (4.5mm) needle.
Take time to check gauge.

00

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

60 More Quick Baby Blankets is the thirteenth title in the
amazingly successful 60 Quick Knits series, which has sold a
total of more than 370,000 copies

■■

This is a phenomenal value: many individual patterns sell for
an average of $6, but this collection of 60 patterns sells for
just $17.95, a savings of 95% when compared to buying each
pattern separately

■■

Baby blankets are perennial gifts, and this arsenal of 60 options
means knitters will always find the perfect pattern

■■

Projects cover a wide range of styles and techniques to appeal
to a knitter’s sensibilities and skill levels, whether modern or
traditional, novice or advanced

■■

Many first-time knitters start knitting for babies, and several of
these patterns are perfect for those novices

■■

Every blanket is made from soft, durable, and machine-washable
Cascade Yarns’ 128 and 220 Superwash wool

ISBN 9781942021896 • $17.95 ($20.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 184 pages (all in color)
8 ×9 • Territory: WENG
Sixth&Spring Books
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Also Available from 60 Quick Knit Series
All Books Are: $17.95 ($20.95 CAN) • Paperback with Flaps • 8 x 9 • Territory: WENG

60 More Quick
Baby Knits

60 More Quick Knits
ISBN 9781936096213

ISBN 9781936096435

ISBN 9781936096466

60 Quick Baby Knits

60 Quick Cotton Knits

ISBN 9781936096138

ISBN 9781942021919

60 Quick Knit Baby
Essentials

60 Quick Knits

ISBN 9781936096831

60 Quick Knits from
America’s Yarn Shops

60 Quick
Baby Blankets

ISBN 9781933027975

60 Quick Cowls
ISBN 9781936096930

60 Quick Knits for
Little Kids
ISBN 9781942021650

60 Quick Knitted Toys
ISBN 9781942021445

ISBN 9781936096602
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60 Quick Luxury Knits
ISBN 9781936096763

Crafty Little Things to Sew
20 Clever Sewing Projects Using Scraps & Fat Quarters
by Caroline Fairbanks-Critchfield and the bloggers of SewCanShe.com
Start a sewing project, finish it the very same day, and feel like a superhero stitcher!
Created by the bloggers of SewCanShe, these 20 clever, crafty little things include a quilty
first-aid kit, tote bags, hair baubles, cute magnets, and more. Newcomers will find so many
pictures, diagrams, and tips that they’ll feel like the author is right there beside them.
CAROLINE FAIRBANKS-CRITCHFIELD is the enthusiastic sewist and author behind the
popular blog SewCanShe. See her on It’s Sew Easy (Season 12) or in her Craftsy class
“Colorful Patchwork Bags and Baskets.” In her free time she raises four kids and keeps
a semi-organized home. Once upon a time (it seems) she studied Russian Language
and Literature at Brigham Young University. Now she simply shares sewing ideas with
anyone who wants to learn.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454710455 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Paperback • 144 pages (all in color)
8 × 10 • Carton Qty: 30
Territory: W
Lark Crafts

■■

Author runs the popular sewing/quilting blog SewCanShe, with more than 400K
views per month and a daily newsletter with more than 50K subscribers

■■

Active sewers and patchwork quilters are looking for ways to use their leftover fabric

■■

The colorful and diverse range of projects—including fabric baskets, a wallet, a tablet
case, aprons—will appeal to crafters, sewers, and quilters alike

■■

All projects can be made with easily found fat quarters, 18” x 22” fabric sold in
precut stacks or bundles and available in stores and on websites. There are even
subscription clubs for people who want to receive a monthly bundle

OCTOBER 2017

Creative Wax Carving
A Modern Approach to an Ancient Craft with 15 Jewelry Projects
by Emilie Shapiro
For new and more experienced jewelers, this thorough class in wax carving teaches
a fun, effective, and easy way to create beautiful pieces! Emilie Shapiro lays out her
hands-on techniques and explains the fundamentals, including how to make molds and
multiple models with variations. Her beautiful projects range from simple tribal-inspired
earrings to intermediate-level work like an Elephant Pendant and Snake Bangle.
EMILIE SHAPIRO lives and works in New York City, designing and creating her own
jewelry line, Emilie Shapiro Contemporary Metals. She teaches wax-carving classes and
specialty workshops at various studios including the 92Y, Liloveve Jewelry School, and
other studios throughout the NY metro area. Her previous book is How to Create Your
Own Jewelry Line (Sterling).

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454709329 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 144 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W
Lark Crafts

■■

This book is designed to be a tool for beginners as well as intermediate jewelers: the
author basically takes the reader through her Wax Carving 101 class

■■

Emilie’s previous book, How to Create Your Own Jewelry Line, sold 3,429 copies in
less than a year

OCTOBER 2017
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Upscale Downsizing
Creating a Stylish, Elegant, Smaller Home
by Leslie Linsley
Less CAN be more! Today, people are downsizing their space . . .
while remaining upscale in taste. Using examples ranging from
600-square-foot apartments to a small cottage-style house, as well as
inspirational real-life stories from downsizers, home-style guru Leslie
Linsley shows readers how to achieve maximum aesthetic results.
She offers solutions to every problem—storage tricks, entertaining in
small spaces, flexible layouts, and more—all lavishly illustrated with
over 200 full-color photographs.
LESLIE LINSLEY is one of this country’s best-known authors of
crafts, decorating, and home-style books, which number over 60
titles, including Country Living Aged to Perfection (Hearst, 2010) and
Country Living Salvage Style (Hearst, March 2017). Her articles have
appeared in numerous magazines—including Family Circle (where
she was contributing craft editor from 1990–2005), Woman’s Day,
Country Living, Redbook, New York, House Beautiful, Elle Décor,
Good Housekeeping, Martha Stewart Living, O, and HGTV online.
Guest appearances include Oprah, Today, Good Morning America,
HSN, QVC, and HGTV. Linsley’s branded products are sold through
her own department at the Nantucket-based Marine Home Center.
Leslie has also served as a media spokesperson for the following
companies, among others: Lowe’s, 3M, Sherwin-Williams, Waverly
Fabrics, and Hunter Douglas. Learn more about her at: leslielinsley.
com and leslielinsley.com/blog. She lives on Nantucket Island, MA.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Linsley’s book, Country Living Aged to Perfection (Hearst), has
sold 31,100 net units

■■

Linsley has an impressive range of media contacts, having
done over 100 radio and TV talk shows in major markets: she
has appeared on the Today Show, Oprah, GMA, QVC, HSN, and
HGTV, and was the contributing crafts editor for Family Circle
for 15 years. Her work was published in House Beautiful and
Architectural Digest, and Leslie is a spokesperson for Lowe’s, 3M,
Sherwin-Williams and Thompson’s® WaterSeal®

■■

The trends of downsizing, living large in small spaces, and “tiny”
homes show no signs of slowing down

■■

Will be lushly illustrated with more than 200 photographs

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on lifestyle, home, and design blogs/websites

ISBN 9781454921974 $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 224 pages (all in color)
8 x 10 • Carton Qty: 18
Territory: W
Sterling
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Willie Nelson
American Icon
by Andrew Vaughan
Celebrate an American icon with the first full-color book that
comprehensively explores the work and life of country superstar Willie
Nelson. A singer, songwriter, author, poet, actor, and activist, Nelson has
won countless accolades as well as the hearts of listeners. And in the
US alone, he has sold more than 40 million albums. This lavish volume,
written by well-known music journalist Andrew Vaughan, features more
than 100 photographs and illustrations. It’s a must-have for every fan.
ANDREW VAUGHAN is a well-known and respected music journalist
whose work has appeared in Billboard, Music Week, Mojo, Q, the
London Times, the Guardian and many other publications. He has
been a regular guest on BBC Radio, BBC TV and VH1. In 1998, Andrew
moved from London to Nashville, where he quickly became one of the
best-connected writers on the music scene. He is also the author of
The Eagles: An American Band and Garth Brooks (both Sterling). He
was previously editorial director for the American Music Channel and
is currently an editor at Gibson.com in Nashville.
immersed in music from early on. The family sang together, learned songs together, and even wrote tunes as a family. Both Bobbie and Willie picked up, either via
nature or nurture, a raw talent for music that would direct their lives and careers
over the next seven decades. When Willie was just six years old his grandfather
bought him a cheap guitar from the Sears Roebuck mail order catalog, and the
youngster displayed an immediate affinity with the instrument.

“ When I was a kid I used to play the mandolin—
fool with it a lot, and the banjo, and
everything that had strings on
it. But I never really tried to
get good on anything other
than a guitar. ” WILLIE NELSON

Django and Jimmie
TRACK LISTING

“Me and Merle got a new album called Django and

Django and Jimmie • It’s All Going to Po • Unfair Weather
Friend • Missing Ol’ Johnny Cashe • Live This Long •
•

Where Dreams Come to Die • Somewhere Between

Jimmie and the title track is about Django Reinhardt

BELOW
Merle Haggard and Willie
in 2015, promoting the
release of Django and
Jimmie.

and Jimmie Rodgers,” Willie Nelson announced to the
press ahead of the April 2015 launch of the collaboration

Alice in Hulaland • Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right •
Family Bible • It’s Only Money • Swinging Doors

Alison Krauss, Miranda Lambert, Tina Rose, Carrie Underwood, Emmylou Harris,
Norah Jones, the Secret Sisters, Brandi Carlile, Carrie Underwood, Lily Meola,
Shelby Lynne, and daughter Paula Nelson. The album, not surprisingly, entered
the Billboard Country album chart at #2.
At the tender age of 81 Willie Nelson was awarded a fifth-degree black belt
in Tae-Kwon-Do and then watched excitedly as his latest album, Band of Brothers, that featured nine brand new Nelson songs, went to #1 on the country album
chart in June 2014.
Nelson’s next collaboration album, with old friend and fellow country legend
Merle Haggard, Django and Jimmie also made #1 on the Billboard country chart.
Producer Cannon clearly adored every minute working with two living legends,
and letting them cut loose with the rip roaring and truly amusing cannabis wordplay song, “It’s All Going to Pot.” Rolling Stone no less, concurred on the quality
of the album and that witty ode to dope in particular, describing the album’s

•

recording “Both of those guys were very influential in both
of our careers.”

Driving the Herd • The Only Man Wilder Than Me
Almost thirty years previously, Haggard and Nelson had

RECORDED

made the seminal Pancho & Lefty album and Django and

Spring 2015

Jimmie, featuring two wise and still feisty old masters,

RELEASED

Buddy Cannon kept both maverick artists in check, and

June 2, 2015

coaxed wonderful performances as they paid tribute to

comes close to eclipsing that 1983 classic. Producer

jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt and 1930s bluesy country

LABEL

pioneer Jimmie Rodgers.

Legacy Recordings
But it’s not all Django and Jimmie. While working on the

PERSONNEL

album, touched by nostalgia, Haggard penned a heartfelt,

Willie Nelson, Bobby Bare, Jamey Johnson, Merle Haggard
(vocals) • Eddie Bayers, Tony Creasman, Lonnie Wilson

and warmly expressed tribute song to old buddy Johnny
Cash, “Missing Ol’ Johnny Cash,”

(drums) • Eli Beaird (bass guitar) • Willie Nelson, Larry
Brown (piano) • Renato Caranto (saxophone) •

Dan

Twice, It’s Alright,” and very cleverly the two old friends

upright bass) • Ben Haggard (electric guitar) • Tony

even pay tribute to each other, with Willie doing Merle’s

Harrell (keyboards) • Mike Johnson (acoustic slide guitar,

“Somewhere Between” and Haggard singing Nelson’s

dobro, steel guitar) • Alison Krauss, Liana Manis, Wyatt

KEY SELLING POINTS

There’s also a deft re-working of Bob Dylan’s “Don’t Think

Dugmore (steel guitar) • Kevin “Swine” Grantt (bass guitar,

“Family Bible.”

Beard, Melonie Cannon (background vocals) • Catherine
Styron Marx (Hammond B-3 organ, piano) • Mickey Raphael

The album is filled with humanity and warmth, elements

(harmonica) • Bobby Terry (acoustic guitar, electric guitar)

visible on several promotional videos shot in the studio
during the making of the album. NPR radio suggested in

PRODUCER

“I started out with a thumb pick,” Willie told Frets magazine in December 1984,
■■ The
full-color
bookused,
tosocomprehensively
this icon’s
“Because
thatfirst
was what
my grandparents
I was taught that way. But celebrate
later
on I began to hear players like Eldon Shamblin (of Bob Wills’ Texas Playboys),
life and music
and they used a straight pick. So I changed because that music was more what I
wanted to play. When I was a kid I used to play the mandolin—fool with it a lot,
■■ Nelson still regularly tours (his next tour starts on
and the banjo, and everything that had strings on it. I usually could get some sort
November
11, I2016)
of sound
out of them. But
never really tried to get good on anything other than
a guitar.”
■Willie
■ Author
a well-known
Nashville
writerbutwho
also wrote our
Nelson’sisbirth
parents may have left
the town of Abbott,
his grandparents
were rooted in the
fabric of book
the small town, and made sure that the kids
successful
Eagles
also appreciated the value of a close, supportive farming community. As for
preparing
the outside
world Abbott, who
according
to Nelson,
was simply
a mi-Eagles, Neil
■■ By him
theforsame
packagers
did
our books
The
crocosm of the United States. Telling Evan Smith of Texas Monthly in December
Young,
and
others
2005, “Abbott was a little bitty picture of the whole world. You had nice people,
you had assholes, and you learned to live with them, and like them, and work with
them. I thought it was a good education growing up there.”

NO PLACE FOR ME •
ISBN 9781454926191 • $29.95 ($33.95 •CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 240 pages (all in color)
9 × 12 • Carton Qty: 8
Territory: WENG
Sterling

Buddy Cannon

its review that the album will “lift the spirits of even the
gloomiest listener.”

• ROLL ME UP •

21
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195

Cover Me
The Stories Behind
the Greatest Cover Songs of All Time
by Ray Padgett
Jimi Hendrix doing “All Along the Watchtower.” The Beatles singing
“Twist and Shout.” Aretha Franklin demanding “Respect.” Ray Padgett,
the founder of the popular website covermesongs.com, explores
these and other iconic covers in the first book ever on this topic. As
he investigates each of 25 songs, Padgett also tells the larger story of
how covers have evolved over the decades. Cover Me is packed with
insight, photography, and music history.
RAY PADGETT founded the blog Cover Me in 2007 and has run it ever
since, growing it into the largest blog devoted to cover songs on the
web, with 80,000 individual readers a month. His music writing has
appeared in SPIN, MTV, Vice, Consequence of Sound, and more, and
he’s been interviewed as an expert on cover songs by the Wall Street
Journal and the BBC. He lives in New York City and also works as a
senior music publicist for Shore Fire Media, where his clients have
included Ben Harper, Lana Del Rey, and Maxwell.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

When Ray Padgett posted an article on covermesongs.com titled
“The Story Behind Jimi Hendrix’s ‘All Along The Watchtower,’” he
received an outpouring of interest—and 77,000 readers

■■

The perfect read for the music fan, Cover Me promises to bring a
new perspective on the industry and these renowned musicians

■■

The popularity of cover songs has never been higher, with a
legion of music blogs posting about them every day, including
on author’s website, covermesongs.com, which will promote
the book

■■

Will be illustrated in four-color with a hip design

■■

Features 20 articles on such beloved artists as Elvis Presley,
the Beatles, Aretha Franklin, the Rolling Stones, Joe Cocker,
Led Zeppelin, The Who, Creedence Clearwater Revival, Gladys
Knight & the Pips, Patti Smith, Whitney Houston, Snoop Dogg,
Johnny Cash, and Adele

ISBN 9781454922506 • $22.95 ($25.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 240 pages (all in color)
6 × 9 • Carton Qty: 16
Territory: W
Sterling
OCTOBER 2017
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The Beatles
The Band That Changed the World
by Terry Burrows
Through beautiful photographs of the band, and of unique
memorabilia, this unofficial book tells the story of the Beatles as
never before. Follow the Fab Four from the back streets of Liverpool to
the clubs of Hamburg; to their appearances on The Ed Sullivan Show
and sold-out concerts in Shea Stadium; and to the studio as they
abandoned live shows and strived for musical perfection.
TERRY BURROWS is an author of over 40 titles written on popular
music and new technology, a musician with over 30 commercial
releases under various aliases, and a university lecturer for State
University of New York. He lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

2017 is a big year for the Beatles’ anniversaries, which will
receive lots of press and fan interest: June 1 marks the 50th
anniversary of the release Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band; August 27 is the 50th anniversary of the death of the
Beatles’ manager Brian Epstein; and December 26 marks the
25th anniversary of the world premiere of Magical Mystery Tour,
which was shown on BBC 1

■■

This beautiful illustrated book contains 30 items of rare
memorabilia and reproductions of five photographic prints

■■

A memorable look at the most popular band of all time

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781780979298 • $35.00 (NCR)
Hardcover • 192 pages (145 color & b/w photos)
9 5/8 × 11 1/2 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Springsteen

ALBUM BY ALBUM

Album by Album

ALBUM BY ALBUM

by Ryan White, introduction by Peter Ames Carlin
With in-depth reviews of his 18 studio albums, this updated edition of Springsteen is
the definitive illustrated book on “The Boss.” Renowned for his passionate songwriting,
galvanizing live shows, and political activism, Bruce Springsteen stands astride the rock
’n’ roll stage like a colossus. Richly photographed, and featuring brilliant writing by one
of America’s top music critics, this is a must-have for Springsteen’s millions of fans.
Cover not final

5

RYAN
WHITE
introduction by

PETER AMES CARLIN
23/04/2014 09:09

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN 9781454927174
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 288 pages (all in color)
9 3/4 × 11 1/2 • Carton Qty: 14
Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling

RYAN WHITE is a music critic who has twice been voted one of America’s best writers by
the Society for Features Journalism. After a decade covering sports for the Oregonian, he
became the paper’s music writer in 2009, penning his first article on Springsteen’s Devils
& Dust tour. Highly regarded as one of the most important and influential writers working
out of Portland—one of the hottest music cities in the United States—his column has
given many successful Pacific Northwest bands their first press exposure. He appears
regularly on radio shows including Live Wire! and Oregon Public Broadcasting’s Think
Out Loud program discussing the week’s cultural events. He has written extensively on
Bruce Springsteen, most recently covering his 2012 tour. White lives in Portland, OR.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The only up-to-date and comprehensive chronology of his entire career on the market

■■

The update will cover events since the release of the 2014 hardcover edition,
including the long-awaited The Ties That Bind box set (2015); The River Tour 2016;
Bruce’s bestselling autobiography, Born to Run (2016); and Chapter and Verse, the
companion album

■■

Springsteen shows no signs of slowing down: his The River Tour 2016 was the
top-grossing worldwide tour of 2016 pulling in $268.3 million globally, and was the
highest-grossing tour since 2014 for any artist

OCTOBER 2017

How to Play Guitar
Acoustic and Electric - Learn to Play Like a Rock Hero

Presents

Presents

How To Play guitar

How

by Total Guitar magazine

To Play

Why play air guitar when you can become a REAL guitar hero? Featuring hundreds of
diagrams and exercises, this practical step-by-step guide teaches you how to play,
to read music, and even to write songs! With sections on music theory, maintenance,
performing, and equipment, as well as quotes from your musical idols, it will appeal to
all age groups and abilities, from beginner to intermediate.

acoustic and electricl e a r n t o p l ay l i k e a
rock hero

Total Guitar is the magazine for guitarists who want to play better, connect with their
guitar idols, and learn how to get the most from their gear. Every issue of Total Guitar
is packed with lessons and advice to help you improve your playing. From exercises to
help you build your arsenal of chords and techniques, to full tabs and backing tracks for
classic and contemporary songs, Total Guitar takes the stuffiness out of learning the
guitar, with everything you need to know, and nothing that you don’t!

ISBN 9781780975719 • $29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 208 pages
(500 color & b/w photos & illus.)
9 × 11 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books

■■

A complete step-by-step guide to playing guitar, from absolute beginner to
intermediate player, written by Europe’s bestselling guitar magazine

■■

An estimated 16,000,000 people are learning guitar in the US

OCTOBER 2017

■■

Offers a younger, more contemporary approach than existing books, and includes
sample music styles and quotes from contemporary guitarists, as well as
songwriting and performing tips

KEY SELLING POINTS
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The Good Fight
America’s Ongoing Struggle for Justice
by Rick Smolan
From the creator of the bestselling “Day in the Life” series comes
an extraordinary book focusing on oppressed groups in the United
States. Through 170 powerful photographs, The Good Fight captures
the oppression—and the successes—experienced by Women, African
Americans, Native Americans, Jews, Muslims, the LGBTQ community,
Latinos, Asian Americans, and the Disabled. In addition to the
eloquent images and graphics, The Good Fight includes eight short
guest essays from esteemed representatives of each group.

Cover not final

RICK SMOLAN, a former Time, Life, and National Geographic
photographer, is best known as the creator of the Day in the Life book
series. As the cofounders of Against All Odds Productions, he and his
partner, Jennifer Erwitt, orchestrate global photography projects that
combine creative storytelling with state-of-the-art technology. Many
of their books have appeared on TheNew York Times bestseller lists
and have been featured on the covers of Time, Newsweek, Fortune, and
similar publications around the world. Their projects include Inside
Tracks, The Human Face of Big Data, America at Home, Blue Planet
Run, The Obama Time Capsule, America 24/7, One Digital Day, 24
Hours in Cyberspace, Passage to Vietnam, The Power to Heal, and
From Alice to Ocean. Fortune featured Against All Odds as “One of the
25 Coolest Companies in America.”

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The book features unique technology that empowers readers
to point their smartphones or tablets at over 50 photographs
to view online video clips, including TED Talks, that vividly bring
each group’s story to life

■■

Written by New York Times bestselling author Rick Smolan

■■

A timely study in today’s social climate

■■

The esteemed essay writers include: George Takei (Star Trek)
on Japanese Internment camps; Aimee Mullins (star of Stranger
Things) on disability rights; Zak Ebrahim, whose father carried out
the 1993 attack on the World Trade Towers, on American Muslims;
Richard Bernstein, a former New York Times and Time magazine
author, on Jewish Americans; and Aaron Huey, a National
Geographic journalist, on Native Americans

■■

Made possible through a generous grant from the AntiDefamation League

■■

Major marketing and publicity plans coming soon

ISBN 9781454927341 • $35.00 ($39.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 240 pages (color & b/w photos throughout)
10 1/2 × 12 • Carton Qty: 8
Territory: WENG
Against All Odds Productions
OCTOBER 2017
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Make Your Voice Heard
Postcard Book
30 Fill-in Postcards for Your Elected officials
Want to create political change? Make your voice heard with these 30 fill-in postcards.
They’ll help you tell your elected officials which policies you support, which you oppose,
and what you’d like them to do. In addition, the book includes tips for writing effectively
to your representatives. So whatever your point of view, you’ll find it easy to take action.

Cover not final

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Four personalizable fill-in prompts help postcard writers craft concise,
impactful messages

■■

Civic engagement and political activism are on the rise—many who have not been
politically active before are now taking a stand on issues they care about

■■

Postcard mailing has emerged as one of the most popular ways for concerned
citizens to communicate with their elected officials

ISBN 9781454928423 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 64 pages (all in color)
4 1/2 x 6 • Carton Qty: 100
Territory: W
Sterling
OCTOBER 2017

America: The Quiz
How Well Do You Know Your Country?

AMERICA:
the quiz

Becoming an American citizen isn’t easy. It involves a lengthy application process,
including a tough two-part naturalization test. How well would you do? Find out!
America: The Quiz contains the 100 test-prep questions given to applicants by US
Citizenship and Immigration Services, from “What is the “rule of law’?” to “Describe one
of the four Constitutional amendments concerning the right to vote.”

KEY SELLING POINTS
How Well Do You Know
Your Country?

■■

Citizenship and immigration have been and will continue to be attention-getting
news stories

■■

With fewer schools offering civics classes, a basic introduction like this to the
fundamentals of American government serves a crucial educational purpose

■■

People who are already American citizens are often surprised to find out just how
few of these questions they’re able to answer

■■

Questions and answers are current through the 2016 elections

ISBN 9781454927761 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 272 pages
(all in 2-color)
6 × 8 • Carton Qty: 50
Territory: W
Sterling
OCTOBER 2017
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Chapman Piloting & Seamanship
68th Edition
Edited by Jonathan Eaton
The boater’s essential reference celebrates its 100th anniversary!
For a century, Chapman has been an indispensable, trusted
resource for boating under power and sail. Featuring 1,500 color
photos, this updated edition covers new technologies, maritime
laws and regulations, safety tips, and maintenance, as well as
weather, tides, currents, and navigation. From anchors and knots
to sailing theory, Chapman Piloting and Seamanship explains
everything you need to know.
JONATHAN EATON developed, edited, and published some 400
boating books through the course of his career as editor and
publisher of McGraw-Hill’s International Marine imprint of boating
books. He has created books and reference guides for the U.S.
Power Squadrons, the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, the American
Sailing Association, and West Marine. A former sailing instructor
and intercollegiate dinghy racer, John crews in sailboat races
aboard a Frers 33 and sails his C & C 24 along the coast of Maine
whenever he can.
Praise for previous editions of CHAPMAN PILOTING AND SEAMANSHIP:
“This . . . classic reference used by boating schools and recommended by
the Coast Guard Auxiliary covers every imaginable topic related to both
powerboats and sailing ships . . . information is presented in an easy-tounderstand text and a user-friendly design.”—Publishers Weekly

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

100th anniversary of the iconic brand

■■

Previous editions have sold more than three million copies

■■

New technologies and nautical laws and regulations will be
included in this updated edition

■■

Photos throughout

REVISED EDITION
ISBN 9781618372437 • $60.00 ($65.00 CAN)
Hardcover • 920 pages (all in color)
8 5/16 × 10 7/8 • Carton Qty: 4
Territory: WEX*
Hearst
OCTOBER 2017
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Science is Beautiful:
Disease and Medicine
by Colin Salter
What do human cells look like when suffering from Alzheimer’s,
osteoporosis, or HIV? With the help of powerful microscopes and
electron micrographs, this stunning book presents fascinating
images of various diseases, from the most lethal to the relatively
minor. The photos, which include dazzling images of the medicines
that treat them, are as beautiful as any artwork and help us
understand the science of illness.

Cover not final

COLIN SALTER is the co-author of Everything You Need to Know
About Everything You Need to Know About Inventions (Thunder Bay
Press). He is a history and science writer who has written about
everything, including the private lives of marine gastropods. His
contributions to Chambers’ Biographical Dictionary include the
entries for 500 living scientists.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A stunning collection of microscopic photography exploring the
dazzling images of disease and medicine

■■

From Ebola virus images to aspirin crystals, from cancer cells to
the MRSA bacteria

■■

The science behind every image is explained in accessible
language to reveal the amazing world under the microscope
Ephedrine drug crystals (light micrograph)

PLGA microspheres (coloured scanning electron micrograph)
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Yersinia pestis (coloured scanning electron
micrograph)
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ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781849944410 • $35.00 ($39.50 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 192 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford

Science Is Beautiful
ISBN 9781849941921 • $35.00 ($38.50 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 10 x 10
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
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Build Your First Web App
Learn to build web applications from scratch
by Deborah Levinson and Todd Belton
Even non-techies can build their first web application with this
friendly, approachable guide, which teaches the principles of
programming plus two popular practical frameworks: Foundation
for Apps and Angular.js. It walks users through every step of the
process, from designing something that works on all formats to
choosing a programming framework, along with assignments in
every chapter. If you know some HTML and CSS, but want to go
further, this book is perfect!
DEBORAH A. LEVINSON has worked for more than 20 years providing
expert user experience design and consultation, usability testing, and
content assessment to software companies, higher education, and
nonprofit institutions, including MIT, Furman University, the American
Academy of Arts & Sciences, and the Mind and Life Institute. She
has also taught introductory responsive web coding and jQuery to
design students at Northeastern University. Debby is an MIT graduate
and the co-author of Visual Usability: Principles and Practices for
Designing Digital Applications (Morgan Kaufmann) and The MIT Guide
to Teaching Web Site Design (MIT Press).
TODD BELTON started programming computers in elementary school.
Today, he primarily writes middleware to glue large databases to web
applications. In his spare time he writes things that are not code, and
plays more computer games than he cares to admit.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Book includes an overview of the app design planning process;
a brief HTML/CSS refresher, with tips and techniques for coding
modern apps; quick tips for adding visual design to make the
application easier to understand and use; and a walkthrough of
how to code a sample app using a responsive framework

ISBN 9781454925668 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 256 pages (all in 2-color)
7 × 9 • Carton Qty: 34
Territory: W
Sterling
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Bruce Lee
The Authorized Visual History
by Steve Kerridge
Bruce Lee was instrumental in the global popularity of martial arts, and
not even death has diminished his fame. This official book shows the
whole of his life in pictures, all sourced from the extensive Lee family
archives—including many photos Bruce himself took on set, at home,
and during martial arts demonstrations. These fan-pleasing images
range from classic theatrical poses to the never-before-published.
STEVE KERRIDGE is a Bruce Lee expert. His research has taken him
across the world to meet many of Lee’s collaborators and costars. He
has written many books and articles on Bruce Lee, including Bruce
Lee: Legends of the Dragon and Golden Movie News Annual, both
published by Hate Media Limited.

A WISE MAN CAN LEARN MORE FROM
A FOOLISH QUESTION THAN A FOOL
CAN LEARN FROM A WISE ANSWER.
Bruce Lee

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The biggest illustrated book ever published on Bruce Lee,
reproducing hundreds of photographs and documents from his
official archives

■■

Fully authorized by the Bruce Lee estate, and with a foreword by
his daughter, Shannon Lee

■■

Lee’s sketches, diagrams, poems, illustrations, and philosophical
musings are included too, many of them never seen by anyone
outside the family unit

■■

Bruce Lee’s Facebook page has more than 16 million likes
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I FEAR NOT THE MAN WHO HAS PRACTICED 10,000 KICKS ONCE,
BUT I FEAR THE MAN WHO HAS PRACTICED ONE KICK 10,000 TIMES.

There was something magnificent about the film, even though its setting is the
backwaters of a poor and rural working community in Thailand. Bruce Lee plays
a worker in a migrant Chinese workforce, employed in an ice factory. Members of
the community discover that the ice is being used to smuggle drugs, and, when they
report this to ‘the big boss’, they are summarily executed. Seeking out his missing
colleagues, Lee becomes increasingly ensnared and embroiled in the intrigue. The
body count grows, and as the truth comes out, the film spirals to Lee seeking bloody
vengeance.
This may not sound particularly magnificent. But, as with all of Bruce Lee’s work, its
greatness boils down to Lee’s physical prowess – not just his fight choreography. Lee’s
presence in the film is remarkable. He plays a passionate character who is reluctant
to fight at first – as in many conventional films, the obvious hero has made a pledge
not to fight. Indeed, Lee does refrain from fighting at first, until he finds it impossible
to avoid conflict any longer. And when Lee does enter the mêlée, his performance is
astonishing. For what Lee brings to the action sequences is a realism – or, rather, an
authenticity – that had never been seen before.
Indeed, at times it appeared that even the film’s director, Lo Wei, was not fully
aware of the power and presence that Bruce Lee was providing. The film sometimes
regresses into silly moments – as in the scene in which one character is smashed
through a wall, leaving a ludicrous human-shaped hole in it like something from a
cartoon.

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on Bruce Lee fan sites and blogs

■■

Goodreads giveaway
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ISBN 9781780976945 • $35.00 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 192 pages (250 color & b/w photos)
9 5/8 × 11 1/8 • Carton Qty: 30
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
OCTOBER 2017
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Supernatural Psychology
Roads Less Traveled
Edited by Travis Langley

SUPERNATURAL

A fascinating analysis of the psychology behind the popular TV
series Supernatural.

PSYCHOLOGY

Following the adventures of two brothers who investigate deeply
strange and paranormal mysteries in their never-ending road trip, the
TV show Supernatural has many fans eager to better understand the
psychology behind the series’ themes and characters. Through 20
essays, this collection examines such issues as

ROADS LESS TRAVELED

• The role grief and trauma play in the protagonists’ lives
• The importance of music to the narrative
•W
 hat motivates someone to hunt monsters and why we want to
believe in magic
•T
 he various archangels and archetypes depicted

Cover not final

•H
 ow people can cope with tragedy, loss, addiction, and fear to
become heroes who do the right thing
EDITED BY

•T
 he dynamics of fandom: how fans relate to the narrative,
characters, and actors, and continue to engage with series
through fanfic, social media, and other practices

TRAVIS LANGLEY

This book is an independent publication and is not associated with or authorized, licensed, sponsored, or endorsed
by any person or entity affiliated with the well-known Supernatural publications or TV show.

TRAVIS LANGLEY, PHD, is a psychology professor at Henderson State
University, the author of Batman and Psychology (Wiley), and the
volume editor of The Walking Dead Psychology, Star Wars Psychology,
Game of Thrones Psychology, and the rest of the Popular Culture
Psychology series (all Sterling). He speaks regularly on media and
heroism at universities, conferences, and popular-culture conventions
including San Diego Comic-Con, New York Comic Con, and others
throughout the world. Necessary Evil: Super-Villains of DC Comics and
other films have featured him as an expert interviewee, and the
documentary Legends of the Knight spotlighted how he uses fiction
to teach real psychology. Psychology Today carries his blog “Beyond
Heroes and Villains,” and he is one of the 10 most popular psychologists
on Twitter with over 100,000 followers: @superherologist.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Analyzes psychology in connection with a popular and longrunning TV show

■■

Travis has more than 100,000 Twitter followers, making him one
of the 10 most popular psychologists on Twitter

■■

Travis is a regular speaker on psychology and pop culture and
participates in over a dozen fan conventions annually including
San Diego Comic-Con, New York Comic Con, and WonderCon

■■

He has been interviewed by hundreds of outlets including CNN,
Huffington Post, Newsmax, MTV, WGN, the CW, and more

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Trade and digital advertising

■■

Digital focus on psychology, general interest, and entertainment
blogs/websites

■■

Book launch celebration at NY Comic Con

■■

Goodreads giveaway

ISBN 9781454926610 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 320 pages
6 x 9 • Carton Qty: 38
Territory: W
Sterling
OCTOBER 2017
October
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Also Available in the Popular Psychology Series

Captain America
vs. Iron Man

Doctor Who
Psychology

Game of Thrones
Psychology

ISBN 9781454917120
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
6x9
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454920014
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
6x9
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454918400
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
6x9
Territory: W

Star Wars
Psychology

Star Trek
Psychology

The Walking Dead
Psychology

ISBN 9781454917366
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
6x9
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454918424
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
6x9
Territory: W

Wonder Woman
Psychology
ISBN 9781454923435
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
6x9
Territory: W
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ISBN 9781454917052
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback
6x9
Territory: W

NO FEAR: Read the most important texts of our time—and understand what
every word means!

Whatever you’re reading, from a classic play to an influential historical document, the popular
NO FEAR guides make it more accessible and enjoyable. Each one contains the complete text of
the original work along with a line-by-line modernization and plenty of helpful commentary.
All Books Are: $7.95 ($9.50 CAN) • Paperback • 208 pages • 5 1/4 x 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 60 • Territory: W • SparkNotes

No Fear Shakespeare:
Coriolanus
ISBN 9781454928034

JANUARY 2018

NOVEMBER 2017

Cover not final

Cover not final

No Fear Shakespeare:
Richard II
ISBN 9781454928058

No Fear Shakespeare:
The Winter’s Tale
ISBN 9781454928065

NOVEMBER 2017

NOVEMBER 2017

Cover not final

Cover not final

No Fear Shakespeare:
Measure for Measure
ISBN 9781454928041

No Fear Shakespeare:
Two Gentlemen of Verona
ISBN 9781454928072

Cover not final

NOVEMBER 2017

October
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NO FEAR SHAKESPEARE Bestselling Backlist

Romeo and Juliet
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Macbeth
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Hamlet
(No Fear Shakespeare)

ISBN 9781586638450
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781586638467
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781586638443
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback 5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

A Midsummer
Night’s Dream
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Julius Caesar
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Othello
(No Fear Shakespeare)

ISBN 9781586638474
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781586638528
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

Much Ado
About Nothing
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Twelfth Night
(No Fear Shakespeare)

ISBN 9781586638481
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

The Taming of the Shrew
(No Fear Shakespeare)
ISBN 9781411401006
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781411401013
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

The Merchant of Venice
(No Fear Shakespeare)
ISBN 9781586638504
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W
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ISBN 9781586638511
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

The Constitution and
Other Important Documents
(No Fear)
by SparkNotes
Understand the documents that made America the nation it is today:
The Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, the
Constitution, and the Gettysburg Address. This No Fear compilation
presents their original texts side-by-side with modern translations; it
doesn’t interpret, but simply modernizes the language so readers can
draw their own conclusions. There never was a better, more necessary
time for this illuminating book.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Beowulf (No Fear)
Cover not final

ISBN 9781454925217
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

This book includes: The complete original texts; a line-by-line
translation that puts the texts into everyday language; and
plenty of helpful commentary

The Canterbury
Tales (No Fear)
ISBN 9781411426962
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

The Scarlet Letter
(No Fear)
ISBN 9781411426979
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454928089 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 208 pages
5 1/4 x 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 60
Territory: W
SparkNotes
JANUARY 2018
October
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World War One:
A Very Peculiar History™
by Jim Pipe
What made the Great War stand out from all others? What incredible things—no
matter how risky or bizarre—did people do to defend their country as the battles
raged? What mind-boggling statistics can begin to capture what occurred? From
the nicknames coined at the time to the equipment the troops used and the harsh
conditions they faced, this engaging history explores every facet of the War.
WW1 chapter 3:Brighton VPH template 152x101
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ISBN 9781908177001 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 192 pages
(b/w illus. throughout)
4 × 6 • Carton Qty: 60
Territory: US/Can
Book House
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VICTORY AT
LAST

O

n the Western Front stalemate
continued. By the summer
of 1915, though there were
4 million soldiers in the
trenches, there had been little
movement in the front lines since the previous
winter. The new British commander, General
Douglas Haig, did his best to launch a major
attack on the German lines at the Battle of
Loos in September 1915, but little ground was
gained despite the loss of 60,000 troops and
three major-generals.

Fren
ch s o l d i er

ou are not

going to get peace
with millions of armed
men. The chariot of

peacecannot advance
over a road littered
David
’Lloyd
with
George

To be fair to the Allied generals, the Germans
were happy to stay put, and in 1915, the
British and French had neither the men nor

cannon.
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rmistice Day:

‘ the eleventh hour

of the eleventh
of the eleventh month’

our years on, both sides were still
stuck in the mud. With American
troops about to arrive in large
numbers, it might have made
sense for Germany to broker a
peace deal, especially given the huge gains
they had made in the treaty with Russia (and
not long after, Romania).1
Instead, General Ludendorff, the joint head of
the German army, gambled on one last attack
to knock Britain out of the war. Not only did
he have a million combat-ready troops fresh

1. Germany forced Romania to sign the Treaty of Bucharest on 7 May
1918, giving Germany control of her oil for 99 years, control of the
Romanian railways and the Danube river, and a monopoly on
Romanian trade.
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World War Two:
A Very Peculiar History™
by Jim Pipe
World War Two was the most destructive event of the twentieth century, and this small
but unique history looks at the politics that motivated both individuals and nations.
Along with fascinating trivia, quirky facts, captivating anecdotes, and compelling
quotes, Jim Pipe discusses the war’s heroes and villains; the daring raids and great
escapes; the soldiers’ lingo; life on the British homefront; and much, much more

ISBN 9781908177971 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 192 pages
(b/w illus throughout)
4 × 6 • Carton Qty: 60
Territory: US/Can
Book House
OCTOBER 2017

JIM PIPE studied Ancient and Modern History at Oxford University, England, and spent
10 years in publishing before becoming a full-time writer. He has written numerous
nonfiction books for children, many on historical subjects. He lives in Dublin with his
wife and children.
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Sherlock Holmes Wit & Wisdom
Humorous and Inspirational Quotes
Celebrating the World’s Greatest Detective
by Malcolm Croft
Sherlock Holmes is renowned for his incredible mind, wry observations, and subtle wit,
and this glorious collection features more than 300 quotes associated with the great
detective himself as well as other iconic characters in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s stories.
The words range from deeply philosophical to wonderfully humorous, including “I never
make exceptions. An exception disproves the rule,” from “The Sign of Four.”
MALCOLM CROFT is a celebrated author and music journalist. He is the author of over 15
books on popular culture and music. Malcolm lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781853759819 • $9.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 160 pages
5 1/16 × 7 13/16
Territory: US Only
Prion

■■

A perfect gift for fans of the Sherlock Holmes books, films, and TV series

■■

This beautifully packaged book contains more than 300 quotes from and about
Sherlock Holmes

OCTOBER 2017

365 Chess Master Lessons
Take One a Day to Be a Better Chess Player
by Andrew Soltis
Think like a chess grandmaster . . . in just a year! Andrew Soltis has selected 365 short
games to analyze, step by step, and arranged them as daily lessons for players who
can’t devote hours to study. Each one features test-yourself quizzes and diagrams for
visual learners, while challenging tactics appear several times so you can learn how to
use them to full advantage.
International Grandmaster ANDREW SOLTIS is chess correspondent for the New York
Post and a very popular chess writer. He is the author of many books, including What
it Takes to Become a Chess Master, Studying Chess Made Easy, and David Vs Goliath
Chess, all published by Batsford.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781849944342 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 400 pages (300 chess diagrams)
6 1/8 × 9 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford

■■

Perfect book for chess players who are strapped for time but still want
to hone their skills

■■

Illustrated throughout with chess diagrams and test-yourself quizzes to
cement understanding

■■

Written in an accessible language by well-respected author Andrew Soltis

OCTOBER 2017
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100 Houses 100 Years
by Twentieth Century Society
Gain fascinating insight into Britain’s architectural heritage from 1914 to 2014. Through
one building per year, we can see the diverse range of housing styles that emerged
over a century and how they were adapted to suit urban life. Every example includes
stunning photography and commentary written by leading architectural critics and
historians, including Gavin Stamp, Elain Harwood, Barnabas Calder, Ellis Woodman, and
Gillian Darley.
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY SOCIETY is a British charity that campaigns for the
preservation of architectural heritage from 1914 onwards. They provide support and advice
to architects and planning authorities to protect the best twentieth-century architecture
and design, whether through listing or sympathetic development and management.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

ISBN 9781849944373 • $35.00 ($39.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 208 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford

The Twentieth Century Society is a British charity that campaigns for the preservation
of architectural heritage from 1914 onwards. They provide support and advice to
architects and planning authorities to protect the best twentieth-century architecture
and design, whether through listing or sympathetic development and management.
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House No. 7
Architect: Denizen Works
Location: Isle of Tiree, Scotland

OCTOBER 2017

Building in the countryside presents problems enough; building on a remote Scottish island multiplies them.
But Tiree has form for award-winning architecture. A ferry shelter-cum-art installation was shortlisted for the
RIBA Stirling Prize in 2003. Then in 2014 Murray Kerr of Denizen Works rebuilt one of the tumbledown
black Hebridean houses for his parents and won the Stephen Lawrence Prize.
The three volumes of the house are linked by a glazed-roofed atrium, but they are separately expressed:
the original house a black pitch-roofed white-rendered stone building, the two new elements have corrugated
agricultural cladding that look the part. Yet inside all is cosy warmth provided by an air-source heat pump.
Collectively they are corralled like farm animals hunched together against the weather.
Marco Goldschmied described it as ‘an intelligent and witty response to the function and logistical
challenges of location, orientation and isolation.’ He was right.
Tony Chapman
100 Houses 100 Years
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ISBN 9781780979830 • $34.95 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 224 pages
(220 color & b/w photos)
11 1/8 × 9 5/8
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
OCTOBER 2017

Now racing fans can enjoy the sport in a unique way: via Google Earth! This updated edition
of Formula One Circuits from Above contains new entries on tracks in Baku, Azerbaijan and
Sochi, Russia along with updates to many of the 28 courses. Google’s mapping technology
makes all the action on these tracks sharp and clear—so while you’ll likely never drive the
real courses, you’ll experience the exhilaration vicariously.
Bruce Jones, a former editor of Autosport magazine, is one of the most respected
commentators and reporters on motor racing around the world. As well as the bestselling
annual Formula One Guide, Bruce’s other books include Formula One: The Illustrated
History, The Treasures of Formula One, Grand Prix Yesterday & Today, and World Formula
One Records (all published by Carlton).

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Google Earth photography provides unsurpassed levels of clarity and sharpness

■■

The Formula One season runs from March to November and visits every continent
apart from the South Pole and Africa
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The Healthy Jewish Kitchen
Fresh, Contemporary Recipes for Every Occasion
by Paula Shoyer
Jewish soul food . . . made healthy! Too often, Jewish cookbooks still
feature many recipes that lack whole grains and include too much salt,
fat, sugar, and processed foods. But Paula Shoyer uses only natural
ingredients; she eschews frying and ingredients such as margarine,
powdered stocks, and most jarred sauces. Her more than 60 fresh,
nutrient-dense recipes include Jewish classics (like Sourdough
Challah, Potato and Scallion Latkes, Schnitzel with Nut Crust) as well
as international dishes that extend beyond the Jewish culinary world.
PAULA SHOYER is a graduate of the Ritz Escoffier pastry program in
Paris and teaches French and Jewish baking classes in the Washington,
DC, area. She conducts large-scale baking demonstrations across the
United States and Canada. Paula is the author of The New Passover Menu
(Sterling Epicure), The Holiday Kosher Baker (Sterling Epicure), and The
Kosher Baker (Brandeis) and is a contributing editor to kosherscoop.com,
as well Joy of Kosher with Jamie Geller, Whisk, and Hadassah. Shoyer has
appeared on major TV cooking shows, is a frequent TV news guest, and
edited the popular cookbooks Kosher by Design Entertains and Kosher by
Design Kids in the Kitchen (both from Mesorah Publications). Shoyer lives
in Chevy Chase, MD, with her husband and four children. To learn more
about Paula Shoyer visit thekosherbaker.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Jewish food continues to trend: In the last year, babka graced the
cover of Food and Wine magazine; potato kugel was featured in
the Sunday New York Times magazine; and Bon Appétit magazine
listed Jewish deli food as a hot trend in their January 2016 issue

■■

The popularity of the Yotam Ottolenghi’s cookbooks—Plenty
(Chronicle) and Jerusalem (Ten Speed Press)—in the Jewish
community shows a willingness to shift the focus from heavy
main courses to lighter, healthier fare

■■

The recipes have an international flavor that’s unique for a
Jewish cookbook. They include: Arroz con Pollo with Brown Rice
and Salsa Verde, Korean Bibimbap with Tofu, Bouillabaisse,
Cambodian Spring Rolls with Lime Chili and Peanut Dipping
Sauce, Feijoada (Brazilian Cholent with Collard Greens and
Farofa), Fish Tacos with Cilantro Lime Rice, Indian Barbecue
Chicken, Japanese Lamb Chops, Vietnamese Chicken Noodle
Soup, and much more!

■■

Author lectures and does cooking and baking demos year-round
for Jewish groups all over the US

■■

Author does media in DC area and uses Facebook to drive traffic
to her website, thekosherbaker.com and her blog (kosherbaker.
blogspot.com)

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454922902 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 160 pages (all in color)
8 × 10 • Carton Qty: 16
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure

The Seasonal
Jewish Kitchen

The Holiday
Kosher Baker

The New
Passover Menu

ISBN 9781454914365
$29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 x 10 • Territory: W

ISBN 9781454907145
$35.00 ($38.50 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 x 10 • Territory: W

ISBN 9781454914402
$24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 x 10 • Territory: W
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Calm Belly Cookbook
CECILIE HAUGE ÅGOTNES

by Cecilie Hauge Agotnes
Relieve bloating, indigestion, IBS, and Crohn’s disease with this delicious
diet! Cecilie Agotnes struggled with IBS until she learned about lowFODMAP eating, which eliminates common carbohydrates that trigger
a reaction. Now she provides over 80 tasty and accessible recipes that
are low in FODMAP—including such dishes as Salmon Poké and Dreamy
Chocolate Cake. In addition, Cecilie breaks down the relevant medically
proven information into easy-to-follow bits.

Good food for sensitive stomachs

CALM BELLY Cookbook

CALM BELLY

A native of Oslo, Norway, CECILIE AGOTNES is a living testament to
the success of low FODMAP eating. She had a successful career as a
world champion nail artist but had to give it all up as her IBS worsened
and became too difficult to manage. After extensive research she
discovered the low-FODMAP program developed at Monash University
in Melbourne, Australia, and supported by Kings College in London. For
the last 10 years she has documented her developing understanding of
her condition and the medical theory behind low FODMAP on her blog
lavfodmap.no (also in English at lowfodmapblog.com). As a fantastic
home cook, she has also developed original recipes that taste delicious
yet are on the lowest FODMAP rating (applicable to the elimination
stage of the diet) and have very low risk of upsetting the stomach. She
regularly speaks at conferences and to hospital patient groups on the
low FODMAP diet and mastering IBS.

COOKBOOK

Cecilie Hauge Ågotnes

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Contains over 80 delicious recipes designed to calm the stomach
and please the taste buds—including breakfasts, snacks, simple
sauces, comforting mains, and sweet treats

■■

Based on low-FODMAP principles but suitable for anyone who
suffers from symptoms such as bloating, indigestion, cramps,
and irregular digestion

■■

Author is a long-term sufferer of IBS; her personal story is
empowering as someone who has been there and is now working
to spread the word and help others take charge of their health

■■

Recipes are easy to follow and approved by consultant dietician
with lovely four-color photography throughout

ISBN 9781454928522 • $19.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 176 pages (all in color)
6 3/4 x 9 1/2 • Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling Epicure
OCTOBER 2017
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Good Housekeeping Multicooker
60 Easy One-Dish Recipes
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping
The multicooker is the home cook’s dream appliance for pressure
and slow cooking along with making rice and keeping food warm.
Who better than Good Housekeeping to explain how to use this
nifty time- and space-saving machine? In addition to a primer filled
with tips and all the basics, it features 60 family-pleasing recipes
including Quick Coq au Vin, Carnitas Tacos, Pulled BBQ Beef, and
Weeknight Tuscan Ragu.

MULTICOOKER

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (goodhousekeeping.com) is a leading
lifestyle media brand inspiring a monthly audience of 30+ million
readers to discover genius innovations, delicious ideas, style-savvy
trends, compelling news, and best-in-class products for their homes,
families, and themselves. The Good Housekeeping Institute’s stateof-the-art labs combined with Good Housekeeping’s seasoned
editorial talent and renowned test kitchen is unparalleled. In addition
to its US flagship, Good Housekeeping publishes five editions around
the world.

60 DELICIOUS ONE-DISH RECIPES

G O O D FO O D G UA R A N T E E D

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

This book is on trend, with foolproof recipes that are triple-tested
in the trusted Good Housekeeping Test Kitchen

■■

Half of the recipes use pressure cooking and half slow cooking

■■

Multicookers such as the Instant Pot® were the most popular
item sold on Amazon’s 2016 Prime Day

PRESSURE COOKER

Weeknight Tuscan Ragu
Serve an Italian Sunday-style supper with speed and ease using
the pressure setting.
ACTIVE TIME: 15 MINUTES

TOTAL TIME: 1 HOUR, 10 MINUTES

MAKES: 8 MAIN-DISH SERVINGS

1. In pressure-cooker pot on medium-high, cook

8 ounces sweet Italian sausage, casing removed

sausage in oil 5 minutes or until fat has rendered,
breaking up meat as it cooks. With slotted spoon,
transfer to large bowl. Season pork all over with
∏ teaspoon each salt and pepper.

2 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil
2 1 pounds boneless pork shoulder, trimmed,
cut into 1” chunks
2 medium carrots, finely chopped

■■

Pressure cooking is the latest cooking method trend: it is healthy
and produces great slow-cooked flavor in less time

or until browned on two sides, turning once
halfway through. Transfer pork to bowl with
sausage. To pot, add carrots, onion and garlic;
cook 8 minutes, stirring often. Add wine; cook 3
minutes.
3. Return meat to pot and add tomatoes, milk,
bay leaves and ∑ teaspoon salt. Cover and bring
up to pressure on high. Reduce heat to mediumlow, maintaining pressure. Cook 20 minutes.
Remove from heat; let pressure release naturally.
4. Uncover cooker, discard bay leaves and stir in
basil. Serve tossed with pasta, garnished with
Parmesan.

3 cloves garlic, chopped
1 cup dry red wine
1 (28 ounce) can crushed tomatoes
1

cup whole milk

3 bay leaves
1

■■

2. In batches, add pork to pot; cook 4 minutes

1 medium onion, finely chopped

cup packed fresh basil leaves, torn

1 pound pappardelle pasta, cooked

The Fall 2017 publication date makes it a hot holiday item
(coinciding with manufacturer’s big holiday push) that will still
have legs after the holidays when consumers have received the
appliance as a gift

Grated Parmesan, for serving

EACH SERVING: ABOUT 550 CALORIES, 37G PROTEIN,
54G CARBOHYDRATES, 10G FAT (6G SATURATED FAT),
5G FIBER, 500 MG SODIUM.
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SLOW COOKER

Carnitas Tacos
Put your slow-cooker to good use with this spicy and savory
pork tacos recipe.
ACTIVE TIME: 20 MINUTES

TOTAL TIME: 7 HOURS, 30 MINUTES

SERVINGS: 8 MAIN-DISH SERVINGS

1. In 12-in skillet, heat oil on medium-high

1 tablespoon canola oil

until hot. Season pork all over with cumin and 1
teaspoon salt. Cook 5 minutes or until browned
on two sides, turning over once halfway through.
Transfer pork to slow-cooker bowl.

4 pounds boneless pork shoulder, trimmed, cut
into 3 pieces
2 tablespoons ground cumin
1 large white onion, chopped

2. To skillet, add onion, chiles and garlic; cook 2

3 poblano chiles, seeded and chopped

minutes, stirring often. Transfer to slow cooker
bowl along with broth and lime juice. Cover and
cook on Low for 7 hours or until very tender.
3. Transfer pork to cutting board; with two forks,
pull into bite-size shreds, discarding any fat.
Serve with tortillas and fixings.

2 serrano chiles, sliced
4 cloves garlic, crushed with press
1

cup chicken broth or water

2

cup lime juice

24 small tortillas, warmed

ISBN 9781618372529 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 128 pages (all in color)
7 3/8 x 9 1/4 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: WEX UK
Hearst

Serve with: Cilantro, sliced green onions, sliced
radishes, salsa and lime wedges

EACH SERVING: ABOUT 430 CALORIES, 36G PROTEIN,
38G CARBOHYDRATES, 14G FAT (4G SATURATED FAT), 7G
FIBER, 430MG SODIUM
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American Seafood:
Heritage, Culture & Cookery From Sea to Shining Sea

American
Seafood

by Barton Seaver
From prestigious writer, chef, and environmental advocate Barton Seaver
comes a seminal reference that will be the go-to source on seafood. Sea
to Shining Sea looks at maritime history, fishing technology, the effect
of imports on our diet, economy, and seas; the biology of taste; and
the evolution of seafood cuisine. Although this isn’t a cookbook, Barton
Seaver reveals his favorite taste pairings and methods for cooking
seafood. An index of species rounds out this must-have volume.

Heritage, Culture & Cookery
From Sea to Shining Sea

Cover not final

• A CATALOG OF MORE THAN 500 SPECIES •

BARTON SEAVER, the author of Two If By Sea, For Cod & Country, and
Where There’s Smoke (all Sterling Epicure), has established himself
as the preeminent expert in sustainable seafood. Before leaving the
restaurant industry to pursue his interests in sustainable food systems,
he created three top restaurants in Washington, DC, and was named
Chef of the Year by Esquire magazine in 2009. Seaver’s Washington,
DC-based restaurant, Hook, was named by Bon Appétit as one of the
top ten eco-friendly restaurants in America. Seaver was an explorer for
the National Geographic Society and now works as the Director of the
Healthy and Sustainable Seafood Program at the Center for Health and
the Global Environment at Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health.
The contributing seafood editor at Coastal Living magazine, he and his
work have also been featured in The New York Times, Cooking Light,
O: The Oprah Magazine, Every Day with Rachael Ray, Martha Stewart’s
Whole Living, the Washington Post, and Fortune, among many others.
He has also appeared on CNN, NPR, and 20/20. Seaver was the host
of the national television program In Search of Food on the Ovation
Network and Eat: the History of Food on National Geographic TV.

BARTON SEAVER
Author of For Cod and Country and Two If By Sea

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Seafood is becoming a larger part of the American diet, with
consumption likely to increase over the next decade

■■

The existing books in this category are aging, while public interest
in the topic is trending. A new book in this category is more likely to
connect with this emerging consumer trend

■■

None of the current books in this category are supported by an
active spokesperson who is consistently and deeply engaged in
the issue. Seafood is Seaver’s primary passion, and nearly all of his
professional activities are directly relevant to this topic

■■

■■

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

Barton is now the Contributing Seafood Editor to Coastal Living
Magazine, with a monthly column, and is also featured in Fine
Cooking, Wall Street Journal, Outside Magazine, Cooking Light,
and other publications
Author has been invited to publish articles for NationalGeographic.com,
HuffPost, and various seafood industry media outlets, e.g., the Chefs
Collaborative blog and newsletter, Harvard’s NutritionSource.com,
and others

■■

Author was commissioned to create the curriculum for a
Sustainable Seafood Week to be launched as a pilot program in
Seattle in conjunction with Seattle Seafood Week

■■

Author is a spokesperson for the National Aquaculture Association,
tapped to create and produce a series of short narrative videos
that highlight the advantages of domestic aquaculture, including
culinary, nutritional, and economic benefits

■■

Author’s speaking engagements in the coming year will give him
opportunities to promote the book

■■

Author is a regular participant at the Aspen Institute, and has
delivered a talk at the prestigious TED conference

ISBN 9781454919407 • $50.00 ($55.00 CAN)
Hardcover • 528 pages (all in color)
9 × 11 • Carton Qty: 6 • Territory: W
Sterling Epicure • NOVEMBER 2017
November
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■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

20-city radio tour

■■

Digital focus on culinary blogs and websites

■■

Goodreads giveaway

■■

Events to coincide with authors existing lecture schedule

Also Avavilable from Barton Seaver

For Cod and Country

Superfood Seagreens

Two If By Sea

ISBN 9781402777752
$30.00 ($36.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
9x9

ISBN 9781454917397
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
7x8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454917878
$30.00 ($34.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
9x9
Territory: W

Territory: W

From Two if by Sea

From Superfood Seagreens
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Edward’s Crochet Doll Emporium
Flip the Pages to Make Over a Million
Mix-and-Match Dolls
by Kerry Lord
Mix, match, and crochet more than a million different dolls with this amazing book of patterns! The
fun format and flippable pages make it easy to build a character with the exact hairstyles, outfits,
and accessories you want. Create dolls that look just like your favorite people—even celebrities—
or make just one with an extraordinary wardrobe. Step-by-step instructions help even beginners
grasp the techniques.
KERRY LORD is the founder and creative director of the TOFT luxury yarn brand. She lives with
her husband, son, and dog in Leamington Spa, UK. The yarn brand was born in September
2006, a product of the successful and established family business, the Toft Alpaca Stud farm.
Kerry is the author of Edward’s Menagerie and Edward’s Crochet Imaginarium (both Pavilion).

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781911595052
$24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover Concealed Spiral
96 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Pavilion
NOVEMBER 2017

■■

Easy mix-and-match crochet patterns

■■

The flippable pages provide building
blocks to allow you to crochet a huge
range of different dolls

■■

Over a million combinations to be made

■■

With beginner’s techniques and full
instructions throughout

■■

A 30-page gallery presents an
inspirational selection of finished dolls

ALSO AVAILABLE

Edward’s Crochet
Imaginarium
ISBN 9781910904589
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover
Concealed Spiral
8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA

Cattitude
Drawing Cats for Creative People
by Lulu Mayo
Calling all cat lovers and artists! Whether you want to sketch your inner happy cat
or create a “National Cat Portrait Gallery,” you’ll love these cool and quirky drawing
activities. Lulu’s fun, character-filled artwork features some seriously delightful catitude. Learn how to draw a Munchkin cat, style furry fashionistas, and doodle patterns
on the tubby bellies of adorable kitties. Every page is irresistible!
LULU MAYO’S humorous and fantastical illustrations have been used for editorial
designs, greeting cards, and posters. A lover of the quirky and idiosyncratic, Lulu aims
to bring energy and humor into each of her hand-drawn artworks. Her illustrations have
been featured in window display designs, as well as print and advertising projects. Lulu
lives in London, England.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454710592
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 64 pages
7 x 9 • Territory: US/Can
Lark Crafts

■■

Over 30 creative exercises featuring fun and playful full-color artwork

■■

From the illustrator of the bestselling A Million Cats coloring series, which has sold a
combined total of more than 53,000 copies

■■

Perfect for cat lovers and drawing enthusiasts alike

NOVEMBER 2017
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The Master Guide to
Drawing Anime: Amazing Girls

THE MASTER GUIDE TO DRAwInG AnIME

How to Draw Essential Character Types
from Simple Templates

E

Learn all the ins and outs of drawing stunning manga heroines,
schoolgirls, and fantasy characters! In his follow-up to the bestselling
Master Guide to Drawing Anime, Christopher Hart focuses on some of
the popular, dynamic, and beautiful females who populate the world
of anime. Basic templates make it easy to draw the head, hairstyles,
clothing, body proportions, and more, while tutorials help you create
full-blown scenes that will take your art to the next level.

AN 7 M
TH
IL
N
LIO

MO
R

AMAzInG GIRlS

by Christopher Hart

BEST
SELLING
AUTHOR

Cover not final

BO

With more than 7 million copies of his books in print, CHRISTOPHER
HART is the world’s leading author of art instruction books. His titles
frequently appear on the Bookscan Top 50 Art list and also have
a huge international audience, having been translated into more
than 20 languages. In his more than 50 titles, Hart offers artists
accessible, generously illustrated, and clearly written step-by-step
instructions on a wide variety of how-to-draw subjects, including
manga, figure drawing, cartooning, comics, fashion, and animals.
Visit Chris at christopherhartbooks.com.

OKS S OLD

How to Draw Essential Character Types from Simple Templates
KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Bestselling author Christopher Hart has taught millions of people
to draw with his clear and friendly step-by-step approach to
art instruction

■■

Features a huge variety of some of the most popular character
types in anime and manga

■■

Basic, customizable designs and easy-to-use templates give
artists a firm foundation to create any character

■■

Like all of Christopher Hart’s how-to-draw manga books,
Amazing Girls is packed with cutting-edge styles and
authentically drawn characters

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Master Guide to Drawing Anime
ISBN 9781936096862 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 9 x 10
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781942021841 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 144 pages (all in color)
9 × 10 • Territory: WENG
Drawing with Christopher Hart
NOVEMBER 2017
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Bridgman’s Complete Guide to
Drawing From Life 5th Edition

• 5 th E d i t i o n •

BRIDGMAN’S
C OM PL E T E

GU I DE

Drawing
from
Life

by George B. Bridgman

T O

Bridgman’s classic, essential guide is now completely redesigned!
This fifth edition preserves the renowned artist and lecturer’s
comprehensive original work—featuring more than 1,000 drawings and
22 expert lessons on mastering the human figure from every angle—
but repackages it with an eye-catching cover. In addition, the interior
art has been cleaned and the design freshened in two-color. It’s sure
to remain one of the premier figure-drawing publications of all time.
GEORGE B. BRIDGMAN (1865–1943) was a celebrated CanadianAmerican artist and lecturer who taught figure and anatomy drawing
for many years at New York City’s Art Students League. His previous
books, assembled in this volume, separately garnered significant
popularity and respect within the artistic community, and they
continue to post strong sales.

• Over 1,000 drawings
• 22 expert lessons on
mastering the figure
from every angle

the
classic work
on drawing
human
anatomy

GEORGE B. BRIDGMAN
KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Previous two editions have sold over 80,000 copies combined
(no sales available for editions prior to 2001) and received
excellent reviews from the art community

■■

First time the interior design will be freshened

■■

Features more than 1,000 illustrations

Proportions of the Human Figure

All measurements of the human figure are divisions of the body into parts of given
measurements. There are many conceptions of measuring, scientific and ideal, and
they all differ.
If given proportions were used, even though these proportions were the ideal aver-

Praise for previous editions of Bridgman’s Complete Guide to
Drawing from Life:

age, they would result in a drawing without character. Again, to apply these so-called
canons of art, the figure must be on the eye-level, upright and rigid. The least bending
of the head or body would change the given proportions visually, though not actually.
From an anatomical point of view, taking the skull as a unit, horizontally, the bone
of the upper arm, the humerus, is about one and one- half heads in length. The bone
on the thumb side of the forearm, the radius, is about one head in length. The forearm bone, the ulna, or the little finger side, measures about one foot from elbow to
wrist. The thigh bone, or femur, measures about two heads, and the leg bone, or tibia,

“[A] classic. . . . a standard work at art schools. . . . indispensable.”
—Library Journal

nearly one and one-half heads.
The illustrations show three different methods of measurement; one by Dr. Paul
Richer, one by Dr. William Rimmer and one by Michelangelo.

4 • How to Draw the Figure

Proportions of the Human Figure • 5

MEASUREMENTS

MOVEABLE MASSES

CAGE
12 Inches High
8 Inches Deep
10 Inches Wide

HEAD
8 Inches High
71/2 Inches Deep
6 Inches Wide

PELVIS
8 Inches High
6 Inches Deep
10 Inches Wide

ISBN 9781454926535 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 368 pages
(2-color illus. throughout)
8 1/2 × 11 • Territory: W
Sterling

1 CRANIUM (Skull)
2 CLAVICLE (Collar Bone)
3 STERNUM (Breast Bone)
4 ILIUM
5 PUBLIS
6 ISCHIUM (Pelvis Bones)
7 SCAPULA
8 CREST OF ILIUM
9 SACRUM

8 • How to Draw the Figure
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The Gentleman’s
Guide to Grooming
by Capt. Peabody Fawcett, Ret.

THE

g e n t l e m a n’s
guide
TO

grooming
Capt. Peabody Fawcett, retd.

Brimming with illustrations, photographs, and witty observations, this indispensable
handbook gives today’s man invaluable advice from the world’s most respected masters of
style and grooming. Men will find professional guidance on everything from getting a good
haircut and recipes for tonics and potions to maintaining fingernails and choosing the right
hat—so they’ll look their best from head to perfectly polished shoes.

Cover not final

CAPTAIN PEABODY FAWCETT, RET., an intrepid explorer, disappeared in 1905 while attempting to
navigate a tributary to the Congo River. Rescue parties found no trace of his expedition. Then, in
1997, a battered old trunk turned up at an estate sale. Inside it, a dressing case contained exquisite
ointments, salves, unguents, and the missing adventurer’s long-lost journals. Among the tales of
hardship, derring-do, and wonders seen were meticulous lists of exotic ingredients for use in the
captain’s grooming regimen. Faithfully following these recipes, Fawcett’s concoctions—along with
his world-renowned moustache wax—are now available to the discerning gentleman. Find them at
captainfawcett.com.
ISBN 9781454922407 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 176 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 x 9 3/4 • Carton Qty: 16
Territory: US/Can
Sterling
NOVEMBER 2017

The Positive Journal
5 Minutes a Day Toward a Happier Life
by Nancy F. Clark
Become the best possible you! Using science-backed research and positive psychology,
this five-minutes-a-day journal offers inspiring tips, prompts, and exercises to guide
you to long-term happiness and fulfillment. Learn how to mindfully savor the moments,
build friendships and confidence, handle challenges and emotions, and realize your
personal potential.
As Director of Forbes WomensMedia and CEO of Positivity Daily (an inspiring career site
for women), NANCY CLARK has been working for more than 15 years to help women
succeed and live happy, fulfilling lives and careers. Nancy loves to teach women positive
psychology-based skills and enjoys giving science-backed research in concise, fun
examples. She also has a strong science background—her first job was in rocket science
with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory—and sees immense potential in techniques used
in positive psychology.
ISBN 9781454925026 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 376 pages (all in 2-color)
4 × 6 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W
Sterling
NOVEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Nancy Clark is well connected and will utilize her network to promote the book
through social media: she receives approximately 3,000–9,000 readers for each of
her Forbes bylines and has over 10,000 Twitter followers.
See: forbes.com/sites/womensmedia/#35387ab9651e and positivitydaily.com

■■

Guided journals are still as popular as ever, and this one is in the same format as our
popular Five-Year Memory Journal (over 40,000 copies sold)
November
95

For My Grandchild
A Grandparent’s Gift of Memory

Cover not final

Create a family keepsake that generations to come will treasure! This
unique memory book is a great way to tell your grandchildren all about
you, from where you used to live to the wildest things you did as a
teenager. Along with plenty of prompts and fill-in-the-blanks, there’s
lots of space for mementos and photos, and for passing along childhood
memories, family history and traditions, and favorite stories.

Tell Me about Yourself
Your name

In Your Own Words

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Why did you create this book for me?
Were you named after anyone? Why did your parents choose this name?

The previous two volumes published by Lark, For My Grandchild:
A Grandmother’s Gift of Memory and From Your Grandfather: A
Gift of Memory for My Grandchild, sold a combined total of more
than 250,000 copies

■■

This book will feature a new, refreshed design

■■

Prompts and fill-in-the-blanks will help grandparents jog their
memories and recall their favorite stories

■■

This full-color book makes a beautiful gift for grandparents
celebrating a birthday, holiday, or any special occasion

(first, middle, last)

Did you have any nicknames? How did you get them?

I call you ______________. Where does that name come from?

put a photo of yourself here

Who are you besides my grandparent?
Businessperson, traveler, photographer, hiker, musician?

8
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GRANDPARENTS

GREAT-GRANDPARENTS

name

name

name

birth date

birth date

birth date

place of birth

place of birth

place of birth

GREAT-GREATGRANDPARENTS
name
birth date
place of birth

name

name

birth date

birth date

place of birth

place of birth

name

name

MY PARENTS

great-great-grandparents

name

name

birth date

birth date

place of birth

place of birth
birth date

birth date

place of birth

place of birth

name
birth date

name

place of birth

name

birth date

birth date

place of birth

place of birth

12
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Your Current Favorites
books (or other things to read)

music

vacation spot

way to goof off

sports to play or watch

movies or tv shows

foods

ISBN 9781454927099 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages (all in color)
9 × 10 • Territory: W
Lark Crafts

thing to collect

political, religious, or social cause

part about being the age you are now
put a photo of you and your
grandchild on this page

10
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Do-it-yourself Decor Stephanie Lynn

Do-It-Yourself Decor

Decor

Style on a Budget

do-it-yourself

Stephanie Lynn Leibert

by Stephanie Lynn Liebert
Make your home super-stylish—and stick to your budget, too! From a wooden bead mirror
and a tile serving tray to pillows adorned with calligraphy, these do-it-yourself projects
add beauty to every home. Plus, they make use of inexpensive, sometimes recycled
materials, like pages from an old book, cardboard cereal boxes, and cotton clothesline
rope. You’ll love each unique item in the collection!
STEPHANIE LYNN LIEBERT has a passion for do-it-yourself décor, home projects, and
anything that keeps her creative mind busy. Her blog, bystephanielynn.com, is dedicated
to inspiring others to find their inner creativity by sharing a variety of simple projects,
fun crafts, and occasional recipes.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454710585 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 128 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 x 10 • Territory: US/Can
Lark Crafts
NOVEMBER 2017

■■

More than 30 projects with step-by-step instructions and photographs throughout
Projects are perfect for beginners and feature an elegant, classic aesthetic that is
easy to adapt to a wide range of decorating styles

2 Do-It-Yourself Decor

Washer Table Setting 3

Washer Table Setting

Materials:
Wax Paper | Dinner Plate | 1/2 Inch Flat Washers | Super Glue | Spray Paint

2 Do-It-Yourself Decor

Plaster Flower Candle Centerpiece

Tools Needed:

Plaster Dipped Flowers 3

Materials:
Plaster Of Paris | Artificial Flower Blooms | Unfinished 8 x 8 Wooden Plaque | Cylinder Glass Vase,
approximately 6” wide x 10” tall | Wax Touch LED Pillar Candle | Crushed Shells | Filler

Tools Needed:

Pencil

Wire Cutters | Disposable Containers and Spoons | White Acrylic Paint | Paint Brush | Hot Glue Gun

Step One

Make a template for the plate charger by laying a sheet of wax
paper on a flat surface. The wax paper not only protects the surface
you’re working on, but can be easily removed from the washers if
any glue happens to drip.
Place a dinner plate on top and trace around the outer edge with a
pencil.

Step One

Using wire cutters, clip each individual
flower and remove any leaves from the
stem.

Step Two

Prepare the Plaster of Paris in a disposable container. The container should be deep and wide enough to
fit the artificial flowers that will be dipped.

Step Two

Fill the half of the container with the Plaster of Paris powder and slowly add water, stirring until the
consistency is slightly thinner than pancake batter.

Lay out the washers using the
plate outline as a guide.

Step Three

Glue on the top layer of washers by
placing a couple drops of glue on
the bottom layer of washers and lay
a second layer of washers on top.
Only the top layer of washers are
glued in place – which holds the
entire plate charger together.Once
the washers are in place and glued
let them dry for 24 hours before
handling.

Step Three

Submerge each flower into the plaster and twirl the stem to
ensure all of the creases and crevices are covered.

Street Art
20 Famous Artists Talk About Their Vision
by Alessandra Mattanza

Cover not final

Meet the world’s most creative street artists—including Banksy. Journalist Alessandra
Mattanza interviews 20 renowned figures in the scene, including: Italian graffitist Blue;
Brazilian muralists Os Gemeos; Shepard Fairey, renowned for his poster of President
Obama; Fauxreel, whose photography-based work explores homelessness; French
artist JR; and Swoon, who combines art with social action through her nonprofit. A
detailed introduction gives the history of this popular form of contemporary art.

ISBN 9788854411999 • $35.00 ($39.50 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 256 pages
(all in color)
8 1/4 × 12 1/4 • Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers
NOVEMBER 2017

ALESSANDRA MATTANZA, author, screenwriter, and fine-art photographer, was born
in Italy but has lived abroad for more than 20 years. She worked as an editor for the
publisher Handelsblatt in Munich. Her great passion for cinema has led her to specialize
in interviews with actors and directors, as well as in traveling and fiction. She currently
works as a foreign correspondent, contributor, and editor for several publishers in Italy
and Germany. Besides novels, she writes screenplays, tourist guides, and coffee table
and travel books. For White Star Publishers she published Australia: The New Frontier,
Wonders of New York, My New York: Celebrities Talk About the City, and My Paris:
Celebrities Talk about the Ville Lumière.
CHRIS VERSTEEG lives and works in Rotterdam as a graphic designer and illustrator at
Projekt C (projektc.nl). Chief-editor and publisher of SAM Magazine (streetandmore.com),
she is a cofounder of the Lastplak collective (lastplak.com).
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Rituals & Sabbats
Sacred Rites and Seasonal Celebrations
by Lady Passion, High Priestess & *Diuvei, High Priest, Coven Oldenwilde
Written by a high priest and priestess of an esteemed coven, this guide to the most sacred
days of the witch year reveals how witches work together to create an environment where
magic can happen. It outlines the dates and meaning behind the eight annual Pagan
Sabbats and monthly Esbats when covens gather to cast spells. Learn sacred etiquette
and how to erect an altar, cultivate a powerful magic persona, create a private group, carry
out public rituals, and more.
LADY PASSION (DIXIE DEERMAN), RN, NLC, HPS, is a seer, counselor, and registered nurse
with more than three decades’ experience as a clairvoyant psychic reader, divination expert,
and healer for clients from every continent and every walk of life.
*DIUVEI (STEVE RASMUSSEN) is High Priest of Coven Oldenwilde. His magical specialties are
astrology, music, and wordcraft—each of which he has also plied in the mundane world as a
professional astrologer, computer musicologist, and journalist for an alt-weekly newspaper.
ISBN 9781454926771 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 144 pages (all in 2-color)
6 × 8 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Written by authors of the popular Goodly Spellbook (more than 14,000 sold in its
most recent edition)

■■

Illustrated throughout

NOVEMBER 2017

The Book of Self-Care
Remedies for Healing Mind, Body, and Soul
by Mary Beth Janssen
Never has the idea of mindfully checking in with ourselves and creating a “whole body”
health—health that’s more than simply the absence of illness—been so appealing. In this
guide to self-care, wellness educator Mary Beth Janssen offers practices to heal mind,
body, and soul. She profiles a range of activities and exercises, including: karma cleanses,
meditation and breathwork, emotional housecleaning, setting boundaries, deep sleep
and beauty rituals, and more.

ISBN 9781454926313 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 176 pages (all in 2-color)
5 1/2 × 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos

MARY BETH JANSSEN is a highly respected wellness and beauty educator who speaks
at prestigious events worldwide. She is a certified MindBody health / Ayurveda educator
for the Chopra Center for Well-Being—personally trained by Deepak Chopra, MD, and
partner, David Simon MD. She’s also a certified massage therapist, aromatherapist,
herbalist, master gardener, and a registered yoga teacher (through the Yoga Alliance), as
well as faculty for a college-level Green Certificate Program for adults that has now been
running successfully for three years (and a “Green” certificate for kids at summer camp!).
She writes the “Ask the Organic Beauty Expert” column for Organic Spa magazine and
has authored six books, including her most recent: Pleasure Healing: Mindful Practices
and Sacred Spa Rituals for Self Nurturing (New Harbinger). She serves clients in both
the health care and spa realms, such as Rush University Hospital, Edwards Hospital, and
Advocate Health Care Systems, as well as the Unity Wellness Group. She lives in Chicago.

NOVEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Increasingly popular term will resonate with a wide variety of readers

■■

Full of useful, practical exercises and tips

■■

A mind/body spa ritual in a book

■■

Beautifully designed throughout
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Find out what your pet is thinking with these guides to
the 100 most common behavioral traits of cats and dogs!

Cat Body Language
100 Ways to Read Their Signals
by Trevor Warner
From kneading their paws to meowing when you open a can of food, Cat Body Language
looks at the postures cats adopt in and around the home, with other felines and with
humans. It explains how cats generally react in stressful situations, such as when visiting
the vet, and features a section devoted to the cat’s most expressive body part: the tail.

ISBN 9781911163404 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 208 pages (all in color)
5 1/2 × 6 1/3 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Collins & Brown
NOVEMBER 2017

Dog Body Language
100 Ways to Read Their Signals
by Trevor Warner
How do dogs react on a walk, when greeting strangers, and after a fight? Find out the
meaning of their most typical behaviors with this guide to animal psychology. Learn why
they roll over, wag their tails, and bury bones in the backyard. A whole section is devoted to
puppyhood, providing insight into the early phases of a dog’s life and its socialization.

ISBN 9781911163411 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 208 pages (all in color)
5 1/2 × 6 1/3 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Collins & Brown
NOVEMBER 2017

TREVOR WARNER graduated with a degree in veterinary surgery from Edinburgh University.
He worked at animal hospitals and clinics in Sussex and Wiltshire, England, for over 18 years
before starting his own practice, where he offers a wide range of veterinary care, including
animal behavior clinics. He has many pets, including five cats, two dogs, a retired racehorse,
chickens, and geese.
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The Rolling Stones
Kings of Rock ‘n’ Roll
by Glenn Crouch
For more than 50 years, the Rolling Stones have rocked the world—and
they show no signs of stopping. Lavishly illustrated with photos of the
band and rare memorabilia, this unofficial publication tells the story
of the biggest act in popular music: the characters, events, songs,
and more from the long rollercoaster ride that has given die-hard fans
plenty of satisfaction.

Cover not final

GLENN CROUCH has worked most of his life in the record industry,
from punk bands and HMV in London to the offices of BMG and Virgin
Records, where he was the senior product manager dealing with the
Rolling Stones for more than a decade. He worked with the Elvis estate,
Dolly Parton and Michelle Shocked at BMG, and with Van Morrison,
Iggy Pop, Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, and 30 Seconds to Mars at
Virgin. He is now an independent artist manager. He lives in London.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

2017 marks the 55th anniversary of the Rolling Stones’ first gig

■■

Their Exhibitionism exhibition is going on a world tour and will
visit 11 cities including New York, Sydney, and Tokyo in 2017
and 2018

■■

The Stones released their first new studio album in over a
decade in December 2016. Blue & Lonesome is their 25th
studio album

■■

Documents the band’s extraordinary career decade
by decade, album by album, and member by member,
accompanied by 130 images and 30 items of fascinating
memorabilia reproduced on the page

■■

The Stones have played in front of 1,500,000 people, set the
record for the highest-grossing tour of all time, and released a
hit record in every decade since the 1960s

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781787390089 • $35.00 (NCR)
Hardcover • 192 pages (130 color & b/w photos)
9 5/8 x 11 1/8 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
NOVEMBER 2017
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‘68
A Revolutionary Year in Photographs
by Carlo Batà and Gianni Morelli
Take a photographic journey through the most revolutionary year of the
twentieth century. This stunning book captures 1968 in all its glory and
turbulence—its social unrest, political turmoil, and cultural upheaval.
Here are the groundbreaking space missions, Summer of Love,
shocking assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King,
hippies and global protests, and of course the era’s groundbreaking
films, theater, and music, all presented chronologically.
CARLO BATÀ is an author, editor, and freelance translator. In addition
to working with various Italian newspapers, he has taught Spanish
and Literature at the Università degli Studi di Napoli L’Orientale and
has published biographies of various politicians of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

Cover not final

GIANNI MORELLI has written novels, short stories, nonfiction, textbooks, and film synopses. He is one of the founding collaborators of
the Italian ClupGuide series, and has edited books in the series for
more than 20 years. Gianni has supervised several publications for
White Star Publishers, including The 100 Photographs that Changed
the World.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Each photo includes an explanatory text that puts the event
in context

■■

The images are presented in chronological order

ISBN 9788854411753 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 224 pages
(color & b/w photos throughout)
9 1/2 × 11 1/4
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers
NOVEMBER 2017
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The Most Influential People of Our Time
by Carlo Batà, Roberto Mottadelli, Gianni Morelli
From architect Le Corbusier, astronaut Neil Armstrong, and the Beatles to Coco Chanel,
Martin Luther King Jr., and Facebook creator Mark Zuckerberg, these 56 people indelibly
changed our world—for better and for worse. The varied list includes musicians and
painters, innovators in science and technology, explorers, industrialists, spiritual
leaders, and politicians. Brief descriptive bios, accompanied by archival photos, explain
each person’s achievements.
Cover not final

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

ISBN 9788854411746 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 224 pages
(b/w photos throughout)
9 1/2 × 11 1/4
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers

Features scientists, researchers, and explorers who pushed the frontiers of human
knowledge; brilliant inventors; artists, musicians, and stylists; great industrialists
and politicians; and activists and spiritual leaders. The list includes: Muhammad Ali,
Kemal Ataturk, Marie Curie, Winston Churchill, Jacques Yves Cousteau, Walt Disney,
Bob Dylan, Thomas Edison, Albert Einstein, Henry Ford, Sigmund Freud, Gandhi, Steve
Jobs, Frida Kahlo, John F. Kennedy, Vladimir Lenin, Auguste & Louis Lumière, Emmeline
Pankhurst, Eva Peron, Pablo Picasso, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and many more!

NOVEMBER 2017

Behind the Camera
The Most Legendary Photographers of All Time
by Marco Santini and Alessandro Gandolfi

Cover not final

From Cecil Beaton’s celebrity shots to Robert Capa’s wartime images, this remarkable
collection gathers the work of 18 groundbreaking photographers. Each is a master of the
art, and the international selection includes Margaret Bourke-White, Dorothea Lange,
Robert Doisneau, Sebastião Salgado, Werner Bischof, Abbas Attar, and Annie Leibovitz.
On page after page, we see how they conveyed a specific vision of reality through the
subjects, techniques, and styles they embraced.
MARCO SANTINI has worked as a journalist for 20 years, and he specializes in travel,
food, and wine, and in interior design reporting. He writes for important tourism and
specialist periodicals, both in Italy and abroad. An author of guides and books, he has
taught photography and organized photographic exhibitions in Italy.
ISBN 9788854411760 • $34.95 ($38.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 224 pages
(b/w photos throughout)
9 1/2 × 11 1/4
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers
NOVEMBER 2017

ALESSANDRO GANDOLFI has been a photojournalist since 2001. After graduating in
philosophy and attending journalism school, he worked as a reporter in the editorial
departments of La Repubblica in Milan and Rome. His photographic reporting has
appeared in various publications in Italy and abroad and his photographs have been
exhibited in international shows. He won two National Geographic Best Edit Awards
(in 2010 and 2011) for two photographic pieces that appeared in the Italian edition of
National Geographic.
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The Art of Camouflage in Nature
by Anna Levin

Cover not final

Through their extraordinary ability to camouflage themselves,
animals become invisible to both predators and prey. These incredible
images, from the prestigious Nature Picture Library, capture wild
creatures “hiding” in a variety of environments. See how polar
animals’ white fur blends with the snow; how insects resemble the
leaves in the forest; and how an octopus changes the color of its skin
to match the ocean floor.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Nature in its most hidden aspects is revealed in this exceptional
collection of images

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9788854411814 • $39.95 ($44.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 208 pages (all in color)
15 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers

The Magic Moment
ISBN 9788854410688
$39.95 ($44.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
15 1/8 x 10 7/8
Territory: US/Can

NOVEMBER 2017
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PoMo
Postmodern Buildings in Britain
by Elain Harwood, Geraint Franklin
Historian Elain Harwood celebrates a controversial architectural style with a
fascinating discussion of its background, key concepts, and finest examples. Each
lavishly illustrated entry discusses one British building’s unique characteristics, and
provides information on its architect. Eye-opening examples include No 1 Poultry, by
James Stirling; the National Gallery’s Sainsbury Wing, by Robert Venturi; the striking
TV-am studios in Camden; and the iconic SIS Building.
Cover not final

ELAIN HARWOOD is the historian at English Heritage responsible for its post-war
research and listing program. Her publications on the subject include Tayler and Green
with Alan Powers (Prince of Wales’s Institute of Architecture) and many articles for
Twentieth-Century Architecture, the journal of the Twentieth Century Society.

ISBN 9781849944502 • $35.00 ($39.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 176 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
NOVEMBER 2017

GERAINT FRANKLIN is an architectural historian from Historic England. He is the author
of a forthcoming book on the firm, Howell Killick Partridge & Amis. It will be published in
June 2017 in collaboration with RIBA and the Twentieth Century Society

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The perfect book for anyone with an interest in architecture at a time when this
fascinating architectural style gets an honest appraisal

■■

The first accessible book on British Postmodern architecture

■■

Written by Elain Harwood, author of England’s Post-War Listed Buildings

Hidden Villages of Britain
Histories and Tradition Past and Present
by Clare Gogerty
Based on the successful Channel 4 television series, this delightful travel guide
explores the most interesting and picturesque examples of British village life.
From cozy cottages in Cotswold to the Yorkshire moors, Hidden Villages of Britain
reveals the fascinating history, colorful characters, and curious customs unique to
each locale. Illustrated with iconic art by Brian Cook, it’s perfect for vacationers and
armchair travelers alike.

ISBN 9781849944489 • $22.95 ($25.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 192 pages (all in color)
9 1/4 ×8 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford

CLARE GOGERTY is an award-winning editor and writer. She is the former editor of
Coast magazine and is also the author of The National Trust Book of the Coast (Pavilion).
She writes on a variety of subjects including UK travel, homes, and interiors.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

An exploration of the most interesting and beautiful examples of British
village life

■■

A TV tie-in with Reef TV, the studio behind Channel 4’s Penelope Keith’s
Hidden Villages

■■

Features iconic illustrations from Brian Cook’s Batsford books, as well as stills
from Penelope Keith’s Hidden Villages and current images of the villages

NOVEMBER 2017
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The Gilded Age

Gilded
Gilded
the 2
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Age
A

overture to th e a m erica n century
5
a la n a xelrod

ISBN 9781454925750 • $26.95 ($30.00 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 272 pages
(all in color)
6 3/4 × 8 3/4 • Carton Qty: 16
Territory: W
Sterling

Overture to the American Century
by Alan Axelrod
The Gilded Age—the name Mark Twain coined to refer to the period of rapid economic
growth in America between the 1870s and 1900—is in the air again! Noted historian Alan
Axelrod explores “this intense era in all its dimensions,” looking at how the “overture
of the American Century” presaged our own time. Photographs, political cartoons,
engravings, and other ephemera help bring this fascinating period into focus.
ALAN AXELROD Is the author of more than 65 books, including Profiles in Audacity and
the CEO and Real History series (all Sterling). He was the coauthor of The New York Times
bestseller What Every American Should Know About American History (with Charles
Phillips; Adams Media Corporation) as well as the Businessweek bestsellers Patton on
Leadership and Elizabeth I, CEO (both Prentice Hall). He has appeared on MSNBC, the
Discovery Channel, CNN, Fox, and numerous radio news and talk programs, including
NPR. Axelrod and his work have been featured in Businessweek, Fortune, Men’s Health,
Cosmopolitan, and many newspapers, including USA Today.

NOVEMBER 2017

The Royal Navy
100 Years of Maritime Warfare in the Modern Age
by Major General Julian Thompson, foreword by Dan Snow
Without the Royal Navy, Britain might have lost two world wars, and even ceased to
exist. This book salutes the service’s incredible achievements and examines how it
protected Britain’s shores and interests over the past century. Complete with 15 items
of removable memorabilia, it covers everything from the northern patrol convoys,
to sophisticated amphibious operations, to the Royal Navy’s role fighting piracy and
handling humanitarian crises.

ISBN 9780233004860 • $60.00 (NCR)
Hardcover with Slipcase • 80 pages
(200 color & b/w photos)
10 × 11 7/8 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books

JULIAN THOMPSON RMC served in the Royal Marines for 34 years, during which time
he commanded operations at all levels from platoon to brigade. His period of command
included the Falklands War of 1982, in which he commanded the 3rd Commando Brigade
of three Royal Marines Commandos and the two battalions of the Parachute Regiment.
He is now a visiting professor at the Department of War Studies at King’s College,
London, and Chairman of a company that advises the shipping industry on combatting
piracy. He regularly appears on television as an authority on military history and has
written 16 books on the subject, including The Somme & Verdun: 1916 Remembered, and
also coauthored The Gallipoli Experience (both published by Andre Deutsch).

NOVEMBER 2017
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A to Z Chess Tactics
by George Huczek
With clear, informative definitions of all key terms from Castling to
Zugzwang, this chess dictionary is essential for anyone looking to
improve their play. Illustrated games from past chess masters and
grandmasters show the techniques in action, and there are exercises
to strengthen your growing skills. You’ll learn to seize opportunities
and avoid traps, no matter what your level of play.
GEORGE HUCZEK is a CCCA (Canadian Correspondence Chess
Association) Senior Candidate Master and was on the CFC (Canadian
Chess Federation) Board of Governors. George is currently a retired
high school science and computer science teacher and lives in
Canada. A to Z Chess Tactics is his first book.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Perfect for chess players who are looking to expand their tactic
repertoire and gain understanding of basic moves

■■

Written in an accessible dictionary format, this book allows
readers to dip in and out or read as a whole

■■

Written in a clear, concise, and easy-to-understand way. This
book also contains instructive tournament examples and teachyourself exercises to cement understanding

ISBN 9781849944465 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 304 pages
6 1/8 ×9 1/4 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA
Batsford
NOVEMBER 2017
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Also Available

David vs Goliath
Chess

Logical Chess
Move By Move

ISBN 9781849941648
$22.95 ($24.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7 1/2 x 9 3/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

ISBN 9781849943574
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
6 1/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

ISBN 9780713484649
$21.95 ($24.95 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/2 x 8 1/2
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

The Most Instructive
Games of Chess
Ever Played

My 60
Memorable Games

ISBN 9781849941617
$23.95 ($25.95 CAN)
Paperback
6 1/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

ISBN 9781906388300
$22.95 ($25.95 CAN)
Paperback
6 1/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

What It Takes to
Become a
Chess Master

What It Takes to
Become a
Grandmaster

ISBN 9781849940269
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
6 1/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

ISBN 9781849943390
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback
6 1/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

The Batsford
Book of Chess
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Pawn Structure
Chess
ISBN 9781849940702
$21.95 ($24.95 CAN)
Paperback
6 1/8 x 9 1/4
Territory: US/Can/Mex/
SA/CA

100 Pocket Puzzles

Each of these cute pocket-sized packages contains 100 quick and fun word puzzles! Whether you’re a word search wizard or a brainteaser buff,
these books will help train your brain! They feature word searches, crosswords, word wheels, code words, and all manner of verbal conundrums to
test puzzlers of all skill levels. And don’t worry. You don’t have to know anything about gardens, famous Britons, or kings and queens to do these.
In fact, they’re a great way to pick up interesting trivia as you solve the clues!
$8.95 ($10.95 CAN) • Paperback • 144 pages (all in 2-color) • 4 1/2 x 6 3/4 • Territory: US/Can/Mex/SA/CA • National Trust • NOVEMBER 2017

100 Pocket Puzzles:
Gardens & Flowers

100 Pocket Puzzles:
Great Britons

100 Pocket Puzzles:
Kings & Queens

Crosswords, Wordsearches and
Brainteasers of all Kinds

Crosswords, Wordsearches and
Brainteasers of all Kinds

Crosswords, Wordsearches and
Brainteasers of all Kinds

ISBN 9781911358282

ISBN 9781911358275

ISBN 9781911358268

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Packed with word searches, crosswords, and brainteasers to test all
skill levels

■■

A great way to learn while having fun!

■■

A list of solutions can be found at the back of the book
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The Complete Ironman®
Guide to Competing in the Ultimate Endurance Race
by Bob Babbitt
Ironman is, arguably, the world&rsquo;s toughest athletic competition, with a 2.4-mile swim,
112-mile cycle ride, and 26.2-mile marathon run. This official illustrated book celebrates
every aspect of the race, from its history and legendary competitors to its major global
events, and provides practical advice on how to succeed at this demanding contest. Written
by acclaimed expert Bob Babbitt, The Complete Ironman captures the spirit of this unique
competition.
BOB BABBITT has been to every Ironman Triathlon World Championship since 1980. He
has finished the event six times and covered it countless times. He is regarded as the
world&rsquo;s leading Ironman expert. As an author, he has written a number of Ironman
books, including 30 Years of Ironman (Meyer & Meyer Fachverlag und Buchhandel GmbH).
ISBN 9781780979885 • $29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 192 pages
(150 color & b/w photos)
9 x 11 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
NOVEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

“Swim 2.4 miles. Bike 112 miles. Run 26.2 miles. Brag for the rest of your life!” This is the
ultimate official illustrated celebration of the world’s toughest, most revered endurance race

■■

Ironman is a major global sports brand and holds more than 225 events worldwide with over
250,000 athletes participating from 200 different countries

■■

Illustrated with more than 150 amazing photographs, many previously unpublished The
Ironman website attracts 144 million annual hits globally, 106 million of which are in North
America, and boasts over one million social media followers

Total Running
Get Fitter, Go Further, Run Faster
In association with Women’s Running and Men’s Running magazines
Today, more and more people are running to stay fit—and many are participating in halfmarathons, marathons, and extreme events. This authoritative book is aimed at the legions of
casual runners, from beginners looking to complete their first mile to long-timers eyeing ultracompetitive races. Along with annotated photographs and step-by-step instructional images,
Total Running provides exercise and nutrition advice so you’ll do your best.

ISBN 9781780979922 • $29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 192 pages
(400 color photos & illus.)
9 x 11 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
NOVEMBER 2017

Wild Bunch Media, the publisher of Men’s Running and Women’s Running, was formed in
2010 by Nick Troop—previously Publishing Director of Runner’s World. The magazines were an
instant success, winning the IPA Consumer Magazine of the Year award in their very first year,
along with the PPA Customer Direct Magazine of the Year award in 2011. Known both for their
consistently strong editorial content, they have since won further awards such as Consumer
Media Brand of the Year and Social Media Campaign of the Year.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Produced in association with Men’s Running and Women’s Running magazines, a premier UKbased running brand published by Wild Bunch Media

■■

With a combined circulation of 40,000, Men’s Running and Women’s Running are two of the most
dynamic new magazines on the market, with high-quality multi-award winning editorial content

■■

This book pulls together in one volume everything runners need to know—whatever level they are

■■

Richly illustrated with annotated photographs and detailed step-by-step images

■■

The global running market is huge and growing. In the US more than 60 million people ran or
jogged in the past 12 months—a figure that continues to increase every year. The number of
marathon runners worldwide has increased by 15 percent in the last five years
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The Official NHL Hockey Treasures
Centennial Edition
by Dan Diamond & Eric Zweig,
with a foreword by Gary B. Bettman, NHL Commissioner
Celebrate the centenary of the National Hockey League with this fully
revised and updated edition of The Official NHL Hockey Treasures. It
tells the story of the sport through hundreds of photographs and an
exhaustively researched text. As always, it covers the great players
and games, and scores with 30 awesome interactive facsimiles of
hockey memorabilia—including newspaper articles, letters, player
contracts, collectible hockey cards, and more.

Cover not final

DAN DIAMOND wrote Treasures of the National Hockey League
(Carlton). He is the publisher of the National Hockey League Official
Guide & Record Book (Triumph Books) and editor of the Total Hockey
Encyclopedia (Total Sports). Dan also produced category-defining
large-format illustrated books to mark the NHL’s 75th anniversary
in 1991 and the centennial of the Stanley Cup in 1992, and created
comprehensive media guides in print and online for the Winter
Olympics and World Cup of Hockey. He lives and works in Toronto.
ERIC ZWEIG has worked with Dan Diamond on the NHL Official Guide
& Record Book and other publications since 1996. He is also the author
of nearly 30 other books about sports and sports history, both fiction
and nonfiction, for adults and children, since 1992. Eric is a member
of the Society for International Hockey Research and the Society for
American Baseball Research. He also lives in Toronto.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Contains more than 30 items of removable facsimile memorabilia that are so well produced readers will feel they’re holding
the originals!

■■

Fully authorized and produced in partnership with the National
Hockey League, and written by well-known hockey authors

■■

This edition, published to celebrate the NHL’s centenary, has
been fully revised and updated to include the 2015–16 Stanley
Cup won by the Pittsburgh Penguins

■■

Superstars such as Sidney Crosby, Alexander Ovechkin, Patrick
Kane, and Steven Stamkos have led to an increase in interest in
the NHL. Almost 21.5 million fans watched regular-season NHL
games in 2015–16, an average of 17,482 per game

■■

More than five million fans watched the 2015–16 Stanley Cup
finals series

NEW EDITION
ISBN 9781787390119 • $50.00 (NCR)
Boxed Set • 96 pages (265 color & b/w photos)
10 1/4 x 11 3/4
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
NOVEMBER 2017
November
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The World of Soccer
by Keir Radnedge
Celebrate the most popular sport on the planet with this comprehensive coverage
of international soccer. Fully illustrated, with graphic information for every
entry, The World of Soccer examines the history and development of the game,
its legendary players, clubs, international teams, notable coaches, and stadia. It
contains all statistics up to and through 2016, and provides in-depth information
on the major competitions.

ISBN 9781787390218 • $34.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 272 pages (all in color)
81/2 x 11 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books • NOVEMBER 2017

World Soccer Records 2018
by Keir Radnedge
The bestselling guide to the world’s most popular sport—updated! Soccer’s profile
has never been higher—and it continues to grow. This ninth edition of World Soccer
Records is a must for every fan, with the latest record-breaking achievements of 37
featured nations, including a sidebar with key stats, as well as updates and records
for most of the other 172 full members of FIFA.

ISBN 9781787390133 • $29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 256 pages
(575 color & b/w photos)
81/16 x 10 9/16 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books • NOVEMBER 2017

KEIR RADNEDGE has been covering soccer for more than 50 years and has written
countless books on the subject, from tournament guides to comprehensive and highly
respected encyclopedias. His distinguished career in journalism includes covering
sport for the Daily Mail, the Guardian, and other newspapers and magazines in the
UK and internationally. He is a former editor of World Soccer, generally recognized as
the premier English-language magazine on global soccer. In addition to his writing,
Keir has been a regular analyst for cable television news channel CNN and in the UK
for BBC radio and television, as well as Sky Sports.

World Rugby Records
by Chris Hawkes
The IRB Rugby World Cup 2015 was magnificent—and World Rugby Records looks
back at that exciting event and forward to RWC 2019 in Japan. Fully updated to
include the 2016–17 season, it’s ideal for fans eager to learn more about international
rugby and its great history—including the legendary feats of recent sporting heroes
and contemporary stars. Action-packed photos bring the sport to life.

ISBN 9781787390003 • $29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 192 pages
(380 color & b/w photos)
8 1/16 x 10 9/16 • Territory: US Only
Carlton Books • NOVEMBER 2017

CHRIS HAWKES played professional cricket for Leicestershire CCC, as well as
sampling club cricket around the world, before moving into publishing. He edited
the bestselling Cricketer’s Who’s Who annual (Queen Anne Press) for many years
and has written numerous books on cricket and other sporting topics, including The
Complete Encyclopedia of Golf, 1001 Sporting Records, and World Twenty20 Annual
2009 (all published by Carlton). He is also in demand as a sporting analyst on both
radio and television. He lives in London.
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Porsche
The Legendary Models
Rendering by Marco De Fabianis Manferto, text by Andrea Rapelli

Cover not final

With cars that perform beautifully and have unmistakable style, Porsche holds a special
place in the heart of every car enthusiast. This breathtaking volume captures the
company’s milestones, from its origins to the brand’s huge success. It includes a unique
foldout section featuring the 40 most representative models ever created by Porsche,
from the first 356 to the 911 of the 991 series.

ISBN 9788854411777 • $45.00 ($50.00 CAN)
Hardcover • 212 pages (all in color)
9 1/2 x 11 7/8
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers
NOVEMBER 2017

MARCO DE FABIANIS MANFFERTO received a Diploma in Industrial Design, followed
by a Master’s Degree in Product Design, from the Istituto Europeo di Design (IED) of
Milan. He then specialized in 3D modeling at the Politecnico di Milano. For White Star
Publishers, he has done the renderings for the volumes Ferrari: The Legendary Models,
Harley-Davidson: The Legendary Models, and Combat Aircraft: The Legendary Models
from World War I to the Present Day. He has also served as a consultant on various books
about music and edited Heavy Metal: From Hard Rock to Extreme Metal, also by White
Star Publishers.
Journalist ANDREA RAPELLI, a motor enthusiast from an early age, began his professional
career on the editorial staff of Auto Oggi, Panoramauto, and EVO Italy. He collaborated
with the monthly Automotive, Autorama, and Ruoteclassiche, and the TV show TV
Yellow. He specializes in production vehicles and road tests and loves classic cars and
motorcycles. For White Star Publishers he wrote Motorcycles: The Legendary Models
and, as coauthor, the book Cabriolet. Today, he works with the website Motorbox.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Each model is enhanced with accurate high-resolution 3D renderings and detailed
data sheets that take the reader on a fascinating and exciting journey

World Formula 1 Records 2018
by Bruce Jones
The seventh edition of the popular record book is now updated to include the thrilling
2016 season! Focused exclusively on the most glamorous of all racing competitions, this
fan favorite highlights the great battles for the World Drivers’ Championship and the
Constructors’ Cup since they began. Along with fantastic action photography, it features
hundreds of stories and statistics covering the legendary drivers, teams, and tracks.
BRUCE JONES is one of the best-known faces and voices in motor racing and a pit-lane
regular at all of the world’s Formula 1 circuits. A former editor of Autosport magazine,
he has written numerous books including World Motorsport Records, 65 Years of the
Formula One Championship, Grand Prix Yesterday & Today, The Treasures of Formula
One, and The Complete Encyclopedia of Formula One (all published by Carlton). He lives
in Wiltshire, England.

KEY SELLING POINTS

NEW EDITION
ISBN 9781780979991 • $29.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 192 pages
(380 color & b/w photos)
81/16 x 10 9/16
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books

■■

Fully revised and updated to include the 2016 Formula 1 season, and packed with
stories, stats, and 380 color photographs, this fantastic book of trivia is suitable for
readers of all ages

■■

Formula 1 motor racing is a global sport with 21 Grands Prix races on every continent
except Africa; there are three F1 GPs in North and Central America in 2017, at Montreal,
Canada, Austin, Texas, and Mexico City, Mexico

NOVEMBER 2017

■■

American drivers Phil Hill (1961) and Mario Andretti (1978) have been Drivers’ World
Champions; the Haas F1 team from the United States entered the Constructors’ Cup
for the first time in 2016
November
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Power Bowls

POWER
BOWLS

Delicious, Perfectly Balanced Meals in a Bowl
by Christal Sczebel, C.H.N.
Power up with these 100 delicious, perfectly balanced meals in a bowl—
all designed to deliver a targeted blast of energy that will sustain you
throughout the day. Every one contains only wholesome ingredients,
from whole grains, vegetables, and nuts to high-quality proteins and
healthy fats. So whether you’re breakfasting on nutty quinoa porridge,
lunching on coconut and lemongrass veggie rice, or dining on Niçoise
kale and salmon, these bowls will do you good!

DELICIOUS, PERFECTLY BALANCED MEALS TO BOOST
AND SUSTAIN YOU THROUGH THE DAY

CHRISTAL SCZEBEL, CHN, is a Certified Holistic Nutritionist, based
in Edmonton, AB, Canada, where she is the owner of Pure & Simple
Nutrition, a health and wellness business specializing in whole-foodsfocused online and in-person nutritional consulting services. She is
the author of Energy Balls (Chronicle) and NutritionistInTheKitch.com,
a blog dedicated to her love of healthy eating and fitness.

CHRISTAL SCZEBEL, CHN
Founder of Nutritionist in the Kitch
& Pure and Simple Nutrition

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

According to food-industry consulting firm Technomic, bowls
are definitely a trend with traction, and have seen a 29.7% rise
in the entrée category over a five-year period. (Business Insider,
2/17/2016).

■■

Under the #bowl hashtag, which has millions of posts attached
to it, nearly half of the pictures show healthy “power bowls"

■■

Bowls have gone mainstream. They’re on the menu at fastcasual spots like the rapidly growing Sweetgreen chain, trendy
Inday in the NoMad, Panera, and hip sit-down restaurants like
Jack’s Wife Freda and Egg Shop

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on culinary and healthy eating blogs and websites

■■

Trade advertising

ISBN 9781454926993 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 192 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 x 8 1/2
Territory: WENG
Sterling Epicure
JANUARY 2018
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How to Eat Healthy

JAMES WONG

Supercharge Your Nutrition with Science

HOW TO EAT BETTER

by James Wong with Dr. Emma Derbyshire
Caught between chasing the latest miracle ingredient and avoiding
the evil food du jour? How to Eat Healthy offers a straight-talking
scientist’s guide to making everyday foods healthier and tastier by
changing the way you select, store, and prepare them—like cooking
broccoli with mustard to increase its cancer-fighting potential tenfold.
No obscure ingredients or appliances here, just scientific evidence,
real food, and 80 easy, delicious, nutritious recipes.

Simple
science to
supercharge
nutrition

JAMES WONG is a botanist, broadcaster, and author. His books include
Grow Your Own Drugs (Simon & Schuster), Homegrown Revolution
(Weidenfeld & Nicholson), and Grow for Flavor (Firefly), and he is the
cohost of The Secrets of Your Food (PBS). He lives in London.

Cover not final

EMMA DERBYSHIRE, PhD, RNutr, is a registered public health nutritionist and an award-winning health writer with more than 100
peer-reviewed publications in the fields of nutrition and public health.
For more than a decade, she was a senior lecturer in human nutrition
and physiology and now is director of Nutritional Insight Limited, a
nutrition consultancy. She lives in London.

How to Shop, Store & Cook
to Make Any Food a ‘Superfood’
Nutritional Consultant: Dr Emma Derbyshire

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Author is cohosting a three-part PBS series, The Secrets of Your
Food, which airs in May 2017

■■

Author is a plant science expert who trained at Royal Botanic
Gardens at Kew in London

■■

Features tons of tips about maximizing the nutrients in your food
and more than 80 recipes
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CARROTS

CARROT CAKE GRANOLA

200G
CARROTS
50G PITTED
DATES, CHOPPED

The sweet flavour and beautiful colour of carrots make them a superversatile way to sneak extra veg into all sorts of meals as a replacement
for carbs – even at breakfast. This simple granola ditches the sky-high
added-sugar content of many traditional recipes in favour of loads of
fruit, veg and nuts – which make up 60 per cent of each serving.

ADD all the remaining
ingredients to the cooled
carrots and toss together
to combine the mix into a
moist rubble.

MAKES 500G
PREP TIME 15 MINUTES,
PLUS COOLING
COOK TIME 45 MINUTES

PREHEAT the oven to 180°C/Gas Mark 4.
50G COCONUT
SHAVINGS

1 TSP GROUND
NUTMEG
50G PUMPKIN
SEEDS

RETURN to the oven and bake for
another 30 minutes. Mix halfway through
baking to ensure even cooking. The granola will crisp
up on cooling. Store in an airtight container.

GRATE the carrots on the thickest setting of your
grater, then squeeze out the excess juice. Sprinkle the
orange juice over the shavings (this will help retain
their colour) and toss to combine.
SPREAD out the carrot gratings in a large baking tin
and bake for 15 minutes. Remove from the oven and
leave to cool for 10 minutes, leaving the oven on.

1 TSP
CINNAMON
1 TSP GROUND
GINGER

FINELY
GRATED ZEST
OF 1 ORANGE

DITCH THE MILK
Instead of having a massive bowl of granola with milk, which makes it instantly soggy (why does anyone do that,
anyway?), I like to serve just a few tablespoons as a crunchy sprinkle on a bowl of fruit and protein-packed Greek
yogurt. A simple way to up the fruit and veg content even further while slashing calories almost in half.

100G PECAN
NUTS

200G ROLLED
OATS

150G GRANOLA,
200ML MILK AND
25G FRUIT
ABOUT 750
CALORIES

2 TBSP ORANGE JUICE
2 TBSP OLIVE OIL
2 TSP VANILLA EXTRACT

50G GRANOLA,
200ML GREEK YOGURT
AND 100G FRUIT
ABOUT 400
CALORIES

1 EGG WHITE

2 TBSP CLEAR HONEY
(OPTIONAL )
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NOW, THE FOOD! – VEGETABLES

WINTER SQUASHES

PUMPKIN & CORNMEAL HOECAKES

1

Puréed roast squash works its magic here too, giving this soul-food favourite a richer, more
caramelized flavour and a healthy 25 per cent dose of extra veg to boot. As easy to make
as they are indulgent, these hoecakes work well with any topping, savoury or sweet.

MAKES 10–12 HOECAKES
PREP TIME 15 MINUTES,
PLUS STANDING
COOK TIME 15 MINUTES
200G ROAST PUMPKIN (SEE PAGE 102 FOR
HOW TO ROAST WINTER SQUASH)
250G POLENTA OR CORNMEAL
3 EGGS
LARGE PINCH OF SALT
1 TSP MIXED SPICE
3 TBSP MELTED BUTTER, PLUS EXTRA FOR FRYING
FINELY GRATED ZEST OF 1 LEMON
2 TBSP GRANULATED STEVIA (BAKING BLEND)

BLITZ together the pumpkin, polenta, eggs,
salt, mixed spice, melted butter, lemon zest and
stevia in a food processor. Leave to stand for
5–10 minutes to let the polenta rehydrate.

100G PLAIN FLOUR

2

MED STYLE

THAI STYLE

Make the batter as opposite, omitting the stevia.
Fold 50g grated halloumi and 4 chopped fresh
figs into the batter before frying. Serve with
sliced figs, orange blossom honey, finely grated
orange zest and a few mint leaves.

Make the batter as opposite, folding in
50g desiccated coconut and the finely grated
zest of ½ lime before frying. Serve with
chopped mango, passionfruit pulp, shredded
coconut and extra finely grated lime zest.

ADD the flour, baking powder and milk and blitz
again to make a batter.
HEAT 1 tsp butter in a large frying pan, then drop
2 tbsp of the mixture per hoecake into the pan,
making sure they are well spaced apart. Cook
over a medium heat for 2–3 minutes on each side
until cooked through. Remove from the pan and
keep warm in a low oven until all the hoecakes
are made.

VARIATIONS

3

4

MEXICAN STYLE

AMERICAN STYLE

Make the batter as opposite, omitting the stevia.
Fold 50g grated mild cheese and 50g sweetcorn
into the batter before frying. Top each serving
with sliced avocado, red chilli slivers, and a little
extra grated mild cheese.

Make the batter as opposite, folding in
50g chopped pecan nuts before frying.
Serve with sliced banana, blueberries,
extra pecan nuts and maple syrup.

1 TSP BAKING POWDER
100ML MILK

ISBN 9781454928430 • $24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 224 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 x 9 1/2 • Carton Qty: 14
Territory: US/Can
Sterling Epicure
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Good Housekeeping
400 Flat Tummy Recipes & Tips
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping
Banish the belly bloat 400 ways with Good Housekeeping!
Everyone wants a flat tummy—and this entry in Good Housekeeping’s
popular 400-recipe series is the go-to book for anyone trying to slim
down or stay slim. All these recipes focus on complex grains, lean
meats, fish, fruit, and veggies, while cutting out white refined starch
such as bread and pasta and many processed foods. From Huevos
Rancheros and Autumn Squash Salad to Mussels in Saffron-Tomato
Broth and Beef Burgundy, these dishes make looking good very tasty!
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (goodhousekeeping.com) is a leading lifestyle
media brand inspiring a monthly audience of 30+ million readers to
discover genius innovations, delicious ideas, style-savvy trends,
compelling news, and best-in-class products for their homes, families,
and themselves. The Good Housekeeping Institute’s state-of-the-art
labs combined with Good Housekeeping’s seasoned editorial talent
and renowned test kitchen is unparalleled. In addition to its US
flagship, Good Housekeeping publishes five editions around the world.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Past titles in the Good Housekeeping “400” series have sold
very well

■■

Great price point for so many recipes; it makes a good
impulse purchase

■■

The book fits well in the booming dietary cookbook market and is
timed to release for New Year, New You

■■

Good Housekeeping 400 Recipes for a Flat Tummy is aimed
at women who want to lose the belly fat—an evergreen audience

ALSO AVAILABLE

Good Housekeeping
400 Healthy Recipes
ISBN 9781618371102 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 6 1/2 x 9 1/2
Territory: WEX UK

ISBN 9781618372383 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 480 pages (all in color)
6 1/2 × 9 1/2 • Carton Qty: 10
Territory: WEX UK
Hearst

Good Housekeeping
400 Heart Healthy Recipes & Tips
ISBN 9781618371980 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 6 1/2 x 9 1/2
Territory: WEX UK

DECEMBER 2017
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Cosmo’s Wildest Sex Games
10 Steamy Adventures to Take
Your Lust to a New Level
by From the Editors of Cosmopolitan
Ready to walk on the wild side? Let the creators of the bestselling
Cosmo’s Steamy Sex Games and Cosmo’s Truth or Dare take you there!
From fun, fearless fantasies to XXX-rated dares to seductively spicy
sexts, Cosmo’s new card deck turns the heat up in your bedroom.
Enjoy the “Hottest. Week. Ever." with increasingly erotic positions,
or move your lovemaking to whatever lusty location a card sends
you. Dares, dirty decisions, Tantric touches . . . let the smokin’, sexy
games begin!
COSMOPOLITAN is the bible for young women who want to lead fun,
fearless lives and reaches more than 17 million readers a month in the
US. It is the biggest magazine in the world, with 61 international editions.

ALSO AVAILABLE

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Cosmo sex decks have sold more than a million copies

■■

This is Cosmo’s first new sex deck since 2013. The market is
panting for this one!

ISBN 9781618372161 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Card Deck • 208 pages (104 full-color cards)
3  3/8 × 4 3/8 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W
Hearst
JANUARY 2018

Cosmo Kama Sutra
The Sex Deck

Cosmo’s
365 Naughty Nights

Cosmo’s
Steamy Sex Games

ISBN 9781618371614
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Card Deck
4 1/8 x 4 15/16
Territory: W

ISBN 9781618371133
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Card Deck
3  3/8 x 4  3/8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781618371140
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Card Deck
3  3/8 x 4  3/8
Territory: W

Cosmo’s
Kinky Sex Games

Cosmo’s
Truth or Dare

ISBN 9781618370853
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Card Deck
3  3/8 x 4  3/8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781618371157
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Card Deck
3  3/8 x 4  3/8
Territory: W
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A Hospice Nurse Addresses the Most Common Questions

Revised &
Updated

Living
—Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)

by Karen Whitley Bell, RN,
Foreword by Charles G. Sasser, MD

at the End of Life

This warm and informative resource on hospice and other end-of-life care options gets
an update, with a new preface and revised guidance on long-term care and support,
recommendations on pain medications, and advice for those living extended lives with
treatable, but not curable, diseases. Written by a hospice nurse, this insightful book reassures
us that this difficult time also offers an opportunity to explore a richer meaning in life.

A HOSPICE N U R SE A DDR ESSES
T HE MOST COMMON QU ESTIONS

KAREN WHITLEY BELL, RN, CHPN, is a hospice nurse with over two decades of experience.
She lives in Seattle, where she advocates for the rights of the dying and the advancement of
hospice care.

KEY SELLING POINTS

Karen Whitley Bell, RN
Foreword by Charles G. Sasser, MD

■■

Has come to be a respected book on hospice care both for patients and for those
working in hospice

■■

Previous edition sold 15,000 copies

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN 9781454928393 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback • 256 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 • Territory: W
Sterling Ethos
JANUARY 2018

THE THAI MASSAGE MANUAL

E

Cover design by Elizabeth Mihaltse / Cover image © Lachlan Currie
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Living at the End of Life

care

Living at the End of Life

“Bell’s powerful message is aimed at making sure the final months or days . . .
are well-lived, marked by peace, comfort, and a chance to say goodbye.”
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The Thai Massage Manual
MARIA MERCATI

Inside
THE THAI MASSAGE MANUAL:

MARIA MERCATI

THE
THAI MASSAGE
MANUAL
ORIENTAL THERAPY
FOR FLEXIBILITY,
RELAXATION AND
ENERGY BALANCE

by Maria Mercati

1

THE MUSCLES
Key Acupressure Points

2

THE MECHANICS OF THAI MASSAGE

3

THAI BODYWORK PROGRAMME
lesson one The Feet
lesson two The Feet & Legs
lesson three Both Legs & Back
lesson four Chest & Abdomen
lesson five Arms, Hands, Neck & Face
lesson six Lying on Either Side
lesson seven Prone – Lying Face Down
lesson eight The Sitting Position

4

TAILOR-MADE TREATMENTS
Massage Routines to Ease Chronic Pain
A Programme for Beginners

Thai Massage is the touch that enhances health, happiness, and wholeness—and with more
than 150 expertly demonstrated sequences unfolding on these pages, everyone can enjoy
its benefits.
Sometimes called “yoga in action,” Thai massage has worked its relaxing wonders for
millennia. Explore its secrets with a detailed program that includes ten complete lessons,
each concentrating on a particular part of the body. Full-color photographs of every move
match still shots with superimposed artwork that indicate the direction of the movements.
Each technique is clearly explained and its benefits—from improved flexibility to increased
vitality—detailed.
MARIA MERCATI has trained extensively throughout Asia to become on the world’s
acknowledged teachers and therapists in traditional Thai massage, Tui Na, acupuncture, and
Indonesian massage.

KEY SELLING POINTS

NEW EDITION
ISBN 9781454928560 • $17.95 ($20.95 CAN)

■■

Nicely designed

Paperback • 144 pages (all in color)
7x9
Territory: US/CAN
Sterling Ethos

■■

Easy-to-understand intro to a popular style of massage

■■

For both amateurs and those who would like to study it in more depth

JANUARY 2018

Praise for the previous edition of Thai Massage Manual:
“All of the techniques are shown in sharp color photographs that are pleasing to the eye.
Descriptions of the techniques are clear.” —Massage Therapy Journal

January
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The Little Book of Happiness
by Alain Cancilleri, Emma Altomare
“Happiness is not something you postpone for the future; it is something you design for
the present.” —entrepreneur and motivational speaker Jim Rohn. What is happiness? How
can you find it? Explore the many interpretations of the word, and be inspired, with this
magnificently designed collection of quotations.

Cover not final

EMMA ALTOMARE graduated from the University La Sapienza in Rome with a degree in
Communication Studies and attended a post-graduate Master’s program in publishing.
She later worked with various publishers, including White Star.

ISBN 9788854411784 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages
(color & b/w illus. throughout)
6 1/8 × 6 1/2 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers

After graduating from the Venturi Art Institute in Modena, ALAIN CANCILLERI attended
the Faculty of Arts and Philosophy at the University of Parma, majoring in Art History,
and then continued his studies at the International School of Illustration in Sàrmede. He
has worked as a graphic designer in Tuscany for several years and now lives in Faenza.

JANUARY 2018

The Little Book of Love
by Alain Cancilleri, Emma Altomare
“If you are not long, I will wait for you all my life.” —Oscar Wilde. Whether it’s a passion
that lasts a lifetime or an infatuation that burns out like a candle, love is the subject that
stirs the creativity of every artist, poet, and writer. With its perfectly chosen quotes,
and stunning drawings, this is the perfect gift to give to someone who has your heart.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A series of books dedicated to the feelings that make life unforgettable

■■

Inspirational illustrations

■■

An ideal gift for loved ones
“Things are united by an invisible bond,
you can’t pick a flower
without troubling a star.”

ISBN 9788854411227 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages
(color & b/w illus. throughout)
6 1/8 × 6 1/2 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: US/Can
White Star Publishers

- Galileo Galilei

17

JANUARY 2018

“He did not say that because
he knew that if you said
a good thing it might not happen.”

- Ernest Hemingway

22
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Downsizing the Family Home:
A Workbook
by Marni Jameson
Downsizing your family home is a rite of passage, and this indispensible
journal/workbook helps you work through the many layers that attend
this task. These pages are a place to reflect, record, and retain an
important piece of family history, even as you let go of “stuff." The
book’s five sections mirror those in Downsizing the Family Home, so
readers can apply the tips and takeaways as they clear, sort, sell, save
. . . and chronicle.
MARNI JAMESON is one of America’s most-loved home and lifestyle
columnists. Her humorous and helpful column appears in 25 papers
nationwide, reaching 7 million readers each week. Jameson is the
author of three critically acclaimed books: Downsizing the Family Home
(Sterling), The House Always Wins (Da Capo), and House of Havoc (Da
Capo). She has written for many magazines, including Woman’s Day
and Family Circle, and major metropolitan newspapers. A frequent
guest on local and national TV and radio, Jameson has appeared on a
wide range of programs, including NBC Nightly News, Martha Stewart
Living, and Fox and Friends. She lives in Winter Park, FL.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Downsizing the Family Home, which won the 2016 National Mature
Media Award, was heavily promoted both by the author and AARP,
who would promote this companion title as well

■■

The two titles will be the same trim size, so can be promoted together

■■

As readers complete this journal, they’ll also be creating a great
keepsake of the journey that they’ll treasure forever

■■

Downsizing the Family Home has been very successful, with
seven printings

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454926528 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback Concealed Spiral • 176 pages (all in 2-color)
5 1/2 × 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: WENG
Sterling

Downsizing The Family Home
ISBN 9781454916338 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
Territory: WENG
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The Official Dictionary of Idiocy
A Lexicon For Those of Us
Who Are Far Less Idiotic Than The Rest of You

THE OFFICIAL

DICTIONARY

by James Napoli

OF

It’s clear: today, idiots are everywhere. So James Napoli, esteemed
director of the National Sarcasm Society, has created a smart-aleck
dictionary that defines pop-culture touchstones and throws shade
on the hopelessly foolish. With copiously illustrated snarky entries on
everything from “Alternative Facts” and “Congress" to “Cable News"
and “Uber,” The Official Dictionary of Idiocy brings much-needed
laughter to these crazy days.

IDIOCY

A Lexicon For Those of Us
Who Are Far Less Idiotic
Than the Rest of You*

JAMES NAPOLI is a writer, filmmaker, and performer who has provided
drive-time comedy content for America’s top radio syndicators as
well as for the live stage and television animation. His award-winning
short films have screened at festivals worldwide. He has worked as
an improvisational comedian, a Hollywood script reader, and a voiceover artist. His books include The Official Dictionary of Sarcasm, The
Official Dictionary of Sarcasm: Sex & Relationships, Big Bad Ass Book
of the Zodiac, and The North Pole Employee Handbook (all Sterling).

JAMES NAPOLI

Cover not final

Executive Vice President
National Sarcasm Society

*Not Approved for Use by Stupid People

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Napoli’s The Official Dictionary of Sarcasm has sold over
100,000 copies

■■

With the proliferation of fake news and alternative facts, there’s
a rich environment for a humor book to target current examples
of idiocy

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454927808 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Flexibound • 368 pages (all in 2-color)
5 1/2 × 6 3/4 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W
Sterling

The Official Dictionary of Sarcasm
ISBN 9781402769528 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Flexibound • 5 1/2 x 6 3/4
Territory: W

JANUARY 2018
January
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Citizen Activist
Making Your Voice Heard

Citizen

by Jennifer Hoelzer

ACTIVIST
★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Empower yourself, find your strongest voice, and become part of
the solution! Drawing from her decade as a top Capitol Hill staffer,
Jennifer Hoelzer explains concisely how our government really works.
Then she provides tools and clear action plans so you can differentiate
real news from spin, develop messages that effect change, adapt your
advocacy strategies, and stand up for democracy.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

JENNIFER HOELZER served as communications director and deputy
chief of staff for US Senator Ron Wyden, helping make him one of
the most visible advocates for health care reform. She fought to
expose the NSA’s illegal surveillance program and revealed the Bush
administration’s violation of the Geneva Convention on the front page
of the New York Times. She is a credited consultant on Veep and has
written for the Huffington Post, Slate, Sports Illustrated, and Techdirt,
among other publications. She has appeared on Democracy Now as
well as numerous podcasts, and regularly addresses student and
advocacy groups on how best to influence elected officials. Before
joining Wyden’s staff, she worked for two members of the House of
Representatives and was a writer/producer for The McLaughlin Group.
She lives in the Hollywood Hills with her dog, Ziggy.

MAKING YOUR

Voice Heard
Jennifer Hoelzer

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Author has written and placed op-eds in every major publication
in the country, booked hundreds of radio and TV interviews, and
held the top spot on Reddit. (She also helped resolve a Twitter
war for Ashton Kutcher)

■■

Author will cohost, alongside CNBC contributor Gina Sanchez,
a podcast produced and published by Prudential called Real
Life Economics, which explains how economic policies impact
Millennials in real life

■■

Will appeal to organizations large and small seeking to train their
constituents to become better advocates

■■

Strict political neutrality ensures that the book will appeal to
members of all political parties (or none)

ISBN 9781454928553
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 288 pages
6 x 9 • Territory: WENG
Sterling
JANUARY 2018
January
122

March, Women, March
Voices of the Women’s Movement from
the First Feminist to Votes for Women
by Lucinda Hawksley, foreword by Dr. Helen Pankhurst
March, Women, March explores the women’s movement in Britain,
and the courageous rebels who refused to accept their exclusion from
political life. Lucinda Hawksley’s fascinating narrative traces the fight
for equal rights and examines how suffragettes were portrayed in
literature, art, and the contemporary media. Diary extracts and letters
from the period bring the movement’s main protagonists back to life.
LUCINDA HAWKSLEY’S interest in the history of the women’s
movement increased after researching the lives of several fascinating
women of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Her
biographies of women include Lizzie Siddal: The Tragedy of a PreRaphaelite Supermodel (Andre Deutsch); Katey: The Life and Loves of
Dickens’s Artist Daughter (Doubleday UK); and the critically acclaimed
biography The Mystery of Princess Louise: Queen Victoria’s Rebellious
Daughter (Vintage). Lucinda is the great-great-great grandaughter
of Charles Dickens and is a regular speaker at the National Portrait
Gallery in London.

Praise for the previous edition:
“This is a wonderful, inspiring story told with scholarship, passion,
and wit. . . .Gripping, surprising, and very enjoyable.” —Award-winning
actress Miriam Margolyes
Cover not final

“An accessible and engaging guide to the original women’s movement.”
—the Telegraph

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

November 2017 marks 100 years since the referendum to
enfranchise women in New York State was passed by a
considerable margin

■■

Contains diary and letter extracts allowing the real voices of
these pioneering women to tell their story as they saw it

■■

Though it focuses on the United Kingdom, this book covers one
of the most important social and political changes in the world,
and the activism in the UK was mirrored in the US. American
suffragist Alice Paul became deeply involved in the British
movement, assisting Emmeline Pankhurst

ISBN 9780233005256 • $19.95 (NCR)
Hardcover with Jacket • 272 pages
(16 b/w photos)
5 × 7 3/4 • Territory: US Only
Andre Deutsch
JANUARY 2018
January
123
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Spot-the-Difference Masterpieces
40 Eye-Bending Fine-Art Puzzles
Great paintings deserve a closer look. So open your eyes and see if you can spot the
differences in each of these 40 ingenious fine-art puzzles. Every spread features two
versions of a masterpiece—the original on the left and one with 20 subtle changes on
the right. That comes to 800 changes in all! The exquisite details will challenge your wits
and reward your love of art.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781454927204 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (all in color)
9 7/8 × 9 3/4
Territory: US/Can
Puzzlewright

■■

A beautiful book to look at even if you don’t want to do the puzzles

■■

40 masterpieces of art are included in full color, a rarity for a puzzle book

■■

Spot-the-difference puzzles could be the next hot puzzle trend

■■

Includes works from the Dutch masters, Renaissance paintings, Impressionist works,
and more

SEPTEMBER 2017

Blockbuster Paint-doku

BLOCKBUSTER

by Conceptis Puzzles

Paint-doku
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CO N C E P T I S P U Z Z LE S

Calling all solvers: there’s a brand-new type of Paint-doku! These 96 puzzles challenge
you with simple geometry and shapes—figure it out and you end up with a cool picture.
Here’s how it works: the numbers in the grids give the areas of rectangles, which you
must then locate and draw. When you’re done, shade in the indicated rectangles to
reveal the final image.
CONCEPTIS PUZZLES is the leading number-logic and picture-logic puzzle supplier to
magazine, newspaper, book, mobile, game console, and board game providers all over
the world. Every day, more than ten million pages with Conceptis puzzles are printed in
40 countries worldwide. Conceptis cooperates with distributors in Korea, Russia, Poland,
Brazil, and China, and has recently announced a first subsidiary: Conceptis Japan Co.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454923008 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral
96 pages
8 1/2 × 11 • Carton Qty: 46
Territory: W
Puzzlewright
SEPTEMBER 2017

■■

No other book of puzzles out there like this, so solvers are in for a unique treat

■■

Book has some smaller, easier puzzles that solvers can complete before diving into
larger puzzles that become more challenging as the images get more complex

■■

Conceptis has a large online following, with more than 10 million pages played daily

■■

Fun picture revealed so there’s a reward at the end

■■

High-quality paper and spiral binding ensure a superior solving experience

Puzzlewright
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cuckoo
sudoku

Cuckoo Sudoku
Sudoku Variants That Will Drive You Batty
by Djape

Sudoku Variants That Will
Drive You Batty

Djape

You’ll go cuckoo over these sudoku variants! Shake up the typical solving experience with these
wild sudoku, perfect for fans looking for something a bit different. First, warm up with a few normalsize puzzles that will teach you the different variants. Then tackle the giant samurai-style sudoku
made of five overlapping grids, each with its own unique twist. You must solve all five grids together
to complete the entire puzzle. It’s crazy fun!

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781454926238
$8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral
96 pages • Carton Qty: 46 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright • OCTOBER 2017

■■

Sudoku puzzles help you think more logically and may help in warding off dementia

■■

An expert puzzlemaker, Djape has created a real treat with Cuckoo Sudoku

■■

Multiple variants in each puzzle offer a lot of a variety

■■

Extra-large “samurai sudoku”-style grids will keep solvers busy a long time

■■

Top-quality paper and semi-concealed spiral binding ensure many sessions of
superior solving

Sunday Morning Crosswords
SU N DAY
MOR NING
Crossword s
Edited by STANLEY NEWMAN

Edited by Stanley Newman
Sunday morning is made for solving, so take your time and enjoy these 72 medium-hard,
large-size puzzles. Edited by a master, they all have fantastic themes and clues. And after you’ve
conquered a grid, go to the answer section and take a peek behind the scenes for fun facts about
some of the clues.

ISBN 9781454921110
$8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral
96 pages • 8 1/2 x 11 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • OCTOBER 2017

Weekend Road Trip Crosswords
WEEKEND
ROA D T R I P
Crossword s
Edited by STANLEY NEWMAN

Edited by Stanley Newman
With their fantastic themes and great clues, these 72 medium-difficulty Sunday-sized crosswords
turn weekends into mini mental vacations. Just start your nice and leisurely solving. Then, after
you’ve conquered a grid, take a peek behind the scenes in the answer section to get bonus “fun
facts” and extra detail on a few of the clues.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781454921127
$8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral
96 pages • 8 1/2 x 11 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • OCTOBER 2017

■■

Sunday puzzles are larger than daily-sized puzzles, so solvers can really dig into the grid
for an extended period of time

■■

Durable paper and a spiral binding means this book will last the entire time it takes to
solve it; it won’t be falling apart from a few erasures or a broken spine

■■

Back of the book contains “fun facts” that shed a little more light on select answers

■■

Compiled by a master puzzle maker who has edited more than 125 books

Puzzlewright
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Easy as Pie Crosswords

Easy as Pie Crosswords:
Easy as Can Be!
Edited by Stanley Newman

Easy as Pie

Easy as Pie

Crosswords

Crosswords

Edited by Stanley Newman

ISBN 9781454923404
$8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback Concealed Spiral
96 pages • 8 x 10
Carton Qty: 46 Territory: W
Puzzlewright

Easy as Pie Crosswords:
So Easy!
Edited by Stanley Newman

Edited by Stanley Newman

Easy
as Can
Be!

So
Easy!

SEPTEMBER 2017

ISBN 9781454923398
$8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback Concealed Spiral
96 pages • 8 x 10
Carton Qty: 46 Territory: W
Puzzlewright
SEPTEMBER 2017

STANLEY NEWMAN, crossword editor for the Long Island newspaper Newsday, is syndicated worldwide
to more than 100 daily, Sunday, and Internet newspapers. His puzzles have appeared regularly in Prevention,
People, Sport, and Businessweek magazines. Newman is the author or editor of more than 125 books and has
organized and conducted many puzzle and trivia events in the United States, including four seminars at the
Smithsonian Institution and, in 2007, the first crossword tournament ever held at Yale University. He lives in
NY with his wife and has three grown children.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Easy themed crosswords are extremely popular; the series has sold more than 75,000 copies

■■

Stanley Newman is a longtime constructor and editor that solvers trust

■■

High-quality paper and spiral binding provides an optimal solving experience

Large Print Word Search Puzzles 4
by Mark Danna

LARGE PRINT

WORD SEARCH
PUZZLES #
4
M a rk Da n n a

Solving word search puzzles should challenge your mind, not tax your eyes. Luckily, puzzlesmith
Mark Danna has provided this collection of more than 90 themed large-print word searches for
your enjoyment. The letters in the grid are easy to see, as are the letters in the word lists. So if
you still can’t find a word, it won’t be because you couldn’t read it!

MARK DANNA writes puzzles for a living. His credits include more than two dozen word search
books; over 100 crosswords in venues such as The New York Times; and, as coauthor, seven annual
editions of Mensa’s page-a-day Brain Puzzlers calendar. Since 1991, he has penned the cluedrhymes puzzle Wordy Gurdy under the alias Tricky Ricky Kane for an international newspaper
syndicate. Danna currently serves as assistant to the puzzle editor of the Wall Street Journal.

ISBN 9781454925743
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral
288 pages • 8 x 10 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • SEPTEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A new volume in our successful Large Print Word Search Puzzles series, which
has sold 157,000 copies

■■

Word search puzzles that are both terrific and easy to see

■■

Spiral binding and durable paper make our books better than the competition

Puzzlewright
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FOUR MORE BOOKS IN THE BESTSELLING SERIES!
Sit & Solve® Hangman is just like the paper-and-pencil version—only better! Just scratch off one of the 26 silver circles to
see what’s underneath, and if the letter is in the puzzle. But make sure not to get six wrong letters . . . or you’re headed
for the gallows! Each book contains 93 puzzles. Play any time you want, alone or with others. It’s loads of fun.

Sit & Solve® Bed of Nails
Tough Hangman

Sit & Solve® Bed of Roses
Easy Hangman

by Jack Ketch

by Jack Ketch

Are you as tough enough and smart enough to solve these 93 hangman
puzzles? They’ll challenge your skills to the utmost. But remember: if you
risk it and you fail . . . you’re hanged!

Nothing hard to solve here—just lots of fun! These hangman puzzles are an
absolute bed of roses for anyone looking for something easy and relaxing to
while away the time while you’re commuting, waiting in line, or having lunch.

ISBN 9781454925071 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w with scratch-off ink)
41⁄2 x 6 • Carton Qty: 78
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • OCTOBER 2017

ISBN 9781454925088 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w with scratch-off ink)
41⁄2 x 6 • Carton Qty: 78
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • OCTOBER 2017

GLOBAL HANGMAN

LITER ARY
HANGMAN

S I T & S O LV E

®

Sc ra tc
h
& Pl ay

Jack Ketch

JACK KETCH

Sit & Solve® Global Hangman

Sit & Solve® Literary Hangman

by Jack Ketch

by Jack Ketch

Voilà—the unique hangman collection you’re been searching for! Summon
up your inner world traveler and start solving these puzzles that use words
borrowed from foreign languages, including Weltschmerz, arrivederci, and
je ne sais quoi.

Come into my library, says the hangman . . . Will you take his dare? These
literary puzzles are a treat for book-lovers, and test their knowledge with
the names of authors, titles, characters, and more.

ISBN 9781454925101 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w with scratch-off ink)
41⁄2 x 6 • Carton Qty: 78
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • OCTOBER 2017

ISBN 9781454925095 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (b/w with scratch-off ink)
41⁄2 x 6 • Carton Qty: 78
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • OCTOBER 2017
Puzzlewright
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These dot-to-dot collections, with 100 puzzles each, have
lots and LOTS of dots for a super challenge!

Absolutely Nasty Dot-to-Dot Level 1

Absolutely Nasty Dot-to-Dot Level 2

by Conceptis Puzzles

by Conceptis Puzzles

These 100 dot-to-dot puzzles make intricate images as you follow
the increasing numbers all over the page. Each one takes time and
concentration to complete before revealing its final picture—which you can
then color in!

Level 2 of these challenging dot-to-dots introduces a new twist: 32 puzzles
where some of the dots are replaced by stars! Whenever solvers reach a
star they have to stop drawing, lift their pencil from the page, and start
again at the next number—so there’s no continuous line. All these puzzles
have 150-220 dots each.

ISBN 9781454923015 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral • 160 pages
8 1/2 x 11 • Carton Qty: 48 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright • NOVEMBER 2017

ISBN 9781454923022 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral • 160 pages
8 1/2 x 11 • Carton Qty: 48 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright • NOVEMBER 2017

Absolutely Nasty Dot-to-Dot Level 3

Absolutely Nasty Dot-to-Dot Level 4

by Conceptis Puzzles

by Conceptis Puzzles

Take it to the third level, with this brainbusting collection! Like Level 2, it
features the twist of stars replacing dots, now in 62 of the puzzles. And the
number of dots has increased, so there are 180-270 per page, making for a
mightily intricate picture!

Get ready for the 100 toughest dot-to-dots ever! This fourth-level
collection has even more puzzles featuring stars—92 of them. And the
number of dots has risen to a whopping 320. Forget the dot-to-dots you
did as a kid, because these puzzles aren’t child’s play!

ISBN 9781454923039 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral • 160 pages
8 1/2 x 11 • Carton Qty: 48 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright • NOVEMBER 2017

ISBN 9781454922940 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback Semi-Concealed Spiral • 160 pages
8 1/2 x 11 • Carton Qty: 48 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright • NOVEMBER 2017

CONCEPTIS PUZZLES is the leading number-logic and picture-logic puzzle supplier to magazine, newspaper, book, mobile, game console,
and board game providers all over the world. Every day, more than ten million pages with Conceptis puzzles are printed in 40 countries
worldwide. Conceptis cooperates with distributors in Korea, Russia, Poland, Brazil, and China, and has recently announced a first subsidiary:
Conceptis Japan Co.
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Scratch & Play®
Scripps National Spelling Bee
How well do you spell? Find out! Thanks to the innovative Scratch & Play® format,
you can experience the Scripps National Spelling Bee as a competitor. Each page
provides a definition and the pronunciation of a real spelling bee word, along with
its origins, part of speech, and an example sentence. Give it your best shot, and
then scratch off the answer to see if you’re right.

ISBN 9781454922513 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 128 pages • 5 3/8 x 8 1/4
Carton Qty: 60 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright • JANUARY 2018

Easy Freestyle Crosswords
72 All-New Themeless Puzzles
by Martin Ashwood-Smith
Not for experts only! Themeless puzzles are usually very hard, but this collection
of 72 easy puzzles gives beginners a chance to successfully complete themeless
crosswords. And because these puzzles have longer answers, they include
interesting, less-common words and phrases that make the solving experience
more fun.

NEW EDITION

ISBN 9781454921783 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback • Semi-Concealed Spiral
96 pages • 8 x 10 • Carton Qty: 46
Territory: W • Puzzlewright • NOVEMBER 2017

Triple Decker Trivia
by Joon Pahk
Take trivia to a new level by figuring out the correct trivia answers, finding their
connection, then going one step further to find a final connection. Each spread
features four quizzes whose answers have a common link; those links have a
hidden connection of their own too. Play alone or with a group. You’ll love the
multilayered challenge!

ISBN 9781454919841 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages • 5 3/8 x 8 1/4
Carton Qty: 123 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright • JANUARY 2018
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From the popular tokidoki brand:
Discover an irresistible line of gift items featuring the
Mermicornos—enchanting half-unicorn, half-fish
creatures with a magical touch. Choose from
pens, highlighters, notebooks, sticky notes,
mugs, backpacks, and more!

A

D

C

F

E

B

A Mermicorno 10 Color Pen

ISBN 9781454927570 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 144
2 3/4 × 9 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

D Mermicorno Backpack

ISBN 9781454927600 • $29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 36
11 7/8 × 15 3/4 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

B Mermicorno Ballpen

ISBN 9781454927617 • $4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

E Mermicorno Ballpen 24 Pack

ISBN 9781454927624 • $118.80 ($142.80 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 9
37/8 × 37/8 × 5 1/4 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017
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C Mermicorno Ceramic Mug

ISBN 9781454927631 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 24
43/4 × 37/8 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

Die-Cut Notebook
F Mermicorno
ISBN 9781454927594 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback Spiral-Bound
(lined pages with 2-color illus.)
4 5/8 x 6 1/8 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

H

I

G

K

J

G Mermicorno Eraser Set

ISBN 9781454927648 • $4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 96
4 × 41/4 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

L

H Mermicorno Highlighter Set

ISBN 9781454927662 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 72
23/4 × 53/4 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

I

SEPTEMBER 2017

Mermicorno Notebook
ISBN 9781454927587 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback Spiral-Bound
(lined pages with 2-color illus.)
6 1/4 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

J

Mermicorno Gel Pens
ISBN 9781454927655 • $5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 72
21/2 × 55/8 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

K Mermicorno Magnets

ISBN 9781454927679 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 72
23/4 × 81/8 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017
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L

Mermicorno Pencil Case
ISBN 9781454927686 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 72
83/8 × 41/2 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

B

A

D
C

E

A

Mermicorno Purse
ISBN 9781454927693 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 108
53/8 × 51/2 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

B

SEPTEMBER 2017

D

Mermicorno Stationery Set
ISBN 9781454927709 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
33/4 × 81/2 • Merchandise • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

Mermicorno Stickers
ISBN 9781454927716 • $5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 192
43/4 × 101/4 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

E

Mermicorno Sticky Notes
ISBN 9781454927723 • $4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 120
31/8 × 37/8 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017
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C

Mermicorno Travel Mug
ISBN 9781454927730 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 48
31/2 × 67/8 • Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

SEPTEMBER 2017

F
G

H

F

I

tokidoki
Backpack

G tokidoki Cactus

H tokidoki

Plush Backpack

Duffle Bag

I

tokidoki
Messenger Bag

ISBN 9781454922124
$29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Merchandise
15 3/4 x 11 7/8 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454922155
$24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Merchandise
10 5/8 x 11 7/8 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454922148
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Merchandise
7 x 10 5/8 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454922131
$29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Merchandise
15 x 11 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW
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A

B

D
C

A

tokidoki Milk Carton
Pencil Case (Blue)

B tokidoki Milk Carton

C tokidoki

Pencil Case (Pink)

Pencil Case

D tokidoki Diamante
Coin Purse

ISBN 9781454922100
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise
3 1/8 x 9 3/8 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454923534
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise
3 1/8 x 9 3/8 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454922094
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise
9 1/2 x 2 3/8 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454922117
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise
5 5/16 x 5 1/8 • Carton Qty: 108
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW
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E

F

G

E tokidoki Moofia
Flexi Journal

ISBN 9781454921936
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Flexibound
192 pages (152 blank w 40 lined pp)
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W • Sterling

AVAILABLE NOW

H

F tokidoki Donutella
Flexi Journal

G tokidoki Mermicorno
Flexi Journal

ISBN 9781454921912
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Flexibound
192 pages (152 blank w 40 lined pp)
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W • Sterling

AVAILABLE NOW

Flexi Journal

ISBN 9781454921929
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Flexibound
192 pages (152 blank w 40 lined pp)
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W • Sterling

ISBN 9781454921905
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Flexibound
192 pages (152 blank w 40 lined pp)
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W • Sterling

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW
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H tokidoki Unicorno

A

B

C

A

tokidoki Coloring Pad

ISBN 9781454921837
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback • 120 pp (b/w illus throughout)
8 3/8 x 10 7/8 • Carton Qty: 15
Territory: W • Sterling

AVAILABLE NOW

B

tokidoki Coloring Book

ISBN 9781454921813
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 64 pp (b/w illus throughout)
7 x 9 • Carton Qty: 76
Territory: W • Sterling

C

tokidoki Origami Paper Pack
ISBN 9781454925699
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 560 pages (all in color)
6 x 6 • Carton Qty: 18
Territory: W • Sterling

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW
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E

D

G

F

D

tokidoki 365 Days:
My Inspired Life

E

tokidoki
Cactus Journal

F

ISBN 9781454921790
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Flexibound • 368 pages (all in
color)
5 1/2 x 7 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W • Sterling

ISBN 9781454921844
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 192 pages (b/w illus.
throughout)
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 44
Territory: W • Sterling

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW

tokidoki Premium
Notebook

ISBN 9781454922025
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 80 pages
6 1/4 x 8 7/8 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW
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G

tokidoki Spiral
Notebook

ISBN 9781454923541
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover Spiral-Bound • 80 pages
6 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

A

B
E

E

C
D

F

A

tokidoki Eraser Set

E

tokidoki Jelly Highlighters

ISBN 9781454923527
$4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 2 x 8 5/8
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN 9781454923558
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 2 5/8 x 7
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

B

tokidoki Erasers

F

tokidoki Push Pins

H

G

ISBN 9781454922063
$4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 2 3/8 x 2 3/8
Carton Qty: 144 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN 9781454922056
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 3 x 5 1/8
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

C tokidoki Stellina Bag Charm

D

G tokidoki Multi-Color

H tokidoki Multi-Color Pen

ISBN 9781454922087
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 3 5/8 x 6 5/8
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

Pen 12 pack

ISBN 9781454923503
$95.40 ($114.00 CAN)
Merchandise • Carton Qty: 12
Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW
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tokidoki Stickers
ISBN 9781454922070
$4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 6 1/4 x 6
Carton Qty: 192 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN 9781454922049
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise • Not sold Individually
must order 12 pack
Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

F
E

H

G

E

tokidoki Die-Cut
Notebook
ISBN 9781454922032
$4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Hardcover Spiral-Bound
80 pages
4 3/4 x 5 1/2 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

F tokidoki

G

Postcard Book
ISBN 9781454921882
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback
80 pages (40 full-color postcards
+ 40 b/w postcards)
9 1/4 x 6 1/2 • Carton Qty: 30
Territory: W • Sterling

tokidoki Sketchbook
with Spiral
ISBN 9781454921899
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover Spiral-Bound
120 pages (b/w illus. throughout)
9 x 11 • Carton Qty: 12
Territory: W • Sterling

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW
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H tokidoki

Ringbinder
ISBN 9781454922018
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Hardcover
9 3/4 x 12 3/8 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

A

B
E

C

D

A tokidoki

Popcorn
Gel Pens

ISBN 9781454925149
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Merchandise
2 2/5 x 6 3⁄4 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

B tokidoki

Popcorn Large
Stationery Set

ISBN 9781454925156
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise
3 1/2 x 8 3/5 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

C

tokidoki
Popcorn
Notebook

ISBN 9781454925132
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover Spiral-Bound
6 1/4 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW
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D tokidoki

Popcorn
Pencil Case

E

tokidoki
Popcorn
Stickers

ISBN 9781454925163
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise
5 7/8 x 10 1/4 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454925170
$4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Merchandise
3 3/4 x 8 1/2 • Carton Qty: 192
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW

B

A

D

C

A Moomin

Backpack

ISBN 9781454924630
$29.95 ($33.95 CAN)
Merchandise
10 3/5 x 15 2/5 • Carton Qty: 18
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

B Moomin

C Moomin

Purse

Tote Bag

ISBN 9781454924746
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise
5 1/8 x 3 3/5 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

ISBN 9781454924760
$17.95 ($20.95 CAN)
Merchandise
17 1/2 x 11 4/5 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW
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D Moomin

Umbrella

ISBN 9781454924784
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Merchandise
2 x 9 1/2 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

B

A

C

G

D

E
F

A Moomin

Cosmetic Bag

B Moomin

ISBN 9781454924678
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise
7 7/8 x 4 • Carton Qty: 18
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

Moomin
Desk Pad

ISBN 9781454924685
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN) • Merchandise
9 1/16 x 7 1/16 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

Notebook

ISBN 9781454924722
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise
9 1/4 x 5 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

E

C Moomin Spiral

Pencil Case

ISBN 9781454924609
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback Spiral-Bound
6 1/4 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

F

AVAILABLE NOW

Moomin
Storage Box

G Moomin

ISBN 9781454924579
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN) • Merchandise
9 7/16 x 13 • Carton Qty: 8
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

Money Box

ISBN 9781454924708
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN) • Merchandise
3 1/8 x 6 3/4 • Carton Qty: 16
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW
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H

D Moomin Top Bound

Notebook with Pencil

ISBN 9781454924654
$8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Hardcover Spiral-Bound
3 1/2 x 6 2/5 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

H Moomin

Cosmetic Mirror

ISBN 9781454924661
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN) • Merchandise
3 7/8 x 5 1/2 • Carton Qty: 144
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

A
D

E
B

F
C

A House of Holland
Notebook (Pink)

ISBN 9781454924258 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

D House of Holland
Notebook (Blue)

ISBN 9781454924265 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 4 1/8 x 5 7/8 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

B

House of Holland
Set of 2 Exercise Books

ISBN 9781454924432 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

E House of Holland

Fabric Notebook (Blue)

ISBN 9781454924241 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Flexibound • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW
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C House of Holland
Jotter (Black)

ISBN 9781454924333 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 3 1/8 x 5 1/8 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

F House of Holland
Jotter (Flowers)

ISBN 9781454924340 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 3 1/8 x 5 1/8 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

A

B

C

D

E
F

A House of Holland

Chunky Pencil Case (Orange)

B

ISBN 9781454924395 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 8 3/5 x 4 3/4 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

D House of Holland

Chunky Pencil Case (Pink)

ISBN 9781454924401 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 8 3/5 x 4 3/4 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

House of Holland
Document Holder (Orange)

C House of Holland

House of Holland
Document Holder (Pink)

F

Flat Pencil Case

ISBN 9781454924302 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 13 x 9 1/4 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

E

ISBN 9781454924319 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 13 x 9 1/4 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW
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ISBN 9781454924326 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 9 1/4 x 7 1/4 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

House of Holland
Triangular Pencil Case

ISBN 9781454924487 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 8 1/4 x 2 1/8 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

I
G

H

K

J

L

M

G House of Holland
Storage Box

ISBN 9781454924227
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 9 7/16 x 13
Carton Qty: 8 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

K House of Holland
3D Eraser Set

ISBN 9781454924210
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 4 3/4 x 3 1/2
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

H House of Holland

I

Postcards

ISBN 9781454924371
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 6 1/8 x 4 1/2
Carton Qty: 48 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

L House of Holland
Ballpen

House of Holland
Sticky Notes

ISBN 9781454924463
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Hardcover Spiral-Bound • 3 x 4
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

M House of Holland
Bulldog Clips

ISBN 9781454924289
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 1 3/5 x 7 7/8
Carton Qty: 288 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN 9781454924296
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 4 1/3 x 4 1/3
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW
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J

House of Holland
Magnets

ISBN 9781454924357
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 2 3/4 x 7 7/8
Carton Qty: 72 • Territory: US/Can
Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

A

B
C

E

D
F

A Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Notecards

ISBN 9781454923909 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 4 3/4 x 6 1/2 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

D Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Exercise Book

ISBN 9781454923848 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 40 pages • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

B Emma Bridgewater Black Scroll
Magnetic Notepad & Pencil

ISBN 9781454923886 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 5 1/2 x 9 2/3 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

E Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Exercise Book Set

ISBN 9781454924012 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 80 pages • 3 3/4 x 5 1/2 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW
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C

Emma Bridgewater Black Scroll
Slim Spiral Notebook

ISBN 9781454924067 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback Spiral-Bound • 80 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

F Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll To Do Pad

ISBN 9781454924104 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 10 1/4 x 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 36
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

H

I
G

K
J
L

G Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Pencil Case

H Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Phone Case

ISBN 9781454923879 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 9 7/8 x 5 1/8 • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

J

Emma Bridgewater
Black Scroll Tablet Case

ISBN 9781454924081 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 11 3/5 x 10 1/4 • Carton Qty: 48
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN 9781454923961 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 4 1/2 x 7 1/4 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

K

Emma Bridgewater
Black Scroll Pass Case

ISBN 9781454923916 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Merchandise • 2 7/8 x 4 1/16 • Carton Qty: 240
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW
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I

Emma Bridgewater
Black Scroll Passport Holder

ISBN 9781454923930 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 4 3/4 x 7 1/16 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

L Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Ballpen

ISBN 9781454923855 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise • 1 1/2 x 6 1/3 • Carton Qty: 96
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint • AVAILABLE NOW

G

I

H

G Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Photo Album

ISBN 9781454923978
$24.95 ($27.95 CAN)
Hardcover Spiral-Bound • 20 pages
10 1/4 x 9 1/2 • Carton Qty: 16
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

H Emma Bridgewater

Black Scroll Photo Box
ISBN 9781454923985
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Merchandise
8 1/16 x 9 1/2 • Carton Qty: 8
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW

I

Emma Bridgewater Black Scroll
Set of 2 Document Wallets
ISBN 9781454924005
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Merchandise
12 1/2 x 9 1/4 • Carton Qty: 72
Territory: US/Can • Blueprint

AVAILABLE NOW
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FREE
with an order
of 48 units

FREE
with an order
of 300 units

Scratch & Solve®
48-Copy Counter Spinner
Free with an order of 48 assorted
Scratch & Solve or Sit & Solve titles.

60”

Unit can display 8 titles,
6 copies of each.

13 5⁄8''

Footprint: 10 3⁄4” x 10 3⁄4” (base);
It stands 13 5⁄8” high .

Fun & Games Floor Spinner
It’s FREE with an order of 300 assorted
titles— 40 pockets, 4-8 books per pocket.

978-1-4027-6827-9

Footprint: 15” x 15” (base);
It stands 60” high.

10 3⁄4''

Approx Retail $2,385.00 ($2,685.00 Can)

978-1-4027-9167-3

15''

FREE
with an order
of 120 units

Sit & Solve® Spinner Rack
Unit holds 120 titles. Choose any
assortment of titles from the following
series: Sit & Solve®, Scratch & Solve™.
Display has: 5 tiers, 4 pockets per tier,
6 books per pocket.

64''

Footprint: 15” x 15” (base);
It stands 64” high.

978-1-4027-8737-9

15''

Displays
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Brain Briefs

Good Housekeeping
Simple Household Wisdom

(9781454919070)

(9781618371690)

“An entertaining and . . . informative . . .
effort to replicate the fast-moving repartee that
enlivens the authors’ radio show.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“. . . offers the practical advice expected from
Good Housekeeping (GH) magazine with a
bright, modern feel. . . . a trusted resource.” —
Library Journal

Complete IPA

Alexander Hamilton

(9781454920724)

(9781454922759)

“. . . a reader walks away with a solid list of
must-try IPAs from around the world.”
—The Boston Globe

“This gorgeous illustrated biography …
comes with a fold-out engraving of the
battle of Yorktown and a jacket that reveals
an old-fashioned map of manhattan when
you flip it over.” —The Miami Herald

Country Living Salvage Style

Kevin Zraly
Windows on the World
Complete Wine Course

(9781588169280)
“This book will be a beneficial addition
to large collections.”
—Library Journal

(9781454921066)
“One of the best start-from-scratch wine books
ever written.” —The New York Times
“The great Zraly wit and his legendary front-ofthe-classroom presence are integral parts of
this fresh approach.” —Wine Spectator
“A visually exciting, intelligently structured
reference.” —Bon Appétit

Feelgood Plan

Millie Marotta’s Animal Kingdom

(9781454919728)

(9781454709107)

“. . . an excellent option and a welcome
addition.” —The Globe and Mail

“A colouring book filled with art so beautiful
and intricate, you’ll be hesitant to colour it in . . . ”
—Buzzfeed.com
“Who doesn’t love the idea of immersing oneself
into a fantastical world of monochromatic
illustrations and bringing them to (colorful) life?”
—MarthaStewart.com
“. . . filled with stunning, intricate illustrations . . .
that’ll ensure hours of relaxation.”
—RealSimple.com
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Making Work Work

Fresh

(9781454918721)

(9781454923046)

“ . . . will be appreciated by people at any
stage of their careers who are seeking a more
spirit-enriching workplace.”
—Library Journal

“Using quality ingredients and simple
techniques, Skehan puts his spin on classic
dishes and invents his own ways to keep a great
diet with lots of variety. This nutty chicken satay
salad is a perfect balance between delicious
and nutritious.” —Food Republic

Relationship Fix

Two If By Sea

(9781454915263)

(9781454917878)

“Anyone who wants to improve their relationship
should read this book.”
—John M. Gottman, Ph.D., author of The Seven
Principles for Making Marriage Work

“There are some delightful surprises . . .
the ideas here will fit any bill. Essential for
seafood lovers.” —Library Journal

Simply Styling

Sugardetoxme

(9781454918226)

(9781454923053)

“Grove’s ideas have become quite influential . . .
this book hits all the right notes.”
—Library Journal

“Summer outlines delicious and satisfying
menu plans to keep you well-fed and
sugar-free.”—Mind, Body, Green

Ultimate Crochet Bible
(9781910231791)
“[An] excellent guide . . . belongs on every
crafts shelf.” —Booklist

Backlist Highlights
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Author Residences

Country

City

State

Name

Position

Title

US

Los Angeles

CA

Damiano Carrara

Author

Taste of Italy

US

Westport

CT

Christopher Hart

Author

Draw 100 Things To Make You Happy
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